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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

Abstract 

The thesis title is "Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling". Generally, 

we defined uncertainty as the events that can not be described by precise deterministic laws. The 

research purpose of this thesis is to build the Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential 

Equation Model based on Grey mathematics to solve the small sample data uncertainty problems. 

ii 

Grey mathematics was initiated by Professor Ju-Iong Deng in 1982 and quickly obtained wide 

attention in the mainland of China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, and others. Grey mathematics is 

small-sample oriented and in nature it is a subset of modern approximation theory. In grey 

mathematics many efficient and accessible features were developed and are applicable in research, 

business and industries. 

However, we note that linear regression models are used in grey modelling as a medium to 

obtain the coefficients for grey models but the standard grey mathematics throws away the 

statistical information while just using the coefficient estimates to facilitate a trend analysis. We 

further notice that even the statistical insignificant coefficient estimators are still inserted into grey 

models for prediction purposes. We call this phenomenon as statistical-grey inconsistency in grey 

modelling. 

The research objective of this thesis is from examining Deng's standard GM (1,1) model, to 

point out that the nature of Grey Differential Equation model is a pair of differential equation 

model and a regression model translated from the differential equation by discreteness .The 

phenomenon of the organically packed two models, we call it as Coupling Principle in GDE 

modelling. Then we realized that the problem of addressing high statistical efficiency demand on 

GDE data modelling, which in nature a problem whether or not the model engaged could capture 

the pattern carried in the sample data. Just like the standard regression modelling exercise, 

different sample data may contain different trends or patterns and thus different forms of 

regression models should be explored. Based on such believe, we extended GM (l, 1) model and 

thus establish a larger modelling possessing diversified pattern-catching capacity. In this thesis we 

also propose a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline functional and constraint 

functional of GM (1, 1) and in terms of the distance measure for seeking the optimal constraint 

functional for GM (l, 1) modelling. We also explored the possibility to relax the strictly positive 
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discrete data sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data sequence assumption for grey 

differential equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted spline functional. 

In chapter 2, we first reviewed some fundamental features of grey mathematics, particularly, 

GDE models. Then we start to introduce the meaning of grey uncertainty and the procedure of 

GDE modelling, especially, the first-order, one-variable GDE model, abbreviated as GM (I, 1) 

model. 

iii 

In chapter 3, we pointed out the importance of the goodness-of-fit information of the 

regression model itself. During the modelling procedure, if the data assimilated parameter pair has 

a great efficiency, while the GDE model with the significant coefficient also has reasonable model 

efficiency. After that, we gave the definition of statistical-grey consistency and statistical-grey 

inconsistency. And we also mentioned about a new ratio idea to improve efficiency of Statistical

Grey Consistency model. 

In chapter 4, we reviewed a couple of class of spline functions under certain optimal 

conditions. Then we re-examined the nature and the optimality of the two critical data operations 

proposed by Deng (2002), accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as AGO) and the 

inverse accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as IAGO) and then the exchangeability 

between AGO, IAGO and the integration of certain spline function, the derivative of certain spline 

function respectively. We further explored the roles of spline functions in GM(I, 1) model, 

Particularly, we proposed a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline functional and 

constraint functional of GM( I, I) and in terms of the distance measured for seeking the optimal 

constraint functional for GM(I, I) modelling. Finally, we explored the possibility to relax the 

strictly positive discrete data sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data sequence 

assumption for grey differential equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted spline 

functional. 

In chapter 5, we explored the optimal ity nature of GM( I, I) model from various angles and 

finally we identitied the coupling feature in GM(I,I) model, which we call it as Coupling 

Principle in GDE modelling or simply Coupling Principle. At this new standing point we 

recognized GM(I, 1) model is a pair of differential equation model and a regression model 

translated from the differential equation by discretization. Therefore, we explored the fundamental 

features of the organically packed two models - the motivated differential equation model and the 

coupled regression model. 
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In chapter 6, we explored the problem of addressing high statistical efficiency demand in 

GDE data modelling, which in nature a problem whether or not the model engaged could capture 

the pattern carried in the sample data. Just like the standard regression modelling exercise, 

different sample data may contain different trends or patterns and thus different forms of 

regression models should be explored. Based on such believe, we will extend GM(l, I) model and 

thus established a larger modelling family possessing diversified pattern-catching capacity. 

In chapter 7, we list all the Matlab toolbox program and visual C++ program uses for this 

thesis. 

Yan Hong Cui 21 August 2007 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem Addressing 

In today's rapid competitive business world, we have to make lot of complicated decisions as 

quickly as possible. In business world, it is often face to decision without sufficient data. Therefore 

small sample methodology is very critical. The one-variable grey differential equation model 

(GO E), proposed by Oeng, (1985) requires very small sample size, as little as four sample points, 

but the model may often provide reasonable predictability and model accuracy. The grey 

differential equation modelling procedure is a simple 3-step approach.1. We need utilize 

accumulative generation operation to operate a data transformation, and utilize inverse 

accumulative generation operation transfer data back after the estimation. 2. Fit a simple 

regression model for seeking parameters estimation in GDE model. 3. Simulate the final 

solution of whitening differential equation for filtering or prediction. 

Grey approach is small-sample oriented and in nature it is a subset of approximation theory in 

general which offers many efficient and accessible features and therefore enjoys a very wide 

industrial applications. 

However, we note that linear regression models are used in GOE modelling as a medium to 

obtain the coefficients for grey models but the standard grey mathematics throws away the 

statistical information while just using the coefficient estimates to facilitate the data distribution 

tendency. We further notice that even the statistical insignificant coefficient estimators are still 

inserted into GOE models for prediction purposes. We call this phenomenon "statistical-grey 

inconsistency" in grey modelling. 

In aim of the thesis 

Part A: (\) To paid data into GM model, during the modelling procedure, if the data 

assimilated parameter pair has a great efficiency, while the GOE model with the significant 

coefficient also has reasonable model efficiency. (2) Define the modelling is statistical-grey 

consistency or statistical-grey inconsistency. (3) Introduce a new ratio idea to improve efficiency 

of Statistical-Grey Consistency model. 

Part B: We will explore the roles of spline functions in GM (1, 1) model, to show the 

exchangeability between accumulative generating operations (AGO), the inverse accumulative 

generating operation (IAGO) and the integration of certain spline function, the derivative of 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 2 

certain spline function respectively. We further explore the roles of spline functions in GM( 1,1) 

model, particularly, we propose a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline functional 

and constraint functional of GM(I, 1) and in terms of the distance measure for seeking the optimal 

constraint functional for GM( 1,1) modelling. Finally, we explore the possibility to relax the strictly 

positive discrete data sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data sequence assumption 

for grey differential equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted spline functional. 

Part C: After we explore the fundamental features of the organically packed two models - the 

motivated differential equation model and the coupled regression model, we will show the 

problem of addressing in this thesis, high statistical efficiency demand in GDE data modelling, 

which in nature a problem whether or not the model engaged could capture the pattern carried in 

the sample data. Just like the standard regression modelling exercise, different sample data may 

contain different trends or patterns and thus different forms of regression models should be 

explored. Based on such believe, we will extend GM (1, 1) model and thus establish a larger 

modelling family possessing diversified pattern-catching capacity. We also created some 

statistical-grey consistent grey differential equation model computer programs for this thesis and 

attached all of them in appendix. 

1.2 Thesis Structure 

We structure the remaining paper as follows: 

In chapter 2, we first review some fundamental features of grey mathematics, particularly, 

GDE models. Then we start to introduce the meaning of grey uncertainty and the procedure of 

GDE modelling, especially, the first-order, one-variable GDE model, abbreviated as GM (1,1) 

model. 

In chapter 3, we point out the importance of the goodness-of-fit information of the regression 

model itself. During the modelling procedure, if the data assimilated parameter pair has a great 

efficiency, while the GDE model with the significant coefficient also has reasonable model 

efficiency. After that, we give the definition of statistical-grey consistency and statistical-grey 

inconsistency. And we also mentioned about a new ratio idea to improve efficiency of Statistical

Grey Consistency model. 

In chapter 4, we review a couple of class of spline functions under certain optimal conditions. 

Then we re-examine the nature and the optimality of the two critical data operations proposed by 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 3 

Deng (2002), accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as AGO) and the inverse 

accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as IAGO) and then the exchangeability between 

AGO, IAGO and the integration of certain spline function, the derivative of certain spline function 

respectively. We further explore the roles of spline functions in GM(I, 1) model, Particularly, we 

propose a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline functional and constraint 

functional of GM(I, I) and in terms of the distance measure for seeking the optimal constraint 

functional for GM(I, I) modelling. Finally, we explore the possibility to relax the strictly positive 

discrete data sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data sequence assumption for grey 

differential equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted spline functional. 

In chapter 5, we are exploring the optimality nature of GM( 1,1) model from various angles 

and finally we identify the coupling feature in GM( 1,1) model, which we call it as Coupling 

Principle in GDE modelling or simply Coupling Principle. At this new standing point we 

recognize GM( I, I) model is a pair of differential equation model and a regression model 

translated from the differential equation by discretization. Therefore, we explore the fundamental 

features of the organically packed two models - the motivated differential equation model and the 

coupled regression model. 

In chapter 6, we explore the problem of addressing high statistical efficiency demand in GDE 

data modelling, which in nature a problem whether or not the model engaged could capture the 

pattern carried in the sample data. Just like the standard regression modelling exercise, different 

sample data may contain different trends or patterns and thus different forms of regression models 

should be explored. Based on such believe, we will extend GM( 1,1) model and thus establish a 

larger modelling family possessing diversified pattern-catching capacity. 

In chapter 7, we list all the Matlab toolbox program and visual C++ program uses for this 

thesis. 

Chapter 8 is the final chapter for conclusions. 

1.3 Software Used for Study 

The softwares for this thesis are developed in MatLab and Microsoft visual C++. 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 4 

We list all the MatLab toolbox program and Visual C++ program in Chapter 7. The algorithm 

we use for optimize the function value is genetic algorithm. In this thesis we utilize genetic 

algorithm methodology to estimate the parameters fitting for coupled regression model. 

The program's structure in this thesis (for details please check chapter 7): 

1. Based on GM (I, I) model procedure, utilize visual C++ and Matlab language program to 
build software for GM (1,1) modelling. 

Program structure: 

Import the sample size of the modelling data sequence (denotes as 
K) from keyboard 

... 
Assume X(O) = (x(O) (1), x(O) (2),···, x(O) (n)) is the modelling data 

sequence, then o-(k) = 
x(O) (k) 
(0) ,k = 1,2,.··,n, are called 

x (k + 1) 

stepwise ratios of the sequence X(O) and 

exp( -2 /(k + I)) ::; o-(x)::; exp(2 /(k + 1)) 

+ 
Import the modelling data sequence x(O) = (x(O)(1),x(O)(2), ... ,x(O)(n)) 

from keyboard 

+ 
Take I-time accumulating generation operation of X(O) , to 

generate the data sequence. X(I) = (x(l) (1), X(I) (2),···, X(I) (n)) 

+ 
Check whether the modelling data sequence x(O) obeys the 

stepwise ratio law. exp( -2 /(k + 1)) ::; o-(x)::; exp(2/(k + 1)) 

+ 
Generate z(l)datasequencefrom Z(I) =~(x(I)(k)+x(1)(k-1)) 

2 

+ 
Utilizing least squares estimate the parameter 

r-='''(2) 

J 
lx

m
, (2)] 

sequence a = [a,b)' = [BTBj' Bly, B = -':(;)(3) x(O) (3) 
y= . 

_.:(I)(n) x(O) (n) 
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~ 
Generate the grey model and the time response sequence from 

x(l\k+I) = [x(O)(1)- ~}-ak +~ 

+ 
Simulate value of X(!) and estimation value of X(O) from equation 

x(O)(k) = x(l)(k)-x(l)(k-l) 

+ 
Calculate the Errors and Relative Errors I 

+ 
Type 'V' from keyboard when finished typing keys I 

2. Based on GM (1, I) prediction model procedure, utilize visual C++ language program to 
build software for G M (1, I) model prediction. 

Import the sample size of the modelling data sequence (denotes as 
K) from keyboard 

.. 
Assume X(O) = (r(O) (I), x(O) (2),···, x(O) (n)) is the modelling data 

sequence, then O'(k) = 
x(O)(k) 
(0) ,k = 1,2,···, n, are called 

x (k + I) 

stepwise ratios of the sequence X(O) and 

exp(-2/(k + 1)) S O'{x) S exp{2/(k + 1)) 

~ 
Import the modelling data sequence X(O) = kO) (I),x(O) (2),·· ·,x(O) (n») 

from keyboard 

~ 
Take I-time accumulating generation operation of X(O) , to 
generate the data sequence. X(I) =(x(I)(I),x(I)(2), ... ,x(I)(n») 

~ 
Check whether the modelling data sequence x(O) obeys the 
stepwise ratio law. exp(-2/(k + I)) S O'(x}s exp(2/(k + I)} 

~ 

5 
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Generate z(l)data sequence from Z(I) = ~(x(I)(k) +x(l)(k -1)) 
2 

~. 
Utilizing least squares estimate the parameter 

[ <"'(2) 
1 l x'"'(2) 

sequence a = [a,b)' = [BT Bli BTy, B= _=C;'(3) 1 , x(01(3) 
y= . 

_=C ll(n) I x C01 (n) 

... 
Enter how many data you want to predict from keyboard 

+ 
Generate the grey model and the time response sequence from 

x(I)(k+l)=[X(O)(l)_~}-ak + ~ 

+ 
Simulate value of Xli) and estimation value of X lO ) from 

equation x(O)(k) = x(l)(k)-x(l\k-l) 

+ 
Simulate value of predict data 

+ 
Calculate the Errors and Relative Errors 

+ 
Type 'Y' from keyboard when finished typing keys 

3. Based on Statistical-Grey Consistency GM (1, 1) model procedure, utilize Matlab program 

to build Matlab toolbox. 

Program structure: 

The program structure of Statistical-Grey Consistency GM (I, 1) model base on the program 

structure of GM (I, 1) modelling procedure and combined with lot of necessary information of 

modelling export, such as: I-AGO data sequence value X(I); the parameters of regression model 

a,{J; the estimation value of I-AGO data sequence value x(1); z(1) data sequence value from 

6 

Z(I) =~(x(I)(k)+X(I)(k-l)); R2 value of regression model;R 2 value of Statistical-Grey Consistency 
2 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 7 

model; error term of X(l) level; error term of Statistical-Grey Consistency model; average error of 

Statistical-Grey Consistency model; Confidence of Statistical-Grey Consistency model. 

In this dissertation, we also utilize genetic algorithm to optimize our program. Genetic 

algorithm (abbreviated as GA) was formally introduced in University of Michigan, United States, 

by John Holland in 1970s .GA inspired by Charles Darwin's Evolution theory, transforming the 

equation solution searching space into biological evolution space, made all the possible solution 

into vectors- chromosome, each element of the vector we call it gene. Then the GA selects random 

chromosome from the population of "parents" and born the "children" population for next 

generation, after repeat modifies and over successive generations, the population "Evolves" toward 

an optimal solution. 
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Chapter 2. A Review on Grey Differential Equation 
Models 

8 

Uncertainty problems exist commonly in every spectrum of scientific research fields and technical 

developments. In general, there are many types of uncertainties. The two essential ones are 

random uncertainty and fuzzy uncertainty. 

Fuzzy mathematics initiated by Zadeh, L. A. (1965) and axiomatically founded by Liu, B. and 

Liu, Y. K. (2002), mainly deal with problem of the fuzzy phenomena, featured by cognitive 

uncertainty by experience with the help of affiliations. An example is the degree of tall people. 

Most would like agree that one person taller than 180cm is a tall guy, but what about a person 

whose height is 180cm or 179cm? So it's difficult for us to say one people tall or not when we face 

a real person. Obviously, given a well-defined realm seems like absurd. Uncertainty reasoning 

becomes valuable accurately when we're facing how people really recognize the concept tall as 

opposed to a simple-minded classification useful for accounting purposes only. 

Probability theory deals with random phenomena. The random uncertainty law, typically 

represented the probability distribution, is established in terms of the sample drawn from the 

population under study. Hypothesis testing and statistical estimation procedures are all relying on 

the sampling. The inference quality depends upon the sample size. 

In today's rapid competitive business environments, people have to make decisions based on 

information available, including sample data. Data collection is expensive and often impossible 

during to time constraint. This implies that people may often face the circumstances of sparse data 

available. 

Thus the grey mathematics was developed for addressing the decision making under sparse 

data. Professor Deng, J. L. (1982), first proposed the grey mathematics in 1982, his first paper 

was published in 1982, which is ukontrol problems of Grey Systems". 

Then the initiative idea of 80's quickly obtained attentions in the mainland of China, Taiwan, 

,mHong Kong, Japan, and other areas of the world. Over hundreds of university offered course 

work and practicum of grey mathematics. Many illustrious academic scholars provide their great 

support of it, such as: Chinese academicians Song Jia, Qian Xue-shen, and Zhang Zhong-jun. A 

former editor-in-chief of the journal Systems and Control Letters, Professor Roger W. Brockett of 

Harvard University, Who offered a comment as: "Grey system is an initiative work" and "all the 
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results are new". "Journal of Grey System" under Professor Deng Ju-Iong's supervision 

established in 1989 now becomes major Communication terrace for grey system mathematics 

scholars. Thousands of articles in relation to grey system mathematics published in various 

international journals and lots of international conferences listing grey systems as a special topic. 

Less than 20 years, grey mathematics has been successfully applied to widespread fields: industry 

technology, agriculture, medicine, robot, image processing, etc. 

2.1 System 

9 

In our daily social life, education, economics, even scientific research activities, everywhere, we 

always involved with a term "system", but lots of times it is hard for us to give an exactly meaning 

to say what it is. 

The term "system" originated from very old ancient Greek language at the earliest stage, its 

original meaning is the common characteristic of the events and the position of each thing should 

occupy. Based on the background of modern science technical development and the practice of 

mankind social practice, the connotation of the system concept already extends and has its new 

meanIng. 

There have appeared various concepts of system in history, Webster point out a system should 

be described as "an organic or organized whole; a synthesis of various notions and principles 

forming the whole; an aggregate of elements that are regular, rely on and react on each other." 

Another scholar Bertalanffy, K.L.V. (1951) defined the system as "the whole of the elements that 

react on each other". 

]n today's modern scientific technology, a system often means a group of interacting, 

interrelated, or interdependent elements forming a complex whole organism, especially with 

regard to its vital processes or functions. But the definition of the system aren't quite common in 

today's academic area, in here, we try to enumerate 2 popular ones. 

I. Describe a system as a set contains various identifiable, independence elements. 

A = {a; E Ali = 1,2, ... ,n} (2.1) 

Where a; refer as the system's all elements. 

2. Describe a system as a collection of 5 dissimilar elements. 
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Where 

A = {X,Y,Z,a,p} 

X refers as a input space; 

Y refers as output space; 

Z refers as state space; 

a refers as transition function; 

f3 refers as output function. (Modified from Li, F., 1992) 

2.2 Information and Uncertainty Information 

10 

(2.2) 

Before our discussion with uncertainty information in a grey system, we should better know what 

are the information and the definition of it. By tracing the development of modern science and 

social history, there has not been given an exactly definition of information accepted by the 

majority information science scholars. 

First let us review some definitions of information already been given by some 

knowledgeable scholars' literature: Douglas Raber & John M. Budd (2003) point out "from the 

perspective of semiotics, "information" is an ambiguous theoretical concept because the word is 

used to represent both signifier and signified, both text and content". Shannon, C. E. (1948) 

defined information as "information is eliminated random uncertainty". Ashby, W.R. (1964) 

described it as "information is the variation of a thing". In Buckland, M. K.' s, (1991), published 

book "Information and Information System" mentions "Many problems come immediately out, 

provided that you discuss the intention of information. The concept of information is significant 

only when people obtain the information and understand it. It also gives us much food for thought. 

The word information itself is equivocal and its application is diversified." 

From the above points of view of information, we divide the concept of information into four 

aspects: Information as a representation of knowledge, Information as data in the environment, 

Information as part of communication, Information as a resource or commodity. 

The rapid development of modern science and the progress of human society's demands 

provided the environments and conditions for us to collect enough information to make a decision, 

so we can easily collect information from internet, newspapers, magazines, television 

broadcasting, from anywhere we could. If we consider various environments and conditions (in 

real world they are internet, newspapers, magazines ... ) as different systems, we may say that 
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systems involving without people including become less and less impotent. Mostly, Uncertainty 

information may appear if the system interest consider about the factors of human beings. 

The types of Uncertainties we already known based on published studies listing as below: 

1. Grey uncertainty. 

2. Stochastic uncertainty, 

3. Unascertainty, 

4. Fuzzy uncertainty, 

5. Rough uncertainty, 

6. Soros reflexive uncertainty. (modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.2.1 Grey Uncertainties 

Suppose A is a piece of grey information defined as follows. Let x be an unknown, S *- ¢ a 

set, S' a subset of S , u =" x belongs to S" and A =" x belongs to S'''. Then the so-called grey 

uncertainty stands for the uncertainty of which specific value of the unknown x should take. For 

example, suppose we are given that u =" x belongs to S", S =" R is the set of all real numbers", 

11 

S' = the interval [2, 3], and A =" x belongs to S'''. Then the piece of grey information A brings 

about the following uncertainty: we know that x is a number between 2 and 3 inclusive. However, 

we do not know which value x really assumes. (Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.2.2 Stochastic Uncertainty 

If x is unknown, Sa nonempty set, U =" x belongs to S" and A =" x belongs to S and the 

possibility for x = e E Sis a e , where 0 ~ a e ~ I and LeEsae = I." In this case A is called a piece of 

stochastic information. When a piece of stochastic uncertainty. Such uncertainty is created because 

the piece of stochastic information A can only spell out how likely the unknown x equals a special 

element e E S . This implies that the probability a e can be very close to 1 or equal to I, however, the 

large probability does not guarantee that x = e will definitely be true. (Modified from Liu, S., and 

Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.2.3 Unascertainty 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 12 

I f in the definition of a piece of stochastic information A , we replace the condition that 

(2.3) 

by 

(2.4) 

then A is called a piece of unascertained information. 

The main difference between stochastic and unascertained information is that the former 

concept is developed on the assumption that all possible outcomes of an experiment are known, 

whereas for unascertained information, we assume that only some possible outcomes of the 

experiment are known to the researcher. (Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.2.4 Fuzzy Uncertainty 

A piece A of tidings is called a piece of fuzzy information, if A satisfies: x is an unknown, Sa 
nonempty set, the position tiding u =" x belongs to S" and A =" x belongs to S and the degree of the 
membership for x = e E Sis a e , 0 ~ a e ~ I ."(Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.2.5 Rough Uncertainty 

Let II be a set of elements, And, a subset r ~ p(u) , the power set of u , is called a partition of 1I , 

if the following conditions hold true: 

I. Ur=U{x:xEr}=U, 

2. VA,BEr,IfA:;t:B,then AnB=¢. 

Let K = (u,R)be knowledge base over u, where u is the universal set of all objects involved 

in a study, and R is a given set of partitions of the set u, called a knowledge base over u, A 

subset X ~ u is called exact in K, if there exists a P ~ R such that X is the union of some 

elements in n P . Otherwise, X is said to be rough in K. (Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. 

(2006)) 

2.2.6 Soros Reflexive Uncertainty 
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Let x be the unknown path a true historic process will eventually take and S = all possible 

outcomes of this historical process. Then, a Soros reflexive uncertain information is defined as 

follows: u =" XES" and A ~ S is a piece of information regarding the position of x in S defined 

by A = "if it is expected x = e E S with a degree of credence a e , 0::; a e ::; I, then x = e E S has a 

degree of credence 1- ae ." Now the uncertainty associated with a piece of Soros reflexive 

uncertain information is that the more accurate a prediction about a true historical process is, the 

more uncertain the expected future will become. (Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

2.3 Fundamental Concepts of Grey System Mathematics 

13 

Grey system is different from other systems' naming, was chosen based on dissimilar colours 

under investigation. According to Deng's (1985,2002) description, in modem control theory, 

"black box" habitually represent a system with internal relations was totally unknown. Here, we 

provide a comparable definition by using word "black" standard for the system with the 

information was totally unknown. "White" standard for the system with the information was 

complete known. " Grey" is the colour, degree of clarity lies between "White" and "black", which 

represent a system information is partially known and partially unknown. Greyness's basic 

characteristic in grey mathematics is incomplete information, but "grey" also can be extended if 

we view it from different angles and make use of it in diverse conditions. (Table 2.3.1) for more 

details: 

Table 2.3.1 Comparison between black, grey and white systems 

Black Grey White 
Information Unknown Incomplete Know 
Appearance Dark Grey Bright 

Process New Replace old with new Old 
Property Chaos Complexity Order 

Methodology Negative Transition Positive 
Attitude Indulgence Tolerance Seriousness 

Conclusion No solution Multiple solution Unique solution 

(Modified from Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) 

It is necessary to point out that the grey system concept engaged by grey research community 

is merely a descriptive terminology used in modern control theory. This description is not rigorous 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 14 

enough to facilitate a definition of the grey system as the starting point to establish a mathematical 

foundation. The reason why we can not start with the descriptive terminology of the grey system 

used in modern control theory to define a grey system is that it accepts a system, where "the 

information is partially known and partially unknown" as a grey system. This description is too 

obscure to be a mathematical definition to establish a solid mathematical for grey theory. As a 

matter of fact there are many systems where "the information is partially known and partially 

unknown". For example, Hidden Markov Models in stochastic process theory. A Hidden Markov 

system has its true state following a Markov model but is unobservable. The observational data is 

not the true state information but contains noises. Therefore, Hidden Markov system is a system in 

which "the information is partially known and partially unknown" but it belongs to the family of 

stochastic systems. In other words, a Hidden Markov system is not a grey system. Therefore a 

system with partially known and partially unknown information can not be as a definition of grey 

system. 

Without any doubt, over past 26 years' developments on grey theory, a critical feature of grey 

theory lies in small sample inferences. The information incompleteness of a grey system is caused 

by sparse data availability extracted from the system under study. In other words, using the feature 

of an uncertainty rooted from small sample size to characterize a grey system is logical. Explicitly, 

a grey system has only small sample information available for system dynamic investigation even 

though this is not still rigorous enough as a rigorous definition for a grey system. 

The school of grey system theory clearly identifies itself as a mathematical branch to deal 

with small sample inference problems. For example, the pioneer of the grey system theory, 

Professor Deng wrote: " ... , the ones in myriad sample can be solved by probabi I ity and statistics 

ways, ... , uncertainty in less data little sample, incomplete information and devoid of experience, 

which is just suitable to be deal with by grey system theory" . This statement is essentially implies 

that small sample inference is an advantage aspect of grey system theory which is able to address 

the inherent defects of conventional, statistical methods. Almost all grey system related books and 

articles accepted this statement including our own early publications and quoted it as the necessary 

reason for the usages of grey system theory. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to point out that the fuzzy mathematics can be able also used to 

deal with small sample inferences. 

In recent years, Neural-Network Computation theory (Caudill, M., (1989) and applications 
have become mature, with which the small sample inferences can be also performed with high 
accuracy. 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 15 

Table 2.3.2 Branches in statistics with small sample inference ability 

Branches bayesian bootstrap small sample 
asymptotic 

Small size small-large small small 
feature prior information random number saddle point 

generation approximation 
strength intuitive implementation solid 
weakness complicated not timeouts complicated 

distribution not needed not needed not needed 

Now it is necessary to discuss the concept of grey uncertainty. As a general research practice, 

grey researchers have being tried to investigate the uncertainty associated with grey system which 

is caused by small sample size. Grey researchers identified such uncertainty as grey uncertainty 

and regarded it as being fundamental and parallel to random uncertainty etc. It is inevitable to raise 

a question here: is the grey uncertainty an essential uncertainty or a phenomenal uncertainty? 

Here, an essential uncertainty is defined as the one which can not be decomposed further and 

should be characterized rigorously by a set of axioms. For example, random uncertainty is an 

essential uncertainty and it is characterized by a set of axioms of probability measure. Another 

essential uncertainty is fuzzy uncertainty, which is characterized by five axioms of fuzzy 

credibility measure (Liu, B. and Liu, Y. K. (2002)). 

The classification of an essential uncertainty or a phenomenal uncertainty is again a question 

based on a mathematical rigor. The current well-accepted essential uncertainties with rigorous 

mathematical foundations are random uncertainty, which is established on Cantor Set theory, and 

fuzzy uncertainty, which is established on fuzzy set theory. Any other forms of uncertainties 

should be treated by one of the two essential uncertainties or both. 

Since the proposal of grey system theory term by Deng (1985), grey researchers always 

believed a set-theoretical foundation was established by Deng in terms of haze set concept. 

I f we start with the haze set theory which Deng (1985) claimed as the set theoretic foundation 

for grey system theory. Then the theoretical structure should be similar to that ofprobabilistic 

system or the fuzzy system. In other words, the haze set should be able to use for constructing 

a set theoretical foundation, on which the whole grey system theory is based on it. 

Fundamentally, the following elements of the haze set foundation should be defined: (1) The 

set class composed of some subsets of a given haze set H, denoted as H and may call it as 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 16 

"haze-algebra", (if it exists), contrasting to a (J" -algebra in probability theory, or the power 

set 28 in fuzzy credibility measure theory. The class of subsets of a haze set, haze-algebra, 

should be closed under to a group of haze set operations. (2) A normed set mapping from set 

class "Haze-algebra" to unit interval [0, 1 J. The set function is denoted as UJ, if exists. In 

other words, set function UJ: H ~ [0,1] is supposed to be the grey measure for quantifying 

grey event uncertainty. (3) The triple, denoted as(H,H,UJ)should be definable and called as 

grey measure space. (4) A grey variable concept should be defined. A grey variable is a 

mapping from grey measure space to real line, i.e. d@): (H, H, UJ) ~ 9\ (5) The grey 

distribution for a grey variable should be defined and therefore denoted as 

F,.(0/X) = UJk(@ :::; x )},x E 9\ (6) Fundamental concepts and laws on grey variable, for 

example, expectation, variance, entropy, etc, etc. (Guo, R. and Guo, D. (2007» 

However, up to date, we did not see any solid establishments of the above-mentioned 

elements based on haze set settled in grey theory literature. 

Therefore, grey uncertainty is a phenomenal one and may be to be treated by the theories of 

essential uncertainties. 

Furthermore, the reason why we do not use term "grey system theory" in my thesis rather we 

use "grey mathematics" is that the so-called grey system theory is not qualified to be a 

mathematical theory with rigorous mathematical (particularly, a set-theoretical) foundation yet. 

However, we accept the fact that grey methodological development is a branch of approximation 

theory and therefore it should be called as grey mathematics. 

2.4 Grey differential equation, GM (1, 1) and GM (2, 1) model 

It is well-known fact that numerical methods for solving differential equation in terms of finite 

difference methods have been long developed. But Deng, J. L. (2002) approach is very different 

from the traditional numerical analysis. Professor Deng's differential equation modelling is 

engaging the estimation of the unknown parameters in the differential equation in terms of easily 

handled regression approach, and then supplies a solution (in theoretical form) to the differential 

equation, which is determined and fully specified by the estimated parameters, for describing the 

dynamic and further system analysis. 
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Allholigh wc nO longer me the term "grey dincrentia l equation" ancl chang~ to" term or 

"cliffer~l1tial ~qll<ll i'>l1 m,>livaleu regress ion mooder', ahhrev i al~u as DFMR moucifOf revealing its 

i ntrinsic l"eatur~ ,>f th i., m~lhemulical mouel. I 1(", ~ver, il is sli I I wotlh 10 pay Ull efrotl to review 

what Pwfcssor D~ng ha, contribut~d to UDE modciling. {R. GliO. D. Guo & c. Thiatl (2007)) 

2.4.1 Grey Sequences Generation 

Be,allse there are ,>nly few typical distribll1i,>os emploFd in rrohability theory amJ stati,tic 

pn>ee.'SCs. mall y times statistical law' will he,ome inc Ilicient whell d~al ing \V itb smal l sample 

est imation ,>r a large quull1ity data with Iwn-tyrical di.,t ribuli '~l. In grey mathematics. reople upply 

a method to find out rea listic gowilling laws th,m available daw to rene,rrhe slate of "hole data 

sequellce. Thc method i.1 called a gen~rali on ,>f grey .Iequcncc. 

l)cfini!i,>n 2.-1. 1: Assllme thut X"' is a ra" UUUt s'''·llIen,e, Ci is an '>p"rU!(>f lor moJiI~' the 

SC'-juence satislkd that: 

X rOl = (xro:. (I). x, OJ (2), , " , xlOJ (n) ) 

A"J 

Whcre 

, 
x'Ol(k)g = ~><O '(i), 

-, 

I'or k=L 2 ... n. The operator g of the data seqllcnce is caJled a (tlf.ll-orocr) accllmulat ing 

generato r oj' X' 0, , d~noled I-A CiO. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The illverse accu mu lalillg gene rution is "nell Ilsd after I-A GO amJ grey rreuiction. plays a 

ro le as returning Jutu. from The accumu lated one tl> its origillul cOlldition, 

r.umplc 2.4. 1: The 1(>11(", i Ilg scq lIellCe 

X '" = (I .25).2.1.65).14.2,87) = (x;') , x~') . xi' ) .xiO> . x:o» 

( See Figure 2.4. I ) 
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Figurc 2.4.1 Illlistrat ion of thc data '~q uenCe X , 0) 

It doe8n'l show any reg"larily " r ra llern 
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, 

If I,e ,,(il izc acc"mu I ming gcnera(ion onc~ (0 (he raw data scq\lenC~ X"·' . (hen il rcpresen( a>: 

\-' "~ (' 2'·4'·" 24" ") o ( "" ,," fiJI '::'J ''' J I'J _"i 'Ol ,n> ,01 " ... _ ._'. _ ,), .0 • • _ x, ,x, +X, , XL +X, +X, . ~ , +x, +x; +x, ' 

': ", " '::'J •. '.'" , "" , '.''') _ ( ") (I) '" flJ "J ) x, T X, T X, T X, T X, - x, ,x, _x, .x, .x, 

Most of raw data seq lIenec aftcr IKctlmulming gcneration once may (ransform (he paHern 

Irom no regu Ia,i l} condit ion (n a !Cndcncy of growth. Th IS me!iloJ (lCcupi~d imror(an( posi lio" in 

gr~y system nlath~ma(ics, which dearly dral's out charackristie> hiddcn in th~ chaol ic raW dala 

"'que,,~~_ (S~e Figure 2.4_2) 
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, 

, .. 
Figllrc 2 .4 .~ Ih.- <: mvc r"pr .. ",nl , an ohv iou, km\em:y 01' gnm Ih 

• 

Orr; n ilio ll 2,J.2; 1\ ;sum..- IMI X·o, is a r~" d al~ S<-'qll(,flC(,. G i5 an ,'pcmt,f( fi ... m,od i() the 

""l"<:"<;<: ~~(isr, ...... Ih;.1 
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(1,6) 

And 

\\here 

.l'~'( 1)X = .. '·' (1) 

x ;~> (k)g : .T' ·' (A ) _ x ,O) (A- - I). 

ro r k= 1, 2 .. .<1. t he Op~'f :lIor 11 of th .. dat~ ~~ lIL'1lCe b called :1 (f'N-Imler) I nv!;.'Ne 

lICcum u Jat in ~ gc"ermor of • .\" '~, . d~n"ted 1·1 AGO. 

(2.71 

(H) 

(2.9 1 

WitllGu! an)- t lrll , bt~. ,\ GO and IA GO op<:r~ti "'l played some ~c!i\'e role, in GDL:. rno<.l ellin g. 

j".,c;u"" A (;0 w; II ,,,w, ~h .l1 d ~lU ~ml rC"'(lV" fl uc!uation~ in o ri gina l d:lta >e'llL~nce atld I AGO 

"ill jll'o-'itk the IIPprO.~ i mation to deri,~t i "C, I he success underl); ng. AGO nnd IAGn rl>(lt s in a 
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muthematical fuctthat AGO i, a partial l,wn \,hieh app",ximale, an i nt~gral alld the primiti,e 

function and al '" lh~ I AGO is a di Irer~nc~ \'v'hkh uppro~ imates a derivative of a c.ont in uous 

funnion. 

20 

As a m~11er offact. tile creation of AGO a,id IAGO did nOltruly help the d~\'dopment ~Ild 

uc"eptallce of the grey mathematic>. rather tile., con fused mall y lnld i tiollal muthemat ic ian,. 

,tati,tician, and engineers , AGO i, p~rtial sum ~nd IAGO is differellce alld the>e term, are used 

o\'er hundred years u lre~dy, r urthermore. tile usage of AGO and IAGO hided lheir ba,ic 

muthemutical propenie, - The., are linear tmnsformutions and the lnlnsformatiOll wi ll not ch~llge 

the model accuracy in its miginal scale of sample datu. 

2.4.2 Smooth discrete sequence 

Grey d ifferentiul eqllution model (abbre, mte as GM) is usual I y d~al ing wi lh discrete data 

sequellce. but one major charaeteri,tic. "rsmooth conlinu()us limnions is heing: dilTerentiabk 

e\ery"here. it> mean, we can·tll,e derivati,es and related melhrxh to ,(ud)' the smoothness of 

d"crele dala term in here, Fromll1e l1lltn~ ri ca l app ro.,imatiOll lheory. \\'e could usc accumu lating 

,um computmion dcalLng Wilh di,cr~l~ data term 10 sub'liIUl~ the inlegrul of the continue function. 

und then the n: sult term "ould possess sim i In r ch~ructerist ics a, the integral {Hle. The "mxllh 

sequence id~a "i II thmu gh ~ccumlliuting sum of the d ;screte data term to dmw OlLt \, helher lh~y 

possess 1 he simi Inr ,0000tl1 characteri >lics a, the conti nlle functions. I f the} h~, e. then" e wi II be 

treated them a, l>cing smooth, 

thell 

Dell nition 2.4.3, let a positive discrete data X " ' " (x' Ol (I), X:O, (2) .. '., x<0 , (n)) be a s~quen"e, 

a(k)= x(kt 
.I(k-I) 

k ~ 2.3,'·.11. is "ailed ,t~p"i'" rati()s of the sequence X '" .and, 

k = 2,3, ··,n, is called smcxl1h rnt ios of the sequellce X IO>. 

\l,.'henk?2. 

(2,10) 

(2 . 1 I) 
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Whenk ~ 3, 

p(k + 1) < 1 and a-(k) < 2 
p(k) 

0::; p(k) < 0.5 

Ifk is infinite large, p(k) will approximate to O. 

21 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Then X IO
) = (x'O)(l),xIO)(2),···,xIO)(n)) is said to be a quasi-smooth sequence. (Liu and Lin 

1998) 

From the example 2.4.1 we know, once the accumulating procedure is applied, the generated 

data sequence would show up an exponential tendency. And it is quite easy for people simulate an 

exponential function. 

In general, if a discrete data sequence X iO
) satistied the quasi-smoothness conditions, we can 

easily following the grey mathematics modelling method to build a grey model step by step. 

On the other hand, if the discrete data isn't quasi-smooth enough, we should take the 

accumulating generation procedure over and over again till the sequence satisfied the quasi

smooth data sequence condition. 

2.4.3 Grey differential equation 

DitTerential equation is quite useful in various systems research areas, because it can easily 

draw out the essence from the development things. Unfortunately, Grey system mathematics most 

deal with discrete data sequence, based on that condition, differential equation might be arduous to 

perform its working efficiency. Only the condition of differentiability is assumed, people could 

handle the grey mathematics problem make use of the differential equations. After the introduction 

of the concept of smooth discrete data sequence previously, we can easily establish models similar 

to differentiable equations for discrete sample sequence using. 

Definition 2.4.4: If an equation follows the form 

di'\k,) + axil) (k,) = b 

It is called an equation of grey differential type. 

Proposition 2.4.1: For the following equation of grey differential type 

X(O)(k)+a.,yll)(k) =b 

The grey derivative x(O) (k) and elements in the set of background values 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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k l
) (k), X(I) (k -1)} 

do not satisfy the horizontal mapping relation. 

22 

(2.16) 

Proposition 2.4.2: If the background value is taken to be the mean of the entries in X(I) , that 

is let 

Then the background value Z(I) (k) and the components X(I) (k) and X(I) (k -1) of the grey 

derivative satisfy the arithmetic horizontal mapping relation. 

Definition 2.4.5: If an equation of grey differential type satisfies the following conditions, 

7. the information density is infinitely large; 

8. the sequence possesses the intension of grey differentiation; and 

9. the mapping from the set of background values to the components of the 

grey derivative satisfy the horizontal mapping relation, 

then this equation of grey differential type is called a grey differential equation. 

Definition 2.4.6: Given a discrete positive real-valued data sequence 

X(O) = (x(O)(l),x(O)(2), .. ·,x(O)(n)) satisfy the equation 

x(O) (k) + az(l) (k) = b, k = 2,3,4,"" n (GM(t,I)) 

Where 

k 

x(I)(k) = ~ x(O)(i) k = 2 3 4 ... n 
~. , "" 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Then equation 2.15 is called a grey differential equation and equation 2.17 is called GM (1, I) 

model. 

2.4.4 GM en, h) model 

GM (n, h) model standard for h different variables with construction of nth order differential 

equations represent. 

Definition 2.4.7: Consider about we have h different N-dimensional data sequence, denote as: 
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{Xj?) (i)lk = 1,2,···,h;i = 1,2,. .. ,N} 

The I-time Accumulating Generation Operation (abbreviate as I-AGO) sequence of 

{XiO) (i)lk = 1,2,···,h;i = 1,2, ... ,N} is: 

{X~)(i)lk = 1,2,.··,h;i = 1,2,. .. ,N} 

Where: 

.IV 

X~)(i) = I xil) (i), i = 1,2,···,N;k = 1,2,···,h; 

The Inverse Accumulating Generation Operation (abbreviate as IAGO) sequence is: 

{a{J)(Xk,i)lk = 1,2,···,h;i = 1,2,.··,N;j = 1,2, ... ,1} 

a(l)(Xk,i) = X(O)(tJ 

all) (X k' i) = X(O) (t,) - X(O) (ti-!) 

a( '\Xp i) = a(/-I) (Xp i) - aU-I) (X
k

, i-I) 

Above all, the GM (n, h) model is: 

n d"-IX(I) n-I , 
, I - 'bX(I) 
~ a; n-l - ~ , 1+1 
,=0 dt ;=1 

Where 

.IV 

Xil)(i) = IX~O)(i),i = 1,2,···,N;k = 1,2,···,h; 
;=1 

2.4.5 GM (1, 1) model 

23 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

The firs- order and one-variable grey differential equation model, abbreviate as GM (I, I) is a 

particular case ofGM (n, h) when n=1 and h=l. In GM (n, h) model when h ~ 2, we can't using it 

to do predictions, only can using for relationship analysis between two elements. In general, we 

normally utilize GM (n, I) model for data analysis and prediction, but in the real activities of 

science research, most of the applications about grey mathematics is based on the GM (I, I) 

model, in other words, the GM (1, I) model is the most important part of Grey modelling. 
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The most especially characteristic of the GM (I, I) model is the high predictive power of 

small-sample analysis, requires very small sample size, as little as four sample points, but the 

result possibly will achieve very high predictability accuracy. Another chiefly characteristic of 

GM (I, I) is easy for people modelling and manipulate. The modelling of GM (I, 1) is just an 

undemanding job need to estimate the parameters utilize a simple regression, which could easy 

been solved by using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with basic computations. The comprehension 

needed for GM (I, I) modelling is just some fundamental knowledge of statistics, which is offered 

in the beginning of any statistics or data analysis course, easy for people to understanding and 

utilizing for applications. 

Definition 2.4.8: Let X(O) = (x(O)(1),x(O)(2),·· ·,x(O)(n» be a non-negative discrete data 

sequence, and take I-time accumulating generation generate data sequence 

X(I) = (x(I)(l),x(I)(2), ... ,x(1)(n») where 

k 

X(1)(k) = Lx(O)(i),k = 2,3,4,···,n 

And Z(l) is the mean generated sequence of consecutive neighbours of X(I) given by 

Z(I) = (Z(I) (I), z(l) (2),···, z(l) (n) 1 
Where 

Then the equation 

x(O) (k) + az(l) (k) = b, k = 2,3,4,···, n 

Hinted by the whitening differential equation 

"",.,:(1) ( ) 
_UA_---'-t--'-- + ax (I ) = b 

dt 

is called a G M (I, I) model with respect to a positive data 

Sequence. 

Definition 2.4.9: Let X(O) = (x(O)(1),x(O)(2),···,x(O)(n» be a non-negative discrete data 

sequence, and take I-time accumulating generation generate data sequence 

X(I) = (x(I)(I),x(1)(2), ... ,x(l)(n») where 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 
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k 

XiI)(k) = Lx(O)(i),k = 2,3,4,···,n 
1=1 

d Z (I). h d f .. hb f' X(I). b An IS t e mean generate sequence 0 consecutive nelg ours 0 given y 

Where 

If a = [a, by is a sequence of parameters, and 

x(O) (2) - z(l) (2) 1 

y= 
x(O) (3) 

B= 
- z(l) (3) 1 

x(O)(n) -z(l)(n) 1 

Then the least squares estimate sequence of the grey differential equation 

Satisfies 

d 

dt 

Figure 2.4.3 GM (I, I) model concept 

x 

25 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 
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Definition 2.4.10: Let X(O) = (x(0)(1),x(0)(2),.··,x(O)(n)) be positive discrete data sequences, 

X(I) = (x(I)(1),x(I)(2), .. ,x(l>Cn)) is I-time accumulating generation operation generated fromX(O), 

and Z(I) is the mean generated sequence of consecutive neighbours of X(I). If 

(2.42) 

Then 

d (I) 

x (I) b --+ax = 
dt 

(2.43) 

Is called the whitening differential equation or the shadow equation of the grey differential 

equation 

(2.44) 

The parameter a is called the developing coefficient, parameter b is the grey input, x(O) is 

called a grey derivative and x(l)(k) is called the k'h I-time accumulating generation operation of 

x(O) (abbreviate as I-AGO) value. 

Theorem 2.4.1: The GM (I, I) model 

(2.45) 

Can be transformed into 

(2.46) 

Where 

b a 
/3= ,a= . 

1+ 0.5a 1+ 0.5a 
(2.47) 

Theorem: Assume that 

b a 
/3= ,a=---

I +0.5a I +0.5a 
(2.48) 

And 

X(I) = (x(I)(l),x(I)(2), ... ,x(I)(n)) (2.49) 

Is the time response sequence of the GM (I, 1) model, where 

X,I) (k) = [x'O) (\) - !} -a(k-1) + ! ' k = \,2, ... ,n. (2.50) 

Then 
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(2.51 ) 

2.4.6 GM (1, 1) modelling procedure 

In this section we will give an example following GM (1, 1) modelling procedure to introduce 

how to modelling a GM (1, 1) model step by step. 

Definition 2.4.11: Let X(O) = (x(0)(I),x(0)(2),·· ·,x(O)(n» be positive discrete data sequences, 

X(O) = (x(O) (I),x(O) (2),.· ·,x(O) (n») is estimation data sequence generated from XeD) , Errors of GM 

(1, 1) model represents as &(k) = xeD) (k) - x(O) (k) . Relative Errors of GM (1, 1) notates 

I&(k~ 
aSLl K = x(O)(k)" 

Example 2.4.2: Let X fO ) = (2.874,3.278,3.337,3.390,3.679) = (x:O), xiO), xjO), x~O), x~O», we 

strictly obey the GM (1, 1) modelling procedure law to simulate X(O) , and evaluate the accuracy 

of X(O) . (Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006» 

Step 1. At the beginning we first take I-time accumulating generation operation of X(O) , to 

generate the data sequence X(I). 

(2.52) 

Step2. Check raw data sequence X(O) whether or not satisfy the quasi-smoothness condition 

P~;)I) < 1 and when k>3, 0 ~ p(k) < 0.5; Check data sequence X(I) whether or not satisfy the 

quasi-smoothness condition o-(I)(k) < 2. 

(0)(,",) '"' '"''"'7 
(3) = x -' = -'.-'-' ;:::; 0.54 

p X(I) (2) 6.152 

(4) = x(O)(4) = 3.390 ;:::; 0.36 
p x(l) (3) 9.489 

(5) = x(O) (5) = 3.679 ;:::; 0.29 
p x(l) (4) 12.879 

p(5) = 0.29 < 1 When k>3, p(4) < 0.5 p(5) < 0.5 
p(4) 0.36 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 
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0-(1)(4) = x(I\4) = 12.879 ~ 1.36 
X(I) (3) 9.489 

0-(1) (5) = x(l) (5) = 16.558 ~ 1.29 
X(I) (4) 12.879 

So, the condition of being quasi-smoothness is satisfied 

Step3. Generate z(l) data sequence from Z(I) = ~(x(l)(k) + x(I)(k -1») 
2 

28 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

Z(I) = (Z(I) (1), z(l) (2), Z(I) (3), Z(I) (4), Z(I) (5») = (2.874,4.513,7.820,11.184,14.718) (2.59) 

Step4. Utilizing least squares estimate the parameter sequence a = [a,b Y 

a = [SlB]-1 BTy (2.60) 

- z(I) (2) - 4.513 X(D) (2) 3.278 

- z(l) (3) -7.820 X(D) (3) 3.337 
B= = y= = 

-z(I)(4) -11.184 1 ' x(D)(4) 3.390 ' 
(2.61 ) 

- z(1) (5) -14.718 X(D) (5) 3.679 

-4.513 
l' 

-4.513 

B1B= 
-7.820 -7.820 =[ 423.244 - 38~236J • 
-11.184 -11.184 - 38.236 

(2.62) 

-14.718 -14.718 

B1'B -I =[423.244 -38.236]-1 =[0.017317 0.165537] 
[ ] - 38.236 4 0.165537 1.83236 

(2.63) 

X(D) (2) 3.278 

X(D) (3) 3.337 
y= = 

x(D)(4) 3.390 ' 
(2.64) 

x(O) (5) 3.679 
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- 4.5 [} ~.278 

[8' RI" n' l' _[0.017 H7 0.1 65537} - 7.820 .>': .. 7 

" 0.165531 1.11,:2,6 -11.18~ 3.3'Xl 

-14.71 11 1.67<) 

0.O&738~ 1.0852'12 -r J.178 

0.03011& 05."\1!t61 3.3;1 
'= 1- 0.OJ120-14.J.06H6), . 

- 0.02& 1.36 -0.0 1<l006 .1.],')0 

- 0.08<lJ)~ - t).(004014 ).(, 1Q 

SICl'~: (it:llcr.Jtc the ~'C~ model and the lime rc!>p"""" " ''lueRec 

;n, (k ... I) = [("j (\) 

11."" 
- ' -- U.03ni' " '" 1.(l6'L}6 J, 

h} , .• • .t _ ~5.276 1 51. ~-.. ... ..... = R5.276e'''''' 
II" " 

,y'" = {2.87 ~ .I>. I 0604.9 .46U59.12. '1423.1 (i. 5%) 

,\-,8,(k ) :. .,"' '( k) _ i"' (k - 1). 

,\,10, .. (2.874.3.D204.J.JWi5.H8 1 7.J .613n&~ 

Step 7. (" ah:\Jlah' the Ermrs an,J Rebti "c Error;; 

-

82.4 

29 

(2.b7) 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

t2.70) 

.f( k) :. x'o, ( k ) - .r''''' (k) _ (0.045% I I. 0.01 7549&.-0.0917044 ,0.065 .HI I ) 12.71 \ 

Rd.l1ivc Errors (~.): 

U.72) 

~ = ~ t h , ,,0.01621 7 = 1.60:'l7~··. " ,., (2.7].) 

AHlIr~~)' "I' GM (I. II model 

(2.74) 
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In here we uli liye visual Ct . l an g\l~ge following the Grey mode lling principle In program Ilk 

sol\l1ion oftloc entire questions. (See Figure 2.4.4) 

I·igure 2.4.4 V isual C+~ program G.vl (I. I) m,,·d~ III Llg reslL l! 

2.4.7 GM (1, 1) model prediction 

At the beginning we emphasize. col lecting enough information tor data ana lysis is quite 

inJPpropriwe w it h tOlby·s competitiw busin~S8 env ironment. So 8mall s~ll1pk atwlysi, becomes 

much \lseflll and nCCe8Sary in wday" sluts of di iferent Qcoocm ic reS<'arc h area" it h l1lLmerO\l' 

app lica!ions. Actually. lh~ ~111i", (iM (n. I) mudd fl:.Js their predicla!>ili!), puwer cuuld uS<' fur d~tQ 

sequence pred iction. but tloc most common modclused in grey mathematics QPplicalion for 

predi ction dal~ s~q ltCl1ce is (i ~ 1 ( I. 1) mudd. 
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GM (1 1) model to predict the value of(X(O) X IO ) X(O) X IO ) X IO
» The I-AGO sequence of x lO ) is 

, 6 ' 7 , 8 ' 9 , 10 • 

XII) = (XIII), xii), xjl), xli), X~I» = (2.874,6.152,9.489,12.879,16.558) 

Assume 

dX(I)(t) (I) b 
---'---'-+ax = 

dt 

We evaluate the estimation values for a and b from the least squares method 

~ ~ T [- 0.0372044] [a b] = 
, 3.06536' 

The whitening differential equation ofGM (1,1) is 

£(1) 

_x _ _ 0.0372;(1) = 3.06536 
dt 

With its time response sequence 

{ 

x(O) (k) = X(I) (k) - x(l) (k -1), 

X(I) (k + 1) == 85.276e oomk 
- 82.4 

The predicted result is: 

;rIO) = (;(0) (i) t=6 = (3.75066,3.89282,4.04038,4.19353) 

2.4.8 GM (2, 1) model 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

GM (2, I) model is quite different with GM (1, 1) model, which usually apply to describe a non

monotonic data sequence and utilize second order differential equation as its whitening equation. 

Definition 2.4.11: Let positive data sequence X IO ) = (x I0 )(I),xI0\2), ... , xIO)(n)), after I-AGO 

operation, XII) is 

(2.79) 

Where 

k 

x(I)(k) = LxIO)(i),k = L2,···,n, (2.80) 
1=1 

And the I-IAGO sequence X(-1) of X IO ) is 

X(-I) = (x l - 1)(I),x(-I)(2), ... ,xl- I)(n)} (2.81) 
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Where 

x(-I)(k) = x(O) (k) - x(O)(k -1), k = 1,2,,,·, n 

Then the sequence of mean generated of consecutive neighbours of X(l) is 

Where 

Now we have 

X(-I) + GIX(O) + G
2
Z(I) = b 

Is called a GM (2, 1) grey differential equation. 

Definition 2.4.12: we defined the equation 

[ 2 '(I) d'(I) c x X '(I) --+ G I -- + GoX = b 
dt dt-

as the whiting equation of GM (2, 1) grey differential equation. 

32 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

Theorem 2.4.2: Assume that X(O), X(I) ,Z(l), and a(l) X(O) are defined the same way as in 

Definition 2.4.10, and 

- x(O) (2) - z(1) (2) 

B= 
- x(O) (3) - Z(I) (3) 

(2.87) 

a(l) x(O) (2) x(O) (2) - x(O) (I) 

y= 
a(l) x(O) (3) x(O) (3) - x(O) (2) 

(2.88) = 

a(l) x(O) (n) x(O)(n) - x(O)(n -1) 

Then the least squares estimate of the GM (2, 1) parameter sequence 
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(2.89) 

Is given by 

(2.90) 

Theorem 2.4.3: As for the solution of the GM (2, I) whitenization equation, the following 

hold true. 

I. If Xiii- is a special solution of 

(2.91) 

And X(ll a general solution of the homogeneous equation 

d 2 '(I) d'(') 
X X 'iI) --+al--+aJx = 0, 

dl dl-
(2.92) 

Then X(I)+ + X(I) is the general solution of the GM (2, 1) whitenization equation. 

2. There are the following three cases for the general solution of the homogeneous equation 

above. 

(a) When the characteristic equation 

? 
r- +alr+a1 = 0 

has two distinct real solution rl and r2 , 

X (I) - C r1t + C r)t - Ie 2e 

(b) When the characteristic equation 

r 1+alr+a1 =0 

has a real solution r of multiplicity 2, 

X(I) = erl (C
I 
+ C

2
/). 

(c) When the characteristic equation 

(2.93) 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

(2.96) 

(2.97) 
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has two complex conjugate solutions fj = a + ij3, r2 = a - ij3, 

X(I) = eat (C
I 
cos j31 + C

2 
sin j31) 

3. There exist three possibilities for a special solution of a whitenization equation: 

(a) When zero is not a solution of the characteristic equation, 

x(l)* = C· , 

(b) When zero is a solution of multiplicity 1 of the characteristic equation, 

(c) When zero is a multiplicate solution of the characteristic equation, 

34 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

(2.101) 

Example2.4.4: let positive discrete data sequence X(O) = (2.874,3.278,3.337,3.390,3.679). 

Then we utilize GM (2, I) model to calculate the estimate value ito) of X(O) . 

Step I. Form I-AGO and I-IAGO operation to generate X(-I) and X(I) sequence of X(O) . 

Generate Z(i) from equation (2.81). 

k 

X(I) = :L>(O) (i) =(2.874,6.152,9.489,12.879,16.558) (2.102) 
1=1 

X(-I)(k) = x(O) (k) - x(O)(k - 1) = (0,0.404,0.059,0.053,0.289) (2.103) 

And 

Z(I) = (2.874,4.513,7.820,11.184,14.7185) (2.104) 

Step2: using least-square regression method to estimate parameters a = [a l ,a2 ,b Y 
- x(O) (2) - 2"(1)(2) - 3.287 -4.513 

- x(O)(3) -z(I)(3) - 3.337 -7.820 
B= 

-2"(1)(4) 
= 

-x(O)(4) -3.390 -11.184 
(2.105) 

- x(O) (5) - z(I)(5) - 3.679 -14.7185 

And 

y = [x(-l)(i)Y' = [0.404,0.059,0.053,0.289Y (2.106) 
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u.." [u,.Il ).b]' ~ [U' ut' e ' l ..., [30AIl- l.04.92.9O]' 
:-'1"1"'3: (rHm tile ~Iinlalt'tl p~r311><:h'''' ""~ multi uhlain Ih~ "hitirlg ~q"at i"n 

(/.1/1 '>' 111 
( ;c +30..18 '« -1.O-t;cI') ='Y.t90 

<II <If 

TI.., e~n~ ral SOllllion " rhOOiog:cn<."OlIs ''q1l31 ion 

I, 

X~'I(fj = (', .. """" +(',l'-"""" 

The , ,,1 ul iOI1 of d'~raclcri<1 i c ~quali"n 

X'''(t ) 

From 

92.9 g - - <),126'1 
L[J.l 

C,O""', (' ,." .... -~1I3"<' ,t' ..- ,e c . _" 

= ;c'~'(I J '" _" ·'CO) = 2.6·13 rN ~,-• •• 
\\-,,, C< ," Id • ,blain Ihe ~q"atit1n system 

So. i. foUo\\, . Ih~t 

r 2 1174=(" -C, -&'1.31611 

12.6~3 = 0.0)41(", - 30.51-4£.", 

c, - 92.I079~ J.(", ", 2.'131917 

i 1"(1 + 1) = 92.1 07'}l(:;',""'" -+- 2,93 191 7e _m ", - &9.3269 

l-rol11 lhe egualiC>Il (2 .93) we ('\llain 

J5 

(2.107) 

12.IOH) 

(2.109) 

(2.110) 

(2. 111 ) 

(2.112) 

12. 111) 

(2.1 14) 

(2_I I ~) 

( ~_ 11 6) 

(2,1 17) 

(2. 11 g) 
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.\"" ,, (2 ~ 7-105."76 1 .".28 10.12. 7026.16.141 8) 

A Ii.:',. I AGO "p.:r:atiun 

, - i 
l 
i 
I. 
i 
I .. 
I , .. t 

.. • 

, 

, 

• 
• 

, , , 

'
·,,0' - 1'8"03 '0""0"'''''6' .'''J) , - __ . .. _ .~_~ .. ~."~V _'-)~~ _ 

., 

• 

, . 

1·-

, 
T 

, 
" 

-------- ----- --_.- ---- ---- ----- --, 

, 
--~ 

rh~ 1ICCU!:'C} I,>f (j\ 1 (2, 1\ mlldd "f X '0' is 

(,\l(,.j iii "d rmllt I.i" ~lHj I.i ll , 2(04) 

35 

(2.11<)) 

(1.1 ~O) 

(2.1 111 

1 
--.. -............... . 
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2,5 Summary 

After revi~wed all fllndamental knowledge 01' grey malhemalic, in ch~pter I. we ,imply abstract 

s.orne charactaistics from Ci'vl (I, I) modd and I isled inhere: 

37 

Fir,!. GM ( I , I) mod~1 us ual l:-' d~aling with smull ~ampl e data analy,i,. '" l ittl~ as 4 ,ample 

poinLl n~edcd. Second, GM ( I. 1) modd h~ve ~ g:re~t power of predict ion oni:red " ilh high 

't<:cmacy. Third. the modelling procedure alld computations is qUJk ea,)·; alilne computatio" of 

Ci~1 (I , 1) model could be facilitate by a s.imple MiCHl-soil Exce l spreadshe~L EVCll >uch lot of 

advantage of characteris.tic CiM (I, I) model has, the shortag~ of information c lar it) (informat ion 

i [\Complete) and bc~ or mathemalical theor} fOLLndation "i II a burrier for people who E,mi liar with 

s.tmi,tical ana ly,j, to lul ly ac"~pllhe "hole GM (1. I) model ling idea. In next chapter we will u,~ 

,(atislical method to redeli,,~ [ h~ definition ofG,\1 (I. I I. 

I don'lp,,:-· more ~ttentiOll to GM (2. I I model in my recently re,earch, .so wcju,t inl L"odLLc~d 

some ba,ic knowledge ~bou{ G\l (2. I) in this thesi s. 
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Chapter 3. Statistical-Grey Consistency 

3. 1 Statistical-Grey Consistency Theories 

E\'~n we r~alized th~ impol1ance ofregre,~ion model in GI\.1 (1. I) modelling, hut for common 

practice, \\.~ s~~med like igno ri ng th~ goodncss-ol~ l1 t information of tile s i mpl~ regl'~ssion model 

il~d f. Th~ r~a;;Oll f()r ign()ring thc goodness-ol~ lit i nlonnation in some s~ns~ may causl'd by l h~ 

~ample ~iz< ~~tl'~me small prohlem. IfGC>.1 (I, I) asked li ir v~ry small sampk analysis (su~h '" 

only 5 daln been giv~n). so we c~n 't ell sure the ~mull sample ~c!"a l l y foll()wed with \\' hleh 

distr ibution, So from trw statisticnl theory, we C:lll'! do nnl' hypothes i ~ te'ting 01' analy~i~ of 

vari ane~ of it. !'i,m, the only iniormmion we could in\.--c~tigate of statistics for very small samplc 

proh km is th~ weniei~nt of dctermi nation (R -square val li e), [f l h~ R -square valu~ close to I, "c 

~an sal' lh~ estimation r~gr~ssion cocfflci~1ll is ~lat istical significant. IJUi for olh~r small sample 

pmhkm (~ump l~ size isn't too smal l). th" sampic si/C ab o smallcr than 30, we slill nl'~d 10 draw 

out some i nform~ti()n using lh~ F-stalislic or t-statistic. In oth~r "mds, ii'l l-.c regressi()n modd in 

UM (1. I) is slatistica Ill' efflc ient. the t -stat i ~tic or F -~lat i ~tic 1'01' i ndic~tin g th~ sign i fic~nce le~d 

of the r~gr~ssion codficielll e~timat~, must huv~ p-val u~, less t hun 0.05, And ~Iso I{ -square value 

close to 1. 

According to the definitian 0 f couplill g princ ip Ie. 1 he GM (1. 1) madd is a c01lpled 

di Ikrenl Lal equal ion nnd l'cgrc~~ion made I. t f the data ~ssimi lated pa'am<ter po i r (a, b) hu, a grem 

dlickncy. "'y, R-S'-lua r~ va luc cl()se to I and for F-wst P .,a l u~ is less than 5%, Whi lc t l-.e grey 

model I','ith the signi li.;al1l ~oefl i ~icnt abo has r~3S'-lJlahlc m()del d r oc ieney. thl'n "c say ll-.c GI\.l 

(1 , I) mo<kl ha.,'~ u '-lual ilY coupling. 

[)cr. n ili"n 3. 1. 1: I f the codTLcient est i mmes gcnerated from tile regression model is 

si gni licanl. wh il~ lh~ GM (I. 1) nlodel "ilh the ~ ign ifl<:"tl! CQefllc ietl! ~ n I so ha, til i rl y reasonnble 

m(ld~ I ~lTicicncy. Thc phcnonwna showing in G I\. I ( I, I) mode l Ii ng we ca ll it ,tat i~l i<:n I -gr~y 

c()ll,iS!en~y . 

~::<lInl p tc 3. 1.1 : 1.~t di"" rd~ dat3 s~'-lu cnce X"') = (6,1 4 15 ,15 ,5.17 .1 8 ,20.2 t ,25 .J5 ,40 040 .45 ) , 
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Statistica l-Grey Consistent Grey Differential EqUJtion Mooclling 19 

1\0" kl II' check Ihc dlicieflQ "rr~g .. :,;.~ ion model amllbe ",,~urac) or GM (1. l) modcl. 

~omp"ring I"'" of Ihtln I" ~"'''' if Ibal GM (1. I) model i., a stali st ical-£(,-y consistcncy modd. 

The r"n"wing steps ~,u l1s from my progr~m: It.:: statiMical ' g(cy coll sjSlc nc~ ( be d. ing 

I\lall~b looIOOx. 

Slc'p l: 

A fier I ·AGO rr~auncnt of X'" = (6.14.1 5.1 S. SJ 7.1 8.20.2 \.25.3 5.40.40.45). "" ha' " 

x nl = (6.21U' .5\.1.5 . 67.~ . ~ ~.~.1 05.5 .1265 .1 5J.5 .186.5 .226.5 .166.5 •. 11 U ) 

Skp2: 

No" wc uiiAg Ih,· simp,," (c~n.'Ssion modd or (jM ( I . I) 

)', =b-+ ax,. k =2.3.4 ... ·.n 

Where 

y. :::: x"J'(k).x, =_Zlll (k).k = 2,3,4.· ... 11; 

x''' (k) = I x'O' U).k = 2.3.4., " , n :.:" '(k) = 1 [X" IJ(k)-t X"J(k -- I)] 
,. , 2 

(J.1 ) 

(.1.2) 

I be CSI; lillie p:lrarnCICr p~ir({I. Ii ), <I~J\Ol~<I ,,~(a. b). cou 1<1 he calculal~<I hy mulli pic I in c~r 

- =''' (2) 

:1 
r x''' (2 ) 

x = 
_ z(\I (3) , .\, (

0)(3) 
, ~ I (J.3) . , .. 

Th~ ~Slimale par .. ln':l(\" p~ir (a, h) = (. \.1. 12·15. 1 0.1 0.13) 

The §implc ~gre-;>i"n model " ,i ll hc.;","C (Sec I'igllrc 3.1 .1 ) 

y; -b+a.r •. k _2.J,4 ... ·.n (-',4) 
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Fi ~ un: 3. 1. 1 Whiklling ditlcrcnlial equation Y (Irs picture 

(J.5) 
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.,' , 
d . (I) ~ ai''' (I) = h 

d, 

dX'" 
-- - O.I;!-I 5." '1 '" IU.IO-H 

d, 

,;"'(t 11 ) =, "" .'(I)_£.j, . .. +'!.. 
'. a " 

= (6 + 1\ 1.1775 )<.- ' ,"'' - 1\ 1. 1775 

.. 87 . 1775~" '" · 81.1775 

Sirnubtc " ~hl~ ur .X-'" :.I"ll ~,-.l imalion "atll~ <If ,\,<0, 

.r'" = i(),OOO[) 17.5553 30.(,423 4H64ll 62.2503 ~1,2616 Ill2.7928 

127,17~() 154.7954 1~6,0735 22 1.4975 26 1.6170 307.05421 

"'-~--;r':;::', " ;:;:;:r::' :;'';;' '-' I ~ .. ", '11) ,~, ,,,,. ,, " 
.. ~n'" ,11, " .... ""'" . . _._. , .. , 

. . ... ~ 

• 
• ... - .. ~ 

• 

" ,."t .. . .... ~ ...... i . ...... ~ .. .............. ~. 

'0' , 
• 

" • , 

, , 
, 

• 
, 
• 

, 

.' 

h flo. ' R " . . .".. C

r 

(0, b '"' " I c coc lelenl c, lilnalc , _s.q llM<: Va U~ m X' (~ ··· I) = x (1)-- r +-
I. "c " 

(3.7\ 

(),8) 

( 3.<)) 

I , 
, 
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, L(x' ]'(kJ-.i" " (k)l ' 
W = 1- , 0. 9()~4 = 99.8·1% 

L (x''' (k) - x'" (I.) r 
The eocftlc icll1 (a, h) _ (-0. 1245, I 0, 1 0.13) with e :;lim ~le ill regr~s>i(ln mu·dd 

y, = b - axk .k = 2.3.4.···, n Iran<Jerred in diffcrcll1ial ~q ll mioll. the fining having bcllcr 

significant (han in regr~s> i on modd. 

SI~p4 

'''lo Ck) ' 111 (k) ' (I> (k I) . . U:;e 1-1 ''''(;0 t "'~II11~Il I X = x -x -. 10 gd CSI,mallO" value 

_~"j (k)= r6. 0000 11,555313,0870 14,82 17 16.7863 19,0 113 21 .531 2 

H })(52 27.617 ~ 3 1.278 1 35.424040.1194 45.4373] 

" 

• 

,,~ """ ' ..... ''"'' 
,~"'.," ,," 

o -- ----i> -

(3. 10) 

(3 ,11 ) 

---- ~ 

--- ----- -----" ------- ----- -----¥ ,j 
'I ................ ~.. ......... . ......... . .... ... .............. ....... ......... ... .. .........j 

.-" ~ ------------- ---. ---- --- ------- -.-- ----------.... T 0-_ ............. ! 

• ! • "":--- ------ ----- ---" ---- ----0-
) ........ .......... ..................j 

J __________ ___ -. __ ____ * ____ _ ~ ______ _ ~ __ ______ : ___ ________ _____ , _________________ L _______________ L ___________ J 
,i _______________ :~ __ _____ .. ______________ ________ ___ ~ _______ _______ " ________________ ... i 
"--.. , , .... c--:.--c----c.t----cc-i.-------,.t-------c,.-------"". 

l'i gure 3 1 _3 cOl11par i ng X <0, data ""'I u~nce " i In • r'" data "'<[lIenec 

Cnlcli late the Lrrlli':; ~ I-.d 1, ~l ati ' e I·.rrur:; 

Errors: 

o(kj =/") (k)-i"'( l: ) - (2_H47 1,')] 30 D_6783 D_2 13 7 1,0113 1.53 12 

:; :;852 2 . ~1 7 1 3.72 19 4,576{) 0_11 94 OA}7 3) 
(3 .12) 
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Relali\e Errors (%): 

I 
,.{k) 

i\t _ ,It' (k) _(0.1746 0,1275 0.0~38 0,0126 0,05<)2 0,0766 
(3. 13) 

0,16120.1047 0,1()(j3 O.IIH 0.00311 O,(~)<J7) 

Average relative error: 

0·14) 

Accumcy: 

Accuracy~0,9175-91.75% <3.15) 

Tafl le 3. 1 I Err", evalualiolls for aLcumc i ~s 
-_. 

Real Data Simulaktl Values I Errors Rebli"e Errors (%) 

x'"I(,") ;" '(k) 
I :"'0 
~k) . ..-,o'(k) _ ;'''(k) t.(~ i~ 

1/"(,1: 

2 14 11.5553 , ~,4,U7 0.1746 
._ ... _._---

3 IS !3 ,Og70 1,9 13 0.1~75 , 15.5 14. R~17 0.67R3 0.0438 
- .- -, 17 16.7863 0,2137 0.0126 

6 18 1'1,0113 -1.0113 0.0562 

7 20 21.5 312 - L53 1 ~ 0.Q706 
---.. 

S 21 ~ 4.3R5~ -3.3R52 0.161~ 
- - + , 25 27.61 14 -2.6114 0, 1047 

10 35 3 1,278 1 3,72 19 0.1063 
- . . -- . -_. 

" " 35,4240 4.576 0.1144 
-- ------- - -

" <0 40.1 194 -0.11!)4 0.003 
--_. 

13 45 45,4373 -0,4373 0,0097 

From l h~ lasl Exampk 3.I . l's 3 ligures, we could sec lhe regr~ssion model's eoctliciellf 

sign i I'can! is q\l it~ usual. eocfti cien! of det~,m i natioll val\l~ R-s.qu~ I"" is 96.2 1 %. \\' hen we lI'" the 

.>arne codlic ienl (a. h ) = (- 0.1 245. 1 0.1 043) 1',,, lh~ wh il~lli ng diffe'~nlial ~quati "n e~limal~. the R

square va lue is cI"sed I" 1 (99. R4°;'). ThaI meanS the same pammeter pa ir (a,b)which e'iimal~ 

I;-"m the regres,i "0 m "tiel is sh""in g belle r e nLLi ~nL} "hell i I transfer I" the whilen ing 
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Statistical-Grey Coosistent Grey Diffcre~tiJl Equation Moddlirtg 44 

di Iferenli al equul ion . r'" dula S~qU~llC~ eSli m~li,," , RlLl an~r lh~ I-A GO lrealm~nl, dalu Irull ,fer 

back to X"' ' le,el. the modd Accmacy declined to 91.75'!-;', becausethc error; is mi,ed when we 

doing th~ ddtd tfdn~.rormation. 

Whcn IIIC I'~gr~~sion modd', coeffic ient ,i~n i ticant valuc R-sqllarc i;; '16.21 %. t h~ model 

dlici~ncy "'alu~ [{dalive error is R.2S%, th~ accuracy is I-R.2S%- 9 1.7S%. l.~st ~"ample just 

,ho\\"ed greal slmi,lical-grey cOl1sisl~ll~y. 

HO\IC\Tr. for mililY Cd;;e,. cven toc rcgrcs,ion model ofG\l (I. I) i,n't ,howing dill" 

g"odn~ss-"f-I",t slmistic;;, lhc G~ 1 (l. I) i;; stil l r~d,ondbk ror gCllCraw an dficicilcy model. i"wm 

m(l(klling pr~ctic~ experi~L1"e_ wlwn !h~ c;;timak r~gr~ssion cr-.;rticiclll;; arw't ,tmi;;tically 

'ignilical1t. "e rna: ,til l obtdin GM ( I, I) mockl dlici~n~y b~ing no kss lhdn 90%. Thi, may 

cau,cs a cOlllro~~rs y bel \Veell slali ,ti~al i 11I,'rm~li,," 'u I'Iici~nc~' and grey il1l,ormation s\lfli~iellc~. 

Dctluitioll 3.1.2; I'he coefficiel1t eSlimale> gel1eruled I'rom the I'egre:;sioll model i,n'l 

,ign i I",carll, while the G.\-1 (I, 1) modd with the insigl1 i tlcalll coefficknts ,Ii II has fai rly rea><:lI1ablc 

modcl dlicicl\cy. Th~ phenom~na ,oowing in G~1 (I, I) modd lil1g we cal l it statistical-grey 

1n~"nSisWll~:' . 

Ex"mpl~ 3.1.2 tlw lollo\ling ,cqllcncc of datd rcpr~sclll, thc morbidity rakS of rape at Ylin 

mel1g Ol\ lnty oflluhei P"'vi l\~e, th~ P~oplc', R~p\lblic ol·Chil\d. (dald mod Likd from Li\l. S .. and 

Lin. Y. (2(j(j(,)) 

x'" = (x"'(i)f, = (6_~O,40.~5,40,4D5,21J4.1 R.l5,5J 7,IS) 

)\,o\\, Il"l us check toc elficiency of I'~gres,ioll model and Ihe accuracy of G\-1 (I, I ) model. 

cO'rJpming t"o ofthcm to ,how if that Gt-t (I. I) model is a ~wtistical-g:r~y C(M1SistCI19 model. 

Tlw 1"0110"" i 1\£ ,t~p, rc,u Its Irom thc statist ical-grey consistency check il1g M ~tlub lOolbo~ , 

which origin~lIy mad~ hl" my,ell'. (Sce !lpp~l\di~ D) 

Step I' 

After I_AGO tr~al1m'nt of X'" = (.r' 0;. {nt = (6. ~[I.40,25. 40.4 5,3 5. 2 1,14.1 K15. 5.17 .15). wc 

hav~ X l'> = {(,)(,,66,91 , 131.176,~ Il.n2,~+6 .264,~79.5 .2%.5.311 .5) 

St~p2: 

Now w~ u,ing th~ simp l ~ regrc>siol1 model 

)" =h+w:l ,k = 2,3.4,· ',n (3.16) 

Where 
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) ' -- x"' ('-) ,. - _ ",11' ( ,_) "- I ~ 4 , .. " , - I{" ' l - w I{,A- _,j" , 

x' " (k) .. t x'0' (I). k = 2.3.4.···. /I ; :1" (A) = ~ [.l (l '(k) + .l ")(k -I) I , , 
(3. 17) 

(3. 11t) 

The es!inum~ parllnlt'ler pair (".b), could b.: calclilatc-d b~ mlll!;pl.: I Ulc~r , .. gr6.>iOn .",u~1ion 

(u.b)' ,,(X' X)" x'r. whcrc 

X = 

r_ zHI(2) 

- =(1'(3) 

f.\.(ij'{ 2) i 
xi~' (3 ) 

The c"lim"tc rjr3me l~r r~ i r (</ , h) " (rU ~l~~.37.n ~~) 

'1 h ~ <; implc r~gr~,<; ion mo..k l ,,·ill ",-""ome 

J. = 

i (OI (2) 

i,OI(,;) 

j', " b + (IX, . k =.c 2.3.4. · · ,II 

( Ih 

- 46 

78.5 

-Ill 

15.>.5 

,1 93.5 
=37.22~8- 006" 

-V 15 

239 

'" .'-
-27I.7S 

l [U! 

-'>04 ) 

31;.1911 

34.24.'.1 

32.1.>7 .. 

30.0295 

17.273 

24.6787 
-

21.l!616 

n7276 

20.6899 

: 19.6035 , 
1 185~9:i , 
1,1 751 18 

The coXnicicnl cSl!m~I~"", R'''-I ''"n: ,"I"" ril. y, = h + ax, . k = 2,3.4. "." 

_ , LeI". __ j',) l 
/I .. = U,45J9 

- Li> - J)' 
45.J9% 

(.1.21) 

(J.n) 
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" - •• • ~ I 

j .. """" "", ' ...... "'" .~: . 
' r ,~' •. ,- ,. " ,'*~"" 

, 

i - --~ 

i ........... • , 

,- .•.. . -
.. , 

-( - - - -------- ----- .. - ,- • ...... .. 

: 
, 

" (1--.. 
,,- --

• 
.. 

• , .. , , .. .. " " " 
Figmc 3. 1.4 compari ng )"'. = X ,o J data s~q UCIlCC wi th rcgress ion VQ lue po, data scyucilce 

Step 3 

GCl1ermc lhc grcy rnoJel ~nd thc timc rcsponse sCY\lcncc 

" ". dx' (1) . " "() b T a X I = 
d, 

. " . ' IJ 
- OM4,, -("-'7-2" -- + _,m x __ , _ ~ M 

d, 

= ((, _ 573_<.)<)() j)e "; 0:'4\'1. + 573. YY9 1 

= -567. 9991e-OOM9< + 573 -,,99 1 

SimlLlate v~lue () r t , ',' ~nd t:s limmion ,·,duc of .Y'" 
X'" = [6.0()oo 4Ui704 75 1007106.4316135.7949163 .3142 IS9.I052 

213.2766 235.9300 257. 160 ~ 2n05~3 2'J5_7(}(i2 313_1~301 

(3.23) 

(J 24) 

0.25) 
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T~" c""flidcnt cstiml'tcs R_~\I3rc \3Iu~ for .i"'(k-t 1) = [X"'( I) -; } .... -t; 
'( "" " -"'0,,' G~ = I _ £- l' - x , =0_986')=98.6'1';. 
I (x'" (k) _ .r' n (k))' 

Toc coel1kknl (/I, h J .. (O.()(149.37 22118) with CSlim:llc ill [",gression model 

J', "b .. ox,.k ., 2.3.4.·· '.11 tnillsfcrrcd ill diffcrcmial tlquatiou. [ho.,- . illing ha'ing hdler 

-." ') -"'(') -'''(' I) .. (J"" 1-1,\(;0 ltc~lIn~llt X = l' -l" - (" g<:t e,umat",,, ,~I"" 

.i'OI(.l- I = I(i .OOOO .lS.fi704 33.--1303 3UJ09 29.363_, 27.5 193 25 ,7911 

24. 171--1 ~2.(i5~ --I 21.230R 1 <).~975 18.647') 17.--17681 

(J.26) 
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" • 

Calculate the Errors and R~ l ali\e Error' 

Errors: 

- --j __ 9 __ 

, • 

"(k) - _<") (A) - .i: "') (k)~(-15 .6704 6.56'17 -G .331)<) 10.6367 17.4S07 920K~ 

- 3,17H - 8,6534 .32_,08 -~_3975 -1.1i47~ -2.4768) 

Rciativ<e hrm, ('10). 

~= I~~(~)=(07S35 0,164" 0,25 3 ~ 02659 0]885 0_~6] 1 
01510 O , Ii I ~1 0,1795 0.2837 0,0%9 0,1(51) 

Average relative <error: 

ACclLracy 

1 " 
\ =-L'\ =0.3011=30.11% 

12 1-) 

-- ,--

i 
I 

I 

" 

(3.27) 

(3_2~) 

(3.~'1) 

0_30) 
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Table 3.1.2 Error evaluations for accuracies 

Real Data Simulated Values Errors Relative Errors(%) 

No. x(O)(k) x(O)(k) c(k) = x(O)(k)- xIO)(k) 
I &(k) I 11k = x(O)(k) 

2 20 35.6704 -15.6704 0.7835 

3 40 33.4303 6.5697 0.1642 

4 25 31.3309 - -6.3309 0.2532 

5 40 29.3633 10.6367 0.2659 

6 45 27.5193 17.4807 0.3885 

7 35 25.7911 9.2089 0.263 

8 21 24.1714 -3.1714 0.151 

9 14 22.6534 -8.6534 0.6181 

10 18 21.2308 -3.2308 0.1795 

11 15.5 19.8975 -4.3975 0.2837 

12 17 18.6479 -1.6479 0.0969 

13 15 17.4768 -2.4768 0.1651 

From the last Example 3.1.2's 3 figures, we could see the regression model's coefficient 

significant is quite worse, coefficient of determination value R-square is only 45.39%. When we 

use the same coefficient (a, b) = (0.0649,37.2288) for the whitening di fferential equation estimate, 

the R-square value is closed to 1 (98.69%). That means the same parameter pair (a, b) which 

estimate from the regression model is showing much better efficiency when it transfer to the 

whitening differential equation XII) data sequence estimation. But after the I-AGO treatment, data 

transfer back to XIO
) level, the model Accuracy declined to only 69.89%, which meaning I-AGO 

and I-IAGO transformation could made some errors and result the estimation data lost its 

efficiency. 

The regression model's coefficient significant value R-square is 45.39%, but after transfer 

parameter (a,b) = (0.0649,37.2288) to the whitening differential equation model, the estimate 

value of ~¥(I)data sequence showing a incredible significant (comparing with X(I)data sequence), 

the R-square value is closed to 1 (98.69%).But the final GM (1 ,1) model efficiency is not good, 

the accuracy is 1-30.11 %=69.89%. 
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Last example just showed what we called statistical-grey inconsistency. In next section I will 

create a new model to decl ine the errors when data transfer from X(l) to X(O) level. 

3.2 Ratio idea to improve efficiency of Statistical-Grey Consistency 
model 

When we doing GM (I, I) modelling, normally, if the data sequence is a monotonic one, after 

IAGO treatment of .£Y(l) data sequence, the result generally will showing a good efficiency. But if 

the original data sequence doesn't following a monotonic tendency, after the IAGO treatment 

of X(I), the estimation value .£Y(O) usually isn't such efficient as what we expected. 

Example 3.1.2 is a statistical-grey inconsistent model, the regression part could not fit a nice 

efficient linear model, but after transfer parameter (a, b) to the whitening differential equation 

model, the estimate value of X(l) data sequence just showing a incredible significant (comparing 

with X(l)data sequence), the R-square value is closed to I. But the final GM (I, I) model 

efficiency isn't expectable nice, the accuracy is only 1-30.11 %=69.89%. Now we are using ratio 

idea to instead of IAGO treatment, to avoid too much errors engendering when data transfer back 

to X(O) level. 

Definition 3.2.1: Assume that 

X(O) = (x(O)(1),x(O)(2), ... ,x(O)(n)), 

is a non-negative sequence, where x(O)(k) 20, k = 1,2,···, n, X(I) the I-AGO sequence of X(o) 

with 

where 

k 

x(l)(k) = LX(O) (i), 
1=1 

k = 1,2,···, n, and R is the ratio value generated sequence which given by 
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Aner wc ~slimme X(ll <.Iala ,cqllenc~, ,,~ulili/~ X, I) /R 10 in"l~ad o('I-AnO Op"ralion to 

ge l"lCrate A~ '" vallLc, "hid\ given b" 

We u,e the Ratio idea to imlea<i (If JAGO treatment to improve the efficicncy ofth~ same 

F~umrle 3, I ,2 modelling. dcnoted a, lxample 3,2.1. 

lOla III pic 3.2.1: ttlc followi ng ,equence of data represcnts the morbid ity in rapo: at Y un meng 

Count" of Hubc i Province. th~ People', Republ ic of China. 

. )" X'" ~. V'" (i) ,., c. (6.20.40,25.40.45.35.2 LI +.18.1 5.5.17.15) 

Step I: 

After I-AGO lreatment of X''> = (-<'"' (!l}:, = (6,20A0,25.40,45,J5,~ !J4.1 8,t 5.5.17,t 5l, "C 

ha,eX") = (6,26.66,') 1 ,tJt,l76,2 t UJ2,~46 .~6+.27 (J.5 .2')6.5.3t 1.5 ) 

Then ,,~ using the rali(l i<.l~a I" calculate the rat;(ln data '~'l uenee u,; ng X lO l - (x' '' (i )1:, 

divide by X' " = (xl"(i)t, dwole a, 

1I~(I.llI){~) 1.'llI)n 1.65Il1) '.64ll1) '.27:in J.~ lll 

6,02g6 11 .0476 17,5714 14,6667 Ig,n323 17.441 2 2n.7667) 

Slep 2 all<.l Sl~r 1 i, ~xactl} ~am~ as example 1.1 2. 

Slep 4: 

.," (k) 
Use ratio idGa .,'" (k) = ); i Ilslc~<.I "I' I-IA GO Iremm~1l1 10 gel ~s limalion value 

R( k) 

i IO' (k) =l6,OOOO 32.0542 45.515(; 29.:23')5 ~L·j(;·j l ~1.7565 

31.]682 1~.3052 13.426~ 17.5337 15.J~·jG 16.95~5 15.0810] 

13.31) 

(3.32) 
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_.----1-. •.•• _ 
• " , , • • • " " 

. , 

l i gll l\' 3 .2. 1 c(}mp~ri n ~ X I'" (bta >cq ucm'c "ilh .(-"" datJ >eq lIcnc~ : l\>mpariLl~ X'!> dMa 

scq u~n"," "'ilh .\-"'dQta s.::qucncl' 

Calwl;ue the I.:m.rs and RcI :1l i,c L:m>rs 

Fm>l1>. 

3(.1)- .. '''(.)- .. ''"(.) _ (-ll.OSJ! _B156 -J_!J95 ·1..16-1 1 32JH 

J6\l t I.ti<).lt 05ill OJfi61 0.1354 0.O-t55 -0.08 1O) 

Rtl~IIH Lm>r:.t%): 

]" '".~" (j 1:\1') 0.16% 011 .. 66 0.0111 0.1038 

u.,J/lOJ U.ll.loH 1)01j9 0.0087 O./l(I~J U.~) 

1 " - 2'>, "" 0. 1 U71= 1\),72% 
12 ._, 

0.33) 

0.3.11 

l3 . .15) 

pJ1)1 
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Table 3.2.1 Error evaluations for accuracies 

Real Data Simulated Values Errors Relative Errors (%) 

x(O)(k) x(O)(k) &(k) = xiO\k)_xIO)(k) 11k = 
s(k) 

No. x(O)(k) 

2 20 32.0542 -12.0542 0.6027 

3 40 45.5156 -5.5156 0.1379 

4 25 29.2395 -4.2395 0.1696 

5 40 4l.4641 -1.4641 0.0366 

6 45 41.7565 3.2435 0.0721 

7 35 31.3682 3.6318 0.1038 

8 21 19.3052 1.6948 0.0807 

9 14 13.4269 0.5731 0.0409 

10 18 17.5337 0.4665 0.0259 

11 15.5 15.3646 0.1354 0.0087 

12 17 16.9545 0.0455 0.0027 

13 15 15.081 -0.081 0.0054 

After utilizing the ratio idea, example 3.1.2's modelling accuracy raised from 69.89% to 

89.28%. 

The coefficients estimate generated from the regression model isn't significant, R-square 

value is only 45.39%, far away from 1. While the GM (1, 1) model with the insignificant 

coefficients still has fairly reasonable model efficiency, Accuracy is 89.28%. The phenomena 

showing in example 4.3 modelling we call it statistical-grey inconsistency. 

3.3 Comparisons between Coupling Model and Variation Model. 

Before we realized the essential ofGM (1, I) model is a regression model coupling with a 

differential equation model, we often regarded GM (1, 1) model as a regression model with 

differential equation constraint. Why we insist to state the coupling idea is the essential 

characteristic ofGM (1, I)? Which model is superior if we utilize the GM (1,1) modelling for a 

real application testing? In this section, after us examining GM (I, 1) model with the variation 
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calculus approach knowledge and analysis of the constrained regression model, we could simulate 

a reasonable answer to prove our statement about the coupling model idea is true. 

L2-normed GM (1, I) model could be understand as a kind of approximation method, try to 

searching paired parameter to minimum the relative errors equation and finally find the efficient 

estimation of the input value. But the L2-normed GM (1, 1) model is investigated from nonlinear 

least-square estimation at the "integrated" data level, i.e., at x(l) level. The original observation 

data sequence is [X(tl) t, = ~X(Il)(O)t,[Xltl)(I)t , ... ,[X1tl)(n)t'), after I-AGO (abbreviate of accumulating 

generation operator) treatment, we will have the [X(I) t, data sequence value. 

(3.37) 
,=1 

After that, we need utilize least-square approaching method with L2-norm to get the estimate 

parameter a and b denoted as a and b respectively. Then we utilize the estimate parameter a and 

;; to the differential equation dX(I) / dt + ax(l) = ;; , which using the filtering-predictive equation 

takes the discrete version of solution (with GM (1, I) least-square estimated parameter-values). 

(3.38) 

But still now, there is no clarity on fundamental issues of why the parameters estimated by 

GM (1, I) modelling can be used in the solution to the differential equation for filtering-prediction 

purposes and Why are the AGO and MEAN operators introduced, even there are bunches of 

academic papers ofGM (1,1) modelling have been published. 

Because the estimation must take on under the integrated level (i.e. X(I) level), so we give an 

idea to find appropriate composition of {z(I)(k),k;;" I,2, ... ,n} which could made the integrated 

observation data sequence {x(I)(k),k = O,J,. .. ,n}can be formed and lead to an optimal statistical 

estimation with respect to parameter a, b. 

{Z(I) (k), k = \,2,···, n} data sequence is the only one character based on the level X(I) , which 

give by : 

(3.39) 

Because the weight factor 112 is an arbitrary decision, which didn't have any mathematical 

discussion. Now we discussion the weight factor, denoted as (lj, between (x<1)(k) r' and 
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k"(k -1)1'"" shOuld 0(11)1.' pt\-drlermint"d r:llher Ihall dd .. rmi""d 1:» Ih~ " J>l.i milMiOIl proccduro:, In 

other" ortis. Ihe ='II(,t) dala s.cqll<:n~" , h"u 10.1 I:>.- .. kfi n .. d as: 

Zlll ( k j " .... ,[ .• "1(k) J .. (I - t!} X ~ ... (,t - I)],," .1I.l L [0.1 [ 

Now ,,<' gil" lilc rorm of Ihe L2_normai e..t im3lion "qualinn: 

(.340) 

I he cq" all nn 3.4 1 cNJld b.: d,-"\:{Jmp" ",d ~ , 1<,11, ,wing n'J!l -1 i n~ar <:-q\l3t ions " itll th e P.11"O mCh'r 

". I> ~nd w, 

WI' simpl) uli lizc 11\1 I'~mpk 1(1 pro\{' Ihe par:ullClcr (;) is lIot occcs&"lry ", "" 0.5. 

t:~amlt1.' 3.3. 1: We hn, ~ (l d i!.(; rClC dab ","",,,,ne .. d~nol"" '" 

,r.o. '" {.:! .S7-U27S.3.337 .3,390.3.679) 

Sl ~p I 

\\ ~ fifSl using ~bll(lb yl'llt'lic :tl@orithm loolbo~ 10 I.""M irn3le 

In thiS" \ (lmph ... w" ~iv" nn mili:tl \(Ihl<' or x" (o). )' = 2.87~ 

Th~"f1 th~ I. 2-nQfmN t'Slim~lio" <:-qlllllion " <i ll be: 

mi. (I'" I- 1: f= ''"(/\'" _. ""(1)) o. , 

-~l~"k"('I I" . (I 
Step:! 

w~ " '" ~cn " li ,' als, .. ilnl1l to c sr im ~ tc th~ ~y\latiol1: 

(3 43) 
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I'igun" 3.3.1 USi!l!: G~Mic u Igorithm (0 ~stimal~ the non-liueur equation II ith ('Iuratn':WI" 

a.paooOJ. 

rile equation fI.1 - til~s ,~~nted 12sql.llll\;.m 

li' lIl1i"n e 1 2'1jtl~re( ~ ) 

C-O;J) j I )~2. 87",: 

y=[~.!tN 3.278 3.3) 7 3.3')0 3.Ii7'>J: 

for i= 2: lcnGlh(~) 

~)'(ir) (i)l 0)10 - 1 ): 

~lId 

fol' i2 -2: l co~II1()I) 

cz ((x() )·n)( (2)+( I -~( I ) )· "Y( i2· 1 »).((y( I )-x(l)/x(2))'-ex pt -x(2)* (i2· 1 ))h (3)h(2))Y2" ~: 
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Step 3 

From figure 3.3.1, we know: 

Where 

a = -0.03685,w = 0.98456,b = 3.04747 

Step 4 

Now we could determine the model by: 

d'(l) 

_x _ _ 0.03685 _~(l) = 3.04747 
dt 

And the time response sequence 

x(l)(k + I) = [x(O)(I) - ~ }-ak + ~ = 85.5733 eO 03685 k - 82.699 

Step5 

Solve the model obtained in step 4 for the simulation value of X(l) 

X(I) = (~(l) (i) t = (2.8740,6.0862,9.419,12.8769,16.4645) 

Restore the t(l) -value to find the simulation value of X(O) • From 

It follows that 

X(O) = (~(O) (i) tl = (2.8740,3.2122,3.3328,3.4579,3.5876) 

Step6 

Evaluate the error. The following Table 3.3.1 gives the relevant error values 

57 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 
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Table 3.3.1 Error evaluations for accuracies 

Real Data Simulated Values Errors Relative Errors (%) 

x(O)(k) x(O)(k) c(k) = x(O)(k)-x(O)(k) !::.k= 
c(k) 

No. x(O)(k) 

2 3.278 3.2122 0.0658 2.01 

3 3.337 3.3328 0.0042 0.13 

4 3.390 3.4579 -0.0679 2.00 

5 3.679 3.5876 0.0914 2.48 

And obtain the average relative error: 

(3.52) 

The accuracy is: 

1-0.0165= 100%-1.65%=98.35% (3.53) 

Comparing the L2-normed model with the grey coupling model to figure out which one 

performed more efficient ofGM (1, I) modelling. (See table 3.3.2) 

Table 3.3.2 comparing the L2-normed model with the grey coupling model 

GM (1,1) Average Accurac 
a b OJ 

model relative errors y 

L2-
-0.03685 3.04747 0.98456 1.65% 98.35% 

normed model 

Grey 

coupling -0.0372 3.0654 0.5 1.60% 98.40% 

model 

According to the result of Table 3.3.2, even we using genetic algorithm to minimize the 

relative error between Z(l)and X(I)to search best estimate parameter pair(a,,B), but the accuracy 

of the L2-normed model is still little bit lower than coupling model. After checking of example 

results, we make a conclusion: the GM (I, I) model can't be just defined as a regression model 
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with differential equation constraint, because if we understand it as a regression model coupling 

with a differential equation model, the result shows better than first understanding. 

3.4 Statistical-Grey Consistency Criterions 

In last section, according to the practice result, we understand the GM (1,1) model can't explain 

as a regression model with a differential equation constraint, but a regression model coupling with 

a differential equation model. The coupling steps usually could conclude as follows: 

First, we define the modified input data sequence X(O) as vector Y, then generate the Z(l) data 

values from I-AGO treatment data sequence X(O) , we denoted as X(I). 

The least-square regression equation is 

(a,bY = (XTXt' X'y (3.54) 

- Z(I) (2) x(O)(2) 

X= 
-z(I)(3) 

y= 
x(O) (3) 

(3.55) 

-z(l)(n) x(O)(n) 

Where 

x(')(k) = Ix(O)U),k = 2,3,4,···, n ; z(')(k) =! [x<')(k) + x(')(k -1)] 
,~I 2 

(3.56) 

Then utilize the linear form regression model to estimate the appropriate parameters (a,b). 

Second, transfer the estimate parameters (a, b) to the whitening differential equation 

d~(1 l(t) + ax(l) (t) = b , and using x(l)(k + 1) = [x(O)(1) - ~]e-"k + ~ as the time response equation to 
~ a a 

calculate the estimate value .:\,(1 1 data sequence. Then Use I-IAGO treatmentxO)(k)=x')(k)-xl)(k-l) 

to get final solution. 

If the coefficient estimates generated from the regression model is significant, while the GM 

(I, I) model with the significant coefficients also has fairly reasonable model efficiency. The 

phenomena showing in GM (1, J) modelling we call it statistical-grey consistency. The quality of 

coupling mainly judged by two aspects: statistical index and grey index. The two aspects could 

control the input data sequence with a certain constraint making the final result keeping a high 

statistical-grey consistency. 
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Let us check the statistical index first: 

From grey modelling practice experience, the sample size of GM (1, 1) modelling usually 

quite small, it may larger than 4 and less than 20. Because the statistical regression significance 

asks the observation data highly correlated with values of exploratory variable, so the response 

data observations linked with the linear transformed response data very tightly. Because grey 

model's small sample characteristic, when the sample size is extremely small, such as only 4 or 5 

data points, we only can obtain one index for regression significant checking, R2 ( R-square) 

value. When R-square value is much closed to 1, we say the regression model is statistically 

significant. If the sample size isn't extremely small, could be test for some distribution, then we 

still can use p-value to test the regression significant. Generally it may expect the p-values less 

than 0.05. 

If we considered the error terms of the regression model, assumed the error terms following a 

standard normal distribution, then the normal random variable is an identically independent 

variable with zero mean and constant variance (]'2 • After we have the error terms, we may use 

Maximum likelihood theory to further examine the statistical significant of regression model. 

According to Maximum likelihood theory, any function's Maximum likelihood function is also a 

Maximum likelihood function of the all. Then we could do likelihood ratio test to check the p

value larger or less than 0.05 to see if the regression model is statistically significant. 

Now let us check the grey index: 

There are two method could use for grey index checking, the first one is a traditional idea 

whichwe already give some introduce in Chapter2 ofGM (I, I) modelling procedure. Another 

one is a new idea, which simply made by myself, using spline function and geometric similarity 

method to justify the grey model efficiency. 

The first grey index is the class ratio test with the potential degree of data assimilation. 

(0) x(O) (k -I) 
(]' (k) = (0) ,k = 2,3, .. ·,n 

x (k) 
(3.57) 

With the constraint 

(3.58) 

For k=2, 3 ... n, Then after once accumulating generation operator treatment the original data 

sequence X(O) = t-x-(O)(l),x(O)(2), ... ,x(O)(n)} will become a simply exponential trend data 
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sequenceX(I) = {x(I)(l),x(l)(2), ... ,x(I)(n)}where x(I)(k) = Ix(OJ(;) such that the degree of data 
1=1 

assimilation will get into a high level. 

The second grey index is Grey relation analysis using spline function for curve fitting. 

Suppose given a discrete data sequenceX(O) = {x(OJ(1),x(O)(2), .. ,x(O)(n)}, we using polynomial 

spline function fitting the original data point with (n-1) order, and got the fitted response equation 

according to the GM (I, 1) coupling model, denoted as rp(t) .Then we could obtain the spline 

absolute degree of grey relation (ADGR). 

t _ 1 + 11 + f Pn- I (t)dtl + I f rp(t)dtl 

g( ) - 1 + I r l~_, (l)dIH r q>(I)dlH r (I~,-, (I) -1"(1) )<It I 

We simply comparing the original data curve with fitted response curve to see if the 

illustration is geometric similar. 

(3.59) 

After we obtain the grey index and the statistical index, we could figure out whether the two 

ones are compatible with each other. We could use R-square value as statistical index and the 

spline-ADGR as grey index. Ifboth of them closed to I, the coupling GM (1, I) model should be 

received a high etlicient statistical-grey consistency, otherwise, the statistical-grey inconsistency 

problem will appears, then we have to alternative equation form of the differential equation for 

grey differential equation model building. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we point out the importance of the goodness-of-fit information of the simple 

regression model itself. During the modelling procedure, if the data assimilated parameter pair has 

a great etliciency, while the grey model with the significant coetlicient also has reasonable model 

efficiency. After that, we give the definition of statistical-grey consistency and statistical-grey 

inconsistency. And we also mentioned about a new ratio idea to improve etliciency of Statistical

Grey Consistency model. 
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Chapter 4. Role of Spline Models in Statistical-Grey 
Consistent Models 

62 

Definition 4.1:In the mathematical field of numerical analysis, spline interpolation is a form of 

interpolation where the interpolation is a special type of piecewise polynomial called a spline. 

Spline interpolation is preferred over polynomial interpolation because the interpolation error can 

be made small even when using low degree polynomials for the spline. Thus, spline interpolation 

avoids the problem of Runge's phenomenon which occurs when using high degree polynomials. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiiSpline_interpolation) 

Definition 4.2: In the mathematical field of numerical analysis, Runge's phenomenon is a problem 

that occurs when using polynomial interpolation with polynomials of high degree. It was 

discovered by Carl David Tolme Runge when exploring the behaviour of errors when using 

polynomial interpolation to approximate certain functions (Runge 1901). 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilRunge%27syhenomenon) 

12,----------------------------------, 

0.8 

0.6 

0.1 

f) .2 

o 

-0.2 

- 0.-1 "'0.8 ,,0.6,,0.4·0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Figure 4.1 Runge'S phenomenon 
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The red curve is the Runge function. The blue curve is a 5th-order interpolating polynomial 

(using six equally-spaced interpolating points).The green curve is a 9th-order interpolating 

polynomial (using ten equally-spaced interpolating points). 

In grey mathematics, the nature of accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as AGO) 

and the inverse accumulative generating operation (IAGO) is actually a transformation between 

the original data sequence X(O) and another kind of data form X(I) , which could made data 

sequence more smoothness and following a tendency of data curve increasing. The problem is the 

duration of the data transformation always generates some unavoidable errors which may decline 

the model estimation efficiency, such problem could be solved by anther transformation method 

(integration and derivative of certain spline function transformation) .The discussion of this 

chapter is the exchangeability between AGO, IAGO and the integration of certain spline function, 

the derivative of certain spline function respectively. 

In this chapter I present two papers named ofrole of spline models in statistical-grey 

consistent models, which utilize smoothing splines as generalizations of interpolation splines 

where the statistical-grey consistent model are determined to minimize a weighted combination of 

the average squared approximation error over observed data and the roughness measure. 

4.1 Spline function and first-order one-variable grey differential 
equation model 

(Y AN HONG CUI, RENKUAN GUO, AND TIM DUNNE) 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Grey mathematics is a mathematical branch dealing with dynamic law revelation with sparse 

data availability. Grey differential equations play important roles in grey modelling. However, as 

Li, Yamaguchi and Nagai (2005) pointed out that there exist some fundamental problems in grey 

differential equation modelling including initial values, background values and grey derivative 
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specifications. Various remedies are proposed in the grey mathematics literature. We noticed that 

usage of spline functions is one of them. In this paper, we review a couple of class of spline 

functions under certain optimal conditions. Then we re-examine the nature and the optimality of 

the two critical data operations proposed by Deng (2002), accumulative generating operation 

(abbreviated as AGO) and the inverse accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as IAGO) 

and then the exchangeability between AGO, IAGO and the integration of certain spline function, 

the derivative of certain spline function respectively. We further explore the roles of spline 

functions in the first-order one variable grey differential equation (abbreviated as GM (I, I)) 

modelling. Particularly, we propose a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline 

functional and constraint functional ofGM (1, 1) and in terms of the distance measure for seeking 

the optimal constraint functional for GM (I, I) modelling. Finally, we explore the possibility to 

relax the strictly positive discrete data sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data 

sequence assumption for grey differential equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted 

spl ine functional. 

4.1.2 A REVIEW ON SPLINE FUNCTION THEORY 

Spline functions have been used for interpolations or smoothing data in engineering, science 

and other fields. Seeking a spline function for a given data set is a problem of variation calculus: 

selecting the best function to minimize an appropriately specified object functions with respect to 

given data information. Or in another words, it is a selection of the minimizers of suitable 

measures of roughness subject to the interpolation constraints. Smoothing splines may be viewed 

as generalizations of interpolation splines where the functions are determined to minimize a 

weighted combination of the average squared approximation error over observed data and the 

roughness measure. 

4.1.2.1 Concept of Polynomial splines 

The class of polynomial splines plays very flexible roles in the applications of interpolation and 

smoothing of data. For example, cubic Herrmite spline is used in the developments in Li, G. D., 

Yamaguchi, D. and Nagai, M. (2005). If the order of polynomial is high, severe oscillations often 

appear-particularly when the order of polynomial spline m ~ 3. Therefore, sometimes, we prefer to 

work with piecewise spline with lower order, for example, Guo, R. and Love, C. E. (2006). 
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Therefore, sometimes, we prefer to work with piecewise spline with lower order, for example, 

Guo, R. and Love, C. E. (2006). Before we end this general commenting paragraph, we give a 

piecewise definition of polynomial spline function. For a given interval [a, b], we define a 
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partition, denoted as r[a, b] = {a = xo' XI"'" xk = b} where Xo < XI < ... < Xk Partition r[a, b] divides 

the interval [a, b] into k subintervals, denoted as I, = [x" x;+J, i = 0,1,,,', k - I, let m be the order of 

the polynomials, denoted by {PO{X),PI{X)'''',Pit{X)} with p/x) = a;' +a;-Ix+"'+a>m or 

equivalently, d(m+i) P, (x)j dxm+1 = 0. Then we call the functional class or the space of piecewise 

polynomial splines 

psJr[a,b D = V(x): f(x) = p;Cx),x E lx/,x/+I+lJJ = 0,1,,,,, Jl'} (4.1) 

From the definition above we gain great flexibility by going over from polynomials to 

piecewise polynomials. However, we may lose the smoothness feature, which could be patched by 

adding smoothing constraints between joint points of two polynomials in PSJr[a,b D. 

4.1.2.2 Nonparametric Regression Splines 

Spline function is also treated as nonparametric regression models, say, Wahba (1990), 

Wahba (1990) and Crainceanu et al(2005),etc. For example, a nonparametric regression model 

takes the form 

y{t,) = ¢(t,) + &"i = 1,2"", n (4.2) 

UJ 

Where 0:::; to < tl <". < tn_I < tn = 1,&; ~ N(O,0'2),i = 1,2," ·,n.{to,tp " ·,tJ, the partition on unit 

interval [0,1] is called the knots. A smoothing spline estimate gO minimizes an object function 

constituted by two contradictory criteria: residual sum of square-the fidelity criterion and the 

natural measure of smoothness, ![illl
) {t)r dt, i.e., 

(4.3) 

Function f is a member of the functional class: W
2
m = {¢: ¢ E em-I [O,11¢(m) E LJO,I]}.Parameter 

r2 controls the balance between the fidelity and the smoothness. The solution is unique and a 

natural polynomial spline of order 2m-I with knots {to,!p,,·,t,j 
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4.1.2.3 A Thin-Plate Regression Spline Model 

Recently, low-rank thin-plate splines obtain substantial attention, which takes the form 

n 

¢(x, e) = flo + ~x+ L>5'klx-qkI3 (4.4) 
k=1 

Where e = (/30,/3" 51,52,"", 5k Y is the parameter vector (the coefficients of regression model, 

and sample points, ql < q2 < ... < qk defines the knots of the thin-plate spline and {qk} is the 

sample quantile ofx's, which isk /(K + 1). The number of knots must be large enough (typically 5 

to 20). The object function is 

n 2 I 
I(y, -¢(x"e)) +-eI'Ae 
i=1 A 

(4.5) 

Where A is the smoothing parameter and A(n+2y(n+2) is penalty matrix (semi-definite) 

A - [02X2 °2xK 1 
0Kx2 GKxK 

(4.6) 

The sub-matrix GK = (g,JglJ = Iq, -qJ ,i,j = 1,2"", K. 

4.1.2.4 A Bayesian Thin-Plate Spline Model 

There are different proposals on Bayesian spline models in the spline function literature. What 

we present here follows Crainceanu et al (2005). The mixed model is 

Y = Xf3+ZK 5 +& 

With variance-covariance matrix 

Where 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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(4.9) 

A re-parameterization with 

(4.10) 

Leads to 

Y = XfJ + Zy + li (4.11 ) 

With variance-covariance matrix 

COV(:H";:K "r!J (4.12) 

Now, we can adopt a Bayesian route by placing priors on parameters. The parameter vector 

given the precision parameter vector (y, li Y as gamma prior, the prior takes the form 

(fJ,y Y ~ N(({3,y Y ,I) 

4.1.3 Distribution filtered vector of GM (1,1) Model 

GM (I, I) Model, as an abbreviation for one variable first order grey differential equation. 

Except the standard formation proposed by Deng (1985), we will format GM (I, I) Model in 

matrix form. Let 

x(O)(1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
- - 0 0 

x(O)(2) 2 2 

y= A= 0 AU' = 0 
1 1 

0 (4.13) - -

2 2 
: 

000 -
2 

Then GM (I, I) model can be expressed as 

Y = Inx,a + [- AruAY]fJ + li (4.14) 

Subject to the differential equation constraint dX(') / dt = a - f3x(1) , this will lead to 

(4.15) 

Where 
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x(O) (1) I 

Y = x(O) (2) E = exp(- b(2 - 1)) 

x(O) (n) exp(- b(n -1)) 
Thus 

y = (x(o) _ ~)(ATA)-l AlE + ~ I 
b b _nd 

With (a,b )'as estimate for parameter vector (a,!3Y based on equation (4.14): 

Thus the distribution for filtered vector Y can be derived in terms of equation (4.17) and 

(4.18). 

4.1.4 Mixed spline-GM (1, 1) models 

There are various ways to mix spline model and GM (1, 1) model to achieve a better data
assimilating effect. 

4.1.4.1 A spline-GM (1, 1) model 

68 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

( 4.18) 

It is a well-known fact that polynomial spline or thin-plate spline can fit the original data 

sequence, denoted as X(O) . Let us denote the spline fitted as p(t). Then the residual sequence after 

fitting spline function denoted by R = ~(i): r(i) = xIO'(i)- p(i)},i = 1,2,"·,n. Note that the residual 

data sequence is real-valued sequence which is no longer strictly positive data sequence required 

for G M (I, 1) model fitting. 

Recall that for any real-valued function r , then r = r+ - r- and IrI = r+ + r- where: 

And 

+ _ {r if r > 0 
r - 0 if r~O (4.19) 
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Notice that the formula: 

r- = { 0 
-r 

if r~O 

if r<O 

r = 2r+ -irl 
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(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Will "recover" the original value of r once the values of r+ and IrI are GM (I, I) model-fitted 

respectively. Denoted the GM (1, I)-fitted residual model asr(t), then the spline-GM (I, I) 

model is given by 

x(O) (i) = p(i) + r(i), i = 1,2,"" n 

4.1.4.2 A spline-AGO-GM (1, 1) model 

Another way for a better GM (1, 1) modell ing is to replace the background 

values Z(1) = (.:(0)(1),z(1)(2), ... ,z(I)(n»), 

k 

x(I)(k) = 2>(0) (i), k = 2, .. ·,n 
I~I 

By 

k 

z(I)(k) = fp(u)iu,k = 1,2, .. ·,n 
o 

Then the model becomes 

Where 

(4.22) 

( 4,23) 

(4.24) 

( 4.25) 

(4.26) 
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2 

x(O){2) 
fjJ{u)du 
° 3 

y= 
x(O){3 ) 

Z= f jJ{ll )dll 
(4.27) , 

° 
x(O){n) n 

fjJ{u)du 
° 

subject to the constraint differential equation dX(l) / dt = a - bx(l) . 

4.1.4.3 A GM (1, l)-Spline Model 

The third way to mix GM (1,1) model and spline together is to fit GM (1,1) model first and then 

fit the spline to the GM (1,1) model residuals. Denote the GM (1, I) modelling on the original 

data sequence as g(t)and the residual spline as S"Ct) , then 

~(O)(.) - (.) S (.) . -12 x I - g 1 + K 1 ,I - , ,.. ·,n (4.28) 

4.1.5 Conclusions 

We reviewed two sub-families of the spline functions: polynomial spline and thin-plate spline and 

also the standard GM (1, 1) model (in matrix form). It is also necessary to point out that the spline 

titting may pave a way for a better GM (2, 1) modelling as well as grey relational analysis. For 

example, if two observational data sequence X1(O) and XiO) , the distance measure 

]j\ (t)- Px, (tf dt 
d(X!(!), X~!) )= ----,==o===-r==== 

]Px, {t f dt ]Px
2 

{t f dt 
o 0 

Can be considered a candidate to replace current grey coefticient measures in the grey 

mathematics literature (Deng, 2002) 

(4.29) 
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4.2 Spline function in grey relation analysis and applications to 
system reliability improvements 

(Y AN HONG CUI, RENKUAN GUO, AND TIM DUNNE) 

4.2.1 Introduction 

71 

Relation analysis between (or among) different factors (or variables) is always a focus point in 

engineering, medical science, financial market research and other business applications. Under 

probabilistic framework, correlation, concordance, and copulas are developed. However, if we are 

facing challenge of sparse data availability, the probabilistic based relational measure will not 

work due to very small sample size. In today's highly competitive business environment, there is 

often a possibility that not adequate samples are available for system designs and improvements 

because of the fast-changing in new products and shorter life-cycle. 

Deng, J. L. (1982) proposed GRA concept and developed GRA indices. Later, Liu, B. and 

Liu, Y. K. (2002) and Wen, K. L. (2004) and others have extended GRA methodology with 

successful applications in many business and scientific environments. 

Definition 4.2.1.1: Grey relation analysis DGRAD is a data processing method to categorize 

the correlation extent of compared sequences and a certain reference sequence in a system with 

uncertain information 

In this paper, we first review the Liu's absolute degree of grey relation (abbreviated as 

ADGR) and the relative degree of grey relation (RDGR). We do notice that in the latest book in 

English version (Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006)) he used the term grey incidence, however, we still 

used the old term grey relation as Li, G. D., Yamaguchi, D. and Nagai, M. (2005), because term 

grey relation was already used in grey research community more than twenty years since Deng's 

initiation (1982), and their general properties. Based on a brief review on the spline function 

theory, we propose a spline-ADGR and spline RDGA because we realize that spline function 

fitting is no longer an extra burden for grey researcher today due to the advancements in 

computation power and commercial and freeware software availability, for example, spline 

function toolbox in Matlab. 
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Hinted by concordance measure and copula concept in probability theory, we explore grey 

concordance concept and propose a grey concordance index. 

4.2.2 A Review on Liu's GRA Indices 

As many authors emphasized that, for example, Li, G. D., Yamaguchi, D. and Nagai, M. 
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(2005), Wen, K. L. (2004)and Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006), that grey relation analysis is to 

investigate the geometric similarity between two data sequences. Since Deng's initial GRA index 

(\985), there are many extensions to GRA index, for example, Won, Wen, Liu etc. 

The absolute degree of grey relation (abbreviated as ADGR) and relative degree of grey 

relation (abbreviated as RDGR) are typically worth to draw attention because their geometric 

character. 

For given two discrete data sequence (with equal sample size), denoted by X1(O) = ~"\:~O)(i)t 

and XJO) = {x~O)(i)t, respectively. Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006) compare the so-called (absolute) 

zigzagged lines defined as X,(O) = {x;o) (i) - x~O)(I)t and XiO) = {xiO) (i) - xiO) (I) t respectively. These 

zigzagged curves start with common value zero Quantity: 

n 

s;' = f(x,(O) Ct) - x,(O) (1) ~t,i = 1,2 (4.30) 

Then the ADGR is defined as: 

t: a = 1+ls;'I+ls;1 
if 1 + Is;'1 + Is~'1 + Is; - s;1 

(4.31 ) 

And the relative zigzagged lines defined as X,(O) = {x:O)(i)/ x,(O)(1)t and X~O) = {x~O)(i)/ xiO)(l)t 

respectively, which are scaled data sequences. Notice that the relative zigzagged curves start with 

common value one. Let us define the relative cumulative area under the relative zigzagged curves 

n 

s; = f(x;O)(t)/ x;O)(l)}lt,i = \,2 (4.32) 
I 

which is actually corresponding to total I-AGO of the relative values of the original data 

sequence. The RDGR is defined as 
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r 1+ls;I+ls;1 [; = --:---'--:~,----',--'---:-
Ij 1+1.<I+ls;I+ls; -s;1 ( 4.33) 

As a general axiomatic framework, the grey analysis index, denoted as r(x" xj ), must satisfy 

the following four axioms. Wen, K. L. (2004) 

Normality r(X"XJE [0,1]; 

Duality r(x" Xi )= r(x/, x,1i *- j ; 

Wholeness r(x, (k)'X
J 
(k))*- r(x

J
(k),x,(k)1i *- j; and 

Closeness the term IX)k), x, (q play the key role in defining any grey relation grade (i.e., 

index). 

As Liu, S., and Lin, Y. (2006) demonstrated, the two GRA (ADGR, RDGR) indices satisfy 

the four axioms. In principle, we notice that ADGR and RDGR are both geometrically motivated. 

However, for computational conveniences, the integration calculations of s; and s; are both 

carried in terms of trapezoid rule which leads to I-AGO (from 2 to (n-I)) formation with 

correction term x,(O)(n)/2. 

Li, G. D., Yamaguchi, D. and Nagai, M. (2005), noticed that there could be some logical link 

between spline function and AGO and IAGO, as pointed by Wahba (1991) too. Therefore, we will 

briefly review spline function theory in the next section to prepare our extension or modification to 

Liu's ADGR and RDGR. 

4.2.3 A Review on Spline Function Theory 

Seeking a spline function for a given data set is a problem of variation calculus: seeking the best 

function to minimize an appropriately specified object functions with respect to given data 

information. Or in another words, it is a selection of the minimizers of suitable measures of 

roughness subject to the interpolation constraints. 

4.2.3.1 Concept of Polynomial splines 
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We prefer to work with piecewise spline with lower order, for example, Guo and Love (1996). 

Before we end this general commenting paragraph, we give a piecewise definition of polynomial 

spline function. For a given interval [a,b], we define a partition, denoted as 
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r[a,b]=={a==xo,x"···'Xk ==b} where Xo <Xl <···<xk Partition r[a,b] divides the interval [a,b] into 

k subintervals, denoted as I, == [x" xi+J, i = 0,1,···, k -I, let m be the order of the polynomials, 

denoted by {Po (X),PI (x),·· ·,P;r{x)} with p/x) = 07 +O;,-IX+ .. ·+a>m or equivalently, 

d 1m
+!) p, (x) / dxm

+! == 0 . Then we call the functional class or the space of piecewise polynomial 

splines 

4.2.4 Spline-Modification to ADGR and RDGR 

Wahba (1991) pointed out that "A practical application of this result we will return is the 

estimation of f{t) given data: 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

One can take the smoothing spline for the data and use its derivative as an estimate off'. 

Therefore, we will fit spline functions to the shifted data sequences 

X 1
(0

) = {x;O)(i)-XI
IO)(l)t and XiO) = {xiO)(i)-xiO)(1)t respectively, denoted them as tfJr{t) and 

tfJ2~ (t) respectively, In other words, for data 

( 4.36) 

which leads to 

n II 

Sl" = f(x}O)(i)-x j(O)(1)}it = ftfJj{t)dt (4.37) 
j 

Similarly, for data 

(4.38) 

which leads to 
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n n 

s; = f(xiO)(i)-xiO)(l)~t= fIP2(t)it (4.39) 

Thus, the spline-ADGR (abbreviated as SADGR) will take the form 

f:" = 1 + I rIP, (t)dtl + I r IP)dtl 

If 1 + I r IPi(t )dtl + I rIP) (t)dtl + I r (IP, (/)- IP) (I )}itl 
( 4.40) 

Note that 

(4.41 ) 

Therefore, we can enlarge the denominator of equation 4.40 and accordingly adjust other two 

integrations, i.e., fllPi (t ~t and flIP) (t ~t , respectively, a modified version of SADGR is 

(J 1 + flIP; (t ~dt + flIP Jt ~dl 
f: =--------~------~-------------

If 1 + flIP; (I ~dt + flIP) (I ~dl + flIP, (t) - IP) (t ~dt 
( 4.42) 

For the relative (i.e., scaled) data sequence 

(0) (k)/ (0) (1) - () k - 1 ') ... Xi Xi -If/, tk +Ck' - ,-, ,n (4.43) 

which leads to 

r Xx;O) (t)} /1 

Sj = (0) t = flf, (t)dt 
I XI (1) I 

( 4.44) 

Thus a modified version of spline-RDGR (abbreviated as SRDGR) takes the form 

,. 1 + f Ilf/i (t ~dt + fllf/ j (t ~dt 
C 1J = ----------------------------------

1 + f Ilf/i (t ~dt + fllf/ j (t ~dt + f Ilf/i (t) -If/ j (t)ldt 
(4.45) 

4.2.5 Further Extensions 

4.2.5.1 Local GRA Grade 

A close examination on equation on both equation (4.40) and equation (4.42), we should realize 

that both GRA grades are overall measures over interval [1, n]. However, due to the convenience 
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of replacing I-AGO like summation by the integral ofa continuous function, it is possible to 

define a local GRA index: 
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( 4.46) 

Where U E [O,IJ However, the second parameter u can be replaced by v, both within [I, n] but 

not necessarily equal each other. This may create the GRA analysis for unequal length data 

sequence. Note that c; (u, u) = C;i (u, u), i *- j . 

4.2.5.2 Spline-Grey Relation Index 

We notice that both ADGR and RDGR are transformed data sequences. As our basic aim is to 

explore the geometric similarity between the geometric curves underlying the discrete data 

sequences, it is not necessary to engage transformations, particularly, when spline curves are 

fitted. It is true that the spline curves to be fitted are not necessarily the true geometric curves for 

the data sequences, however, these splines are at least functions in average sense conditional the 

sample data (i.e., localized expected curves). Therefore, we define a spline-grey relation index 

with respect to original data sequences, denoted by xiO) = tc,IO)(k)t, and X;O) = {xjO) (k)t, ' and let 

the splines be ¢i(t) and ¢J(t) respectively. The spline-grey relation index takes the form 

s 1 + fI¢i (t ~dt + fI¢; (t ~dt 
c. = -------'------'---------

If 1 + fI¢i (t ~dt + fI¢j (t ~dt + fI¢i (t) - ¢j (t ~dt 
(4.47) 

4.2.5.3 Grey self-similarity grade 

A close examination can alert that under probabilistic framework, autocorrelation and self

similar measure were developed to measure the internal relation between different pieces of the 

sample information. Grey relation analysis does not provide such a kind measure yet because of 

the sparse data availability. However, in terms of spline function, a grey self-similarity index may 

be defined. Recall that in probability theory, given a stationary stochastic process {X
Il

, n = 1,2,···} 
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in wide sense, for each integer m = 1,2"", let {xt), k = 1,2, ... } be a subsequence of the original 

process. The process is H-similar if 

kill 

77 

X k = IX i ( 4.48) 
i=(k-l)m+1 

Holds for all m > 0 

For the grey self-similar analysis, we propose an (b',~)-self-similar grey index where b' > 0 as 

allowance and ~ > I as shift parameter. 

1 + (~-lt[1 r ¢(t }it I + I r~ ¢(t }ltlJ 

If cAu,~) < £5 for a given positive number £5 > 0, then we call the data sequence 

X(o) = t,,(O)(l),x(O)(2), ... ,x(O)(n)} as £5 -(u,~)-self-similar. 

4.2.5.4 Grey distance metric 

(4.49) 

In terms of the fitted spline function, we can define a grey distance metric. For example, if 

two observational data sequence X1(O) and X~O) the grey distance metric takes the form: 

11 

fl¢xl) (t) - ¢x[ (t)~1 
d(X (0) X (0))= _-,-I _______ _ 

I '2 n n ( 4.50) 

fl¢x" (t)ldl + fl¢x[ (I ~dl 

which can be also considered a candidate to replace current grey coefficient measures in the 

grey mathematics literature (Deng, 2002). Note that d(X1(OI, XiOI)= 0 if and only if 

¢x
o 
(t) = ¢xJt) and d(X{O), XiO))= I , if and only if ¢x" (I) = -¢.\[ (I). In general d(XI(O) , XiO»)E [0,1]. 

4.2.5.5 Illustrative Examples 

For comparison purposes, we use the data sequences in Liu and Lin (2006). The original data 

sequences Xo and XI sequence are listed in the Column 2 and 3 respectively. Column 4 and 5 list 
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the shifted data (where shifted values are X6°)(l) and x:O)(l) respectively). Column 6 and 7 list the 

scaled data (where the scaled values are X6°>Cl) and xiO)(l) respectively). Finally, the Column 8 

and 9 record the scaled-shifted data-minus 1.0 from scaled data). 

Table 4.2.1 Original and Transformed Data Sequences. 

X o XI Shifted Shifted Scaled Scaled Scaled& Scaled& 
No X o XI X o XI Shifted Shifted 

Xo XI 
1 10 46 0 0 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2 9 58 -1 12 0.9000 1.2609 -0.1000 0.2609 
3 15 70 5 24 1.5000 1.5217 0.5000 0.5217 
4 14 77 4 31 1.4000 1.6739 0.4000 0.6739 
5 14 84 4 38 1.4000 1.8261 0.4000 0.8261 
6 15 91 5 45 1.5000 1.9783 0.5000 0.9783 
7 16 98 6 52 1.6000 2.1304 0.6000 1.1304 

Table 4.2.2 Coefficients of the fitted polynomial splines 

Coef Original data Shifted data Scaled data Scaled-shifted data 
(6 0.051389 0.027778 0.051389 0.027778 0.051389 0.0006093 0.051389 0.00060386 

(5 -1.3292 -0.70833 -1.3292 -0.70833 -0.13292 -0.015399 -0.13292 -0.015399 

(4 13.66 7.1528 13.66 7.1528 1.366 0.1555 1.366 0.1555 

(3 -70.521 -36.042 -70.521 -36.042 -7.0521 -0.78351 -7.0521 -0.78351 

(2 189.29 92.819 189.29 92.819 18.929 2.0178 18.929 2.0178 

( -242.15 -101.25 -242.15 -101.25 -24.215 -2.2011 -24.215 -2.2011 

Const. 121 84 111 38 12.1 1.8261 11.1 0.82609 

The grey relation indices in Liu and Lin (2006) as well as extended versions are calculated 

based on the data in Table 4.2.1 are listed in Table 4.2.3. 

Table 4.2.3 grey relation index comparisons 

Name Liu & Lin Equation Equation Equation Equation Equation 
4.40+4.42 4.45 4.45 4.47 4.50 

Absolute 0.5581 0.55949 * * 0.58624 0.70712 
Relative 0.78 0.55100 0.8997 0.77763 * * 
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4.2.6 GRA in System Reliability Improvements 

In this section, we explore the spline role in defining grey relational analysis indices. The 

work is of critical importance to system reliability improvements because today's product design 

and production process are both short-lifecycled and thus the data information available for design 

and improvements will be sparse. Therefore, the grey relation indices will help to reveal necessary 

information on the relation of different subsystems (in terms of SADGR or SRDGR and their 

modified versions) and even the relation between different development stages (using grey self

similar index) under a little data information for system engineering team. In the future, we will 

explore the basic characters of different spline-GRA indices proposed and their suitable 

application range. We have to point out that the grey relation indices in the literature often utilized 

certain transformation schemes for certain reasons, however, the grey relation indices in terms of 

transformed data may not truly reveal the geometric closeness of the original data sequences. We 

believe that the spline function usage may not require any transformations. Furthermore, we need 

to investigate the invariance issue of the grey relation indices under monotonic transformation. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we reviewed a couple of class of spline functions under certain optimal 

conditions. Then we re-examined the nature and the optimality of the two critical data operations 

proposed by Deng (2002), accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as AGO) and the 

inverse accumulative generating operation (abbreviated as IAGO) and then the exchangeability 

between AGO, IAGO and the integration of celtain spline function, the derivative of certain spline 

function respectively. We further explored the roles of spline functions in the first-order one 

variable grey differential equation (abbreviated as GM (I, I)) modelling. Particularly, we proposed 

a distance measure between optimally data-fitted spline functional, constraint functional of 

GM(l, I) and in terms of the distance measure for seeking the optimal constraint functional for 

GM(1, I) modelling. Finally, we explore the possibility to relax the strictly positive discrete data 

sequence assumption extend to arbitrary discrete data sequence assumption for grey differential 

equation modelling in terms of optimally data-fitted spline functional. 
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Chapter 5. Coupling Principle in Grey Differential 
Equation Modelling 

5.1 Coupling Idea of Grey Differential Equation Model. 

80 

Because of the characteristic of small sample analysis, we simply know the GDE model 

is just a data-oriented modelling process (Do not following any distribution). The most 

important part of GDE modelling is justifying appropriated model utilized available data 

information. The essential of GDE model fitting is quite similar to fitting many possible 

regression equations to data sets. Then, after analysis of GDE modelling procedure we could 

abstract GDE modelling into 3-step approach: stepl, the AGO or IAGO (abbreviations of 

accumulative generating operation and inverse of accumulative generating operation 

respectively) of the original data sequence, step2: fitting a regression model for seeking 

parameter estimation in GDE model, step3: use the solution to whitening differential 

equation for filtering or prediction. 

Ifwe examine the coupling feature in GM(l,l) in detail, we will find that a GM(1,l) 

model actually starts with a motivated differential equation, then the coupled regression 

model is specified in the discretized or discretized form of the motivated differential 

equation, in turn, in terms of coupling regression model. The parameters specifying the 

motivated differential equation are estimated under least-squares estimation. Furthermore, the 

solution to the motivated differential equation (or the discretized solution) equipped with data

assimilated parameter estimates, is used for system analysis or prediction. We should emphasize 

here that the way a GM (1, I) model uses system sampling information to solve the motivated 

differential equation is different from that in common algorithms for solving a differential 

equation numerically. In a GM (1, I) modelling, we will obtain a closed-form functional solution 

(i.e., the primitive function) to the motivated differential equation with optimal data-assimilated 

parameters. The availability of the closed-form primitive functionx(t) will provide the great 

conveniences in the further investigation on the system under study. We acknowledge that the idea 

of obtaining a closed-form solution to the motivated differential equation was suggested by the 

founder of Grey Mathematics, Deng (1985). (Guo, R. (2007d).) 
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Table 5.1.1. Coupling Rule in univariate GM (1, 1) Model 

Term Motivated DE Coupled REG 
Discretization rule between MDE and CREG 

Intrinsic feature Continuous Discrete 
Independent 

t k 
Variable 
1st-order 

dx{t )/dt &(k) = x{k)- x{k -1) 
Derivative 
pst-order d(plx{t)/ dtP /).P x{k) = /).p-I x{k) - ~p-I x{k -I) 
Derivative 

Primitive function x{t) x{k) 

Model Formation dx{t) = a + flx{t) &( k ) = a + f3 . x{ k ) + & k 
dt 

Parameter Coupling 

Parameter (a,fl) (a,b) 

Dynamics x(t)~[x(O)-;}~ +; x{k + 1)= [X{I)-~ }hk +* (Solution) 

Filtering 
dx{t)/dt = [a - fJdx{O)jdt]eP' ~(k + 1) = x{k + 1)-,Y{k) 

(Prediction) 

A fundamental idea list in Table 5.1.1 is that the differenced observations are treated as the 

approximated derivatives of the dynamic law x{t), but the modelling is still required to return back 

to the derivative level because that is the observational continuum. (R. Guo, D. Guo, T. Dunne and 

C. Thiart (2007) 

From the procedure of3-step approach GDE modelling, we can easily realize the GM (1, 1) 

model is just a data AGO treatments and a simple regression model coupled with the whitening 

differential equation model. 

At beginning, we explore two GM (1, I) modelling examples, which will lead us to find the 

relation between GM (I, I) model and the regression model built in GM (I, 1) modelling 

procedure. 

Example 5.1.1: Let X(O) = (5.081,4.61 1,5.1 177,9.3775,11.057,11.3524 ) following the GM (1, 

I) modelling procedure: 

First, take I-time accumulating generation operation of X(O) , to generate the data sequence 

x(\) = (5.081,9.692,14.8097,24.1872,35.2442,46.5966) 
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Second, we utilize a simple multiple linear regression to generate 

value X(I) = (5.081,10.2129,16.609,24.5806,34.5157,46.8981). The correlation coefficient value 

"( _-)2 "X(I)-X(I) 

of X(l) isr2 = L. Y eSI Y = L. :::::; 0.9686 then take the IAGO " ( -)2 ,,~ (I) -(I) , L.Y-Y L.X-X 

itO) = (5.081,5.13195,6.39606,7.97156,9.93513,12.3824) ; The average relative error is 

14.0978%. The accuracy is 85.9022% 

Example 5.1.2: Let yeo) = (2.874,3.278,3.337,3.390,3.679), following the GM (1, 1) 

modelling procedure: 

First, take I-time accumulating generation operation ofY(O) , to generate the data sequence 

y(1) = (2.874,6.152,9.489,12.879,16.558) 

Second, we utilize a simple multiple linear regression to generate 

valuey(l) = (2.874,6.10604,9.46059,12.9423,16.556). The correlation coefficient value of y(l) 

" ( _ -y " (y(l) _ y(I») 
isr2 = L. Y eSI Y = L. ( :::::; 0 9999 = 1 then we take the IAGO I (y - y-Y I y(l) - Y (I»)' , 

yUJ) = (2.874,3.23204,3.35455,3.4817,3.61368) ; The average relative error is 1.602175%. 

The accuracy is 98.397825% 

Comparing with two examples, the first ones AGO data sequence X(I) after a simple 

regression, the coefficient of the determination value R-square equal to 0.9686 and the accuracy is 

85.9022%. The second example, R-square equal to 0.9999 and accuracy is 98.397825%. After 

analysis with this two examples ,we will easy to realized that during the GDE modelling 

procedure, if the regression part showing a better goodness-of-fit, say, R-square value close to 1, 

then the GDE model should hold a superior modelling efficiency. Such phenomena which exist in 

the GDE model tell us, the regression model truly linked with the whitening differential equation, 

fitting a regression model for seeking parameter estimation in GDE model is very important, 

which directly effect to the GM (1, 1) modelling efficiency. 

5.2 The role of difference equation in GM (1, 1) 
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Statistica l-Grey u;H"Islstel'lt Grey Differentia l Equatiorl MoocHil'lg " 
"'Nmall> ,,~ juSt 1i,1I"" iog Ihe "hikning: di rr.".el\ti ~1 ("<jllalinn 10 ~~ncraic 3 $01111 ion limn rur 

caklll .. h.- 111..- r.n;,1 eSl im .. li .. " vulll .... Jil l! in h ... re "e Ir)" 10 , imlllat..:" .. ,,1ut'''11 rmm Ii" (;\1 (I, I) 

modelling jU$! usinG diffc'l"(,IlCC equ~!iol\. 

Coi. ell a diSl:I\.'lc pos it i\ C data SI."qumrr X 'O, = ( .. ··'(li. J'~'(2). ... ,0' (3). · ... J 'OI (n »). Ihe 

o.li IIi-rene..' equat ion i~ 

... ··'(4)+ tt:'''(tJ '' a.k =l,J. ~ .···.n 

>'''(.1-) - ± ."'u).t". ~J.J. ". ~; =' ''ttj - ~ [.: '(1 j+ ,-"(t· 0]· 

" 

(1 _~ }LI'(j:) .(1 ~}"j(.1 ll=ct.k=2.J,4···.n 

So 111 ~ cqllal iol) (5. 1 I ) could be" rilkn "" 

.r'·'(1) 

Subo,tilut<Oj: Ih" respvn<" ,~Iuc .i' 'tk I)" ~ .<'"' t l ) _ a } .,. •. " + <l ur r" '( k · 1\ in", Ihe 
~ II ; (I 

equation IN'''' !li~e:. th.u 

""'(*)_1 (J ~_, II ((,:"'tl) -?,. ~.O(t'J+a l 
I , .. fJ ll-fl)I,,, p, P, 
\ ~ i L 

Th~1I th ~ 5,' IU[I\'1\ lill'''' ,,!, X"';, 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.41 

(5,5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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X'O' (k)=---.i'7
T

l( ~ _ x('J '(I)} I'" ' i,A =2,3,4, ",n 

1+ f , (5 .8) 

2 

111 here " e nOlicc lh~ paramckr (a.f!) ,;iloliid be c';tim31cd in tcrms ofmll ltip lc linear 

regre"ion flLnClion: (a."Y = (XTX)"' X' Y . 

r.~ump lc 5.2. 1: Lel XI'J = (2.87·U_27&.3 __ B7.1 :\')().1.67(), W~ try to e,tim31c the pnrametcr 

lhen ,,·e could genaaw eslimalion ,,"Iuc Ii-om cquation: 

We lise matlah p"'gram 10 calculate all the rc,ult> from nbove quc,tion condit ion>. 

iundiol ~ « <' \ 
~ .. d '3 ( r : 2~ I 11",,( 2 1 /2)) ' ::-,1 1 ) /,- Il):, - ) _ 'P ~ ) '~Xf l-r(J)' (l-)\)-
J _ 'n ~ +,'l11~ ~ ( ,-il:, I ':> <'UI n~ < ( :r 11 :, ! r ': i: ~ :,-2 . :n '::, " ~ Xr : - -, i21 * : ,:' - 2 :,', -
3. 272 1 ~k, : 1-, ( 2 )! i: --' i l l n~ . ( ~ , - 11 :, IrU~ :' -2 .I'C"~ <·,Xl' ~-<'f2i" ~ "· 2:' 

3. 33C' ' "lJ~ : i< i 2 :,! (><' i21 1 2~ ': ~-' ( 1 ;' Ir :J~ )-).1 ' "_:, ',oc'f ~- ,-ili' :')-li:'-
,, _3 9') He" , ~ Ir(li I ~>,- Ui /2~ ": ~r n :, Ir , L,' :,-2 . 8C' ~ :, < ~ XI' : - ~ i21 * :G-2 :,:, -3 . G7 9:, i 

---"- -. -. 
~'"~"' 
''I •• ''~", "' ....... "0<_ ,_,"V -,,,_ " ..... 
",,_. ""~" n ... _ 

[J< __ '_ 

".~,~ 

n " 

""~ . ''''''" ",. ,","''' 

, 

t._,-_ 

-,-,,=" ----- -----

,-, " 'I ., -, '-", 

'''' 

---------------- ------ :::::::::-::::::) 
:::::::::: ::::::::: :::: ::::: ::::::::: :::) 

-------> 

Fi g'lIre 5 _~ . I (j~net ie algorithm fo r g~nCI'31 ing thc parmnckr (a ./:1) 
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min! ~ 0,J7 0~6 a - 2.77~ 1 3 fJ - 0.05 107, thcn .i-' Ol (*) ~(3,OO I 5. 3.1588, 3.3243, 

J .4<)~5, J .6S I S) X I" = (2.874.3.278,3.337.3.3')0.3.(,79) 

Calclllm~ th~ Errors and Relati ve Errors 

85 

"(k) = x"'(k) - iiv' (k) = (0.1275, - 0. 1192.-0 .0 127 .0 , 1085,0.028) 

Relativc fOrmr5 ('Yo): 

(5,9) 

(5.10) 

A wrage relmiye error: 

(5. I I) 

Accuracy ofGr>1 (I, I) modd 

I ' accuracy = I-,~ = 1- - 2>~1. ". 0,<)757 16' '17.5716% 
5 '_I 

(5.12) 

The sa",e dm~ sequence we ~re using for exampl, 2.5.1 ."d ex"rnl'l~ : . ~.2. bul Ih" r~,u l t ,h"wing ~"'mpk 

2.~ . 1 " '''-',UTtl"}' ~7 .5716% i, lower Ih"n exaillple ".4,2' s a{"<"lracy 98,]783%. 

From this exumple \\e know, CWIl \\C wu ld on l) utili ze thc difkrcnc~ cquation to calcu late 

thc fL nal e,timmion ,allLe, h<'CalL,e thc ro le oh,·h itcning differential eqllation cxist and " hich 

LOU Id he help d i Ircrcnt iul c(juation gcnel"utc morc uccuracy re su IL so today the usage of the grey 

dilTeren ~e e(juuti(1I1 on ly for introdll cing grc" diftl:rential ~quat io ll concepl a lld related lTlod.,],. 

5.3 The role of whitening differential equation in GM (1, 1) 

Th~ role 0 I'" h i t~ n iTlg d i l'lere ll ti al eyual ion is (jLl i t~ cxtruard i nary in (jM (I. 1) model ling 

"hich ut iliLe, a ""t-order diikrenl iul ~(jllation Conn to repl'cs~nt all ~stimati (ln \'a lues "jth 

spec itlcd ~qual gapped Input yallLe t ort index. The gcncra l farm aftlle ,,'hiwning difkrcillial 

CqllUliOIl lS 

),'1 p{xly = q(r) (5.13) 

The ,,,lutiOl1 farm of the whitcn ing difkrcntial equation is 
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y = ~x r(- f p( x )(I< :U'f(X) ~x ~ f l-~: x )dx }fx + t' j 
Then th~ ,olut ioll "ill be 

(5.14) 

1
)(1) -I" '·(11)- (Z cxr' - jJl) + a \, 

- /i II ) 
_ y (O) = y" 

(5,15 ) 

The ,lrlL~lur~ 0 ('lhe " lliteLl ing d , ITcrent ia I equatioLl w ili tion in (; ,\1 (I. I ) 

"' 
jJi) + ji ) is a 'imple expon~ l1ti al eq\lnlion. only can repre'en! n, an 

incrense tendency eurve (~ontin u~ ~us~) or a discrd~ inc r~a", data '~qlL~nC~ wil h ~'luul-garped 

iLldl'.~ t (di,crdc case). Even at't ert lte IAGO (I.\GO is the nbnreviation of Inverse accumulat ive 

gencration operator) treatment, the estimation dUt:i seq\lence sti ll can't sll(l\\·ing an: un dulation at 

~II A~lualh', in Ih~ r~al "orld, lile data ,eqlLcncc collected from w ide,prcad divi,ions of>eicnce 

r~,e~rch apP<'ar~d various ,tructu rcs. even somc of tlwm sho\\· ing anomaly form. so it might be 

di ffie nlt fl" HS ing a ,i m pie formed ~~ron ential di (leren t ia l eq ual ion 10 r~rres~nt. 

Exa III pic 5.3.1: Let X 'e> = (0,94764. I . 8~4()3, ll. ')<)8() I. 0,2 I I ~~_I U 15 ~ 7, I .2625 I), (r om the 

ti~lLre 5 __ 1. 1 we ~olli d sc~, X'" i,n ' t a monotonc d:lt:i scqllence. We utilize GM (1. I) whi ten ing 

ditTere11liai eqllati (~lt o calculatc tlK: eorimation yalue. 

, , , i . 

F ig"'~ 5.3. X'" origiLlal data sequenc~ 
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We lLtil ize the sofh'are d iSCIl,sed in Chapter 2 to ca Ic lLlate est i mal ion vallLe. Alier I-AGO 

!'~~!ment the d~lu ;;e'll l ~nce X <" _ (0. q~ 7n~ .2.7~ 11>7 ) ,77%~ J .991 lli') _~ .. '(IIi~'> S51i~94 ) . 

Ut il ize the ,egres,ion model to si mlL I~te the whitening differential e'l uation is 

87 

(5.1 ~) 

(\Vhikning dilTerential e'llLation Y (trs shape limn see liglLre 5,3.2) ,- • 1 , 
! 

-., " 
," , , 

/ l " / 
! 

! • 
/ J 

'" , 
! 

,- / 

,', -- .. -j .. ,,',--·---,---,.,- - , - .,',- -.t-- •. ,,--i 
Figure 5.3,2 Whitening di Ilcrential e'llLation Y «()' s ,hare lorrn 

The esti rnation "allLe or .\'" is j- l" = (0,94764.2.4 70n.J5 769 1.4 3808 1.4. %-N5.J8928). 

rhe estimat ion v~ Ille of Xi" is j-"" = (0.9476-1.1 .522811 1 06H.0.80J9.0.5~4()R7.0,~2~3 77). 

I he ~\erage rciati\e el'l'or i, '-J), 9472% 

l'mm the abo\c example we rcali.<ed, hecallSt of the cApoIlCntia l d Llr"relllia l eqlLation I'>rm is 

qlLite simple. lot of no reglLb r Jala ~'.'(Iuellte C~n 'I I.,., "5Iimale-J lL~illg GM (I, 1) model, F.ven 50m~ 

"I' Ih~m lLsing lrall~ l(,rn",lion ideu 10 '''glL 1 ar J~t~ 5C'Illence to an i nc'e~sc lllO'l(ltone data Sti'uctUl'e. 

bt lt ~fter they tran,fer the data buck. most oftllenl ,till c~n't ha\'c an cfficient resull, 

I he inetlicient c,timation resilits pllCnonlena causing hy whitening dificrential cqlLalion's 

,ingularity strudure me slill ,~n~d ~ grey-S l alislic~1 ineonsislenq'. Tflese phcnomena remind us. 

using \'mi()lLs di IT~renl 0 I' whilening di ff~rellt i a 1 c'l"a!ion fonn to r~prescntt he ~,ti mmion \'alue 

could chang" Iii" grc),-slulisliea l ineon5i 51ency fi'oll1 e5,,,nli al pun, In ne,t sec! ion we wi II di ,cuss 

lhis que51i,,". ~nd ~r"~l~d >Oll1e new \\hitening differential c'l"ation 1'01'11110 ca lcliialc tht 

eSl il11ali()n vallLe 
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5.4 The role of regression model in GM (1, 1) 

F. v~n \\~ Can ~a"iII' derived lh~ so lu lion limn from lhc difttlrence eq\lation or wh it ening 

di ffe r~ nti ~ I C'luat ion in GM (I, I) mode Iii ng , we still need to seek appropriate paramcler 

p,,;,(u.//) (rom a ,impl) regression mod~1. 

I kl'Jr~ di >c~'ss ;o n w;lh regres'iion model in (1M (I, I), we (i ,s t need to ,cvi~w som~ 

deli nit ion, about I; n~ar r~greS'iion. 

Odini tion SA. 1 : I i n~ar mockb represent thc rdationsh ip betwcen the conditional e~pcctcrl 

valu~ or on~ variab le, givcn the v~lues or some other variable> X. (eith~r continuous or 

c~teg:orical ) 

' I'he ,impl~ linea .- r~gre'ision model represent as a lypical slatL' form: 

88 

y=jJ + aX-8 (5.17) 

Y is nn n-hl'-I vector of oh>ervation, o f lh~ response variable. 

X is the n-by-p de,ign mil t ri ~ rl et ~rm ine d b, th~ prdic tors. 

n. U is a p- h:~i -I vector of un~nown pnramcters to be cstimated. 

E i, an n-h)' · 1 , ·~ctor of independent. id~1\licn Ill' d iwi butcd mndom d ist\lrhnnccs, 

Fnr I i neal' modc l s rncthod, il contai n> variOl'" (,"'" 'i ,,(' mode l:'< lo represen t d i ITerent data 

Slruct ur~ of d iwrsc purposc of regrcssion , >ucb a>: \,1" I tip le I. inear Regre:'<S ;on; Qua,lmtic 

Re'iponse Surtnce "Iodcl s: St~pwi se Regr~,,;ion: Gene ral i7cd I, i near Mo<leb; Rot"" t an<l 

i'<onpararnelr ic MClhnds. etc. 

rhe mo,l important parll ')f a gencra lli nL'm regression model is using lenst-sqlk1re or some 

other meth o<ls to ~,timate lhc paramet~rs. By recogniz~d the y ,,- fJ - ax + t' regression mwcl. 

we coulJ e~prcs,; the .-egre'i, ion model as a SYSlelil of linL'ar equmio ns by us ing dmn mmrix X. 

nilning vcctor Y ~nd p3 rall1eter v~ctor ';. The linear modd Can be ,,,,illen a,: 

, 1 <, , 

I 
, 

x, ,rr;], " , I 
I 

Y.J '< < ' 
" 

(5.18) 

\\'h~n w~ "'iing the pure matrix nOlation it mny become,;: 

Y = X/!+t' (5. 1'1) 
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The least-square estimator for 0 is 

(5.20) 

We could easily put parameter 0 back into the model formula to get the predicted y values at 

the data points. 

Y=XO= HY 

H=X(X'Xtx' 

Then the residuals or errors are denoted as the difference between the observed Y and 

predicted Yvalues. 

& = Y - Y = (/ - H)Y 

(5.21 ) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

The residuals are useful for detecting failures in the model assumptions, since they correspond 

to the errors, E, in the model equation. By assumption, these errors each have independent 

distributions with mean equal to zero and a constant variance." 

The residuals, however, are correlated and have variances that depend on the locations of the 

data points. It is a common practice to scale the residuals so they all have the same variance. 

After the review of linear models, we are able to follow the linear regression definition to re

write the regression model to a strictly regression model form. 

In GM (I, 1) modelling, the regression model is always coupling with a whitening differential 

equation interactively. We could simply derive the solution form from the whitening differential 

equation. And then utilize the parameter pair (a,b) we estimated before to complete the GM (1, I) 

modelling. 

Before we emphasize the coupling idea of GM (I, I) modelling, we simply consider the 

GM (I, 1) model as a regression model with a differential equation constrained. Now we 

realized that GM (1, I) modelling essential is a differential equation coupled with a regression 

model, it is no longer a constrained regression question anymore. Differential equation gives a 

solution form and regression model estimate the parameter of the general solution. Then we found 

the quality of GM (1, 1) model (measured by model efficiency) should depend on the quality of 

coupling. Furthermore, the significance of the coupling is depending upon the dynamics 

underlying the data and the form of whitening differential equation. A quality coupling model 

should have high statistical-grey consistency, only a high statistical-grey consistent GM (I, I) 

model possesses intrinsic coupling of regression model and differential equation model. 
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5.5 The role of AGO and IAGO in GM (1, 1) 

Because of the data sequence we collected from different widespread divisions of actual 

world is quite various and complicated, so we need utilize AGO (abbreviation of accumulative 

generation operator) and IAGO (abbreviation of Inverse accumulative generation operator) to 

manipulate the complicated data structure. The solution forms of whitening differential equation 

90 

x(I)(k + I) = [xIO)(I)_* }-ak +* where x(O) (k) = X(I) (k) - X(I) (k -I) is a kind of an exponential equation. 

Then most of raw data sequence after accumulating generation once may transform the pattern 

from no regularity condition X(O) level to a tendency of growth X(I) level, and after that, we still 

can using inverse accumulating generation operator transform the estimates from X(I) level back 

to X(O) level. In fact, the AGO treatment could be understand as an approximation of integral and 

IAGO could be understand as an approximation of derivative. Therefore, the interactive coupling 

in GDE modelling is facilitated by AGO and IAGO. For more clarity, let us restate the coupling of 

the regression model and the (whitening) differential equation model in the standard GM (I, I) 

model in matrix language (i.e., linear model language). Let 

~O)(l) 1 0 0 .. ·0 

x(O) (2) 1 1 o .. ·0 

~I= fl2) -
-'1>11 1 1 .. ·0 f n-I)xn-

~O)(n) 1 1 1 ... 1 

The exploratory vector X(I) = ~'C(I)(1), x(i\2), 

transformation 

X(I)=A xY = 
I1xn }lxl 

o 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

x(O) (1) 

x(O) (2) 

xIO)(n) 
1 1 1 /lxl 

I1XI1 

1 1 o ... 0 - -
2 2 

0 
1 1 ... 0 - -
2 2 

o 0 
1 ... 0 (5.24) 
-
2 
: 

0 o 0 
1 .0. _ 

2 

x(l\n)[1 obtained the value by linear 

(5.25) 

= ~'C(O)(l), x(O) (1 ) + x(O) (2), x(O)(I) + x(O) (2) + x(o) (3), .. ·, x(O) (I ) + x(O) (2) + ... + x(O) (n) LXI 

= ~'C(I) (I), X(I) (2),.··, X(I) (n )[1 
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Then we can get the "mean" vector Z(I) = [Z(I) (1), z(I\2),···, Z(I) (n -1) 1-1 , the so called 

background value vector. 

1 
-
2 

0 

Z(l) =-AI/AY= 
/2 0 

0 

~(x(1) (I) + X(I) (2)) 
2 

~(x(1) (2) + X(I) (3)) 
2 

2 
1 

2 

0 

0 

0 0 0 

1 
0 0 [''''(I) -

2 x(1)(2) 
1 

- 0 0 
2 

x(l)(n) : 11<1 

0 
1 

-

2 2 (1/_1),1/ 

Then the I-AGO on observation vector is to create the linear model: 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

From the equation (3.37) we obtained, can cleanly figure out the regression model in equation 

(3.37) is actually a mixed linear model, with a pair of parameter (a,,B) need to be estimated. The 

I' 

matrix form A(n~l)xn and Anxn to obtained the liner mixed model in 

Y = I(n_l)xla + ( - A(;'~I)xnA"x"Y"xl)fJ + [; is hinted by form of the whitening differential equation 

dX(I) / dt = a - fly(I). Z = ( - AC-I)XnAnxnY"xl) is a "design" matrix of random variables which 

associated with the random effect parameter ,B. The I-AGO treatment we use X(l) = Anxn x Y"xl a 

1/ 

matrix form to calculate, after multiply - A(;'~I)xlI the I-AGO data sequence X(I) become a Z data 

sequence, where Z(I) = (~(X(I) + X(2) ~~(X(2) + x(3) ~ ... ,~(xln-I) + x ln »)) . The design matrix Z is a linear 
2 2 2 

transformation of the observation vector Y"xl' The term coupling of regression model and 

whitening differential equation in GM (I, I) model building is just in this sense. 
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The Inverse accumulating generation operator (abbreviated as IAGO) treatment also needs to 

translate into a linear transformation using matrix form. 

-1 1 0 0 

A H ) -
0 -1 1 0 

(n-J)xn -
0 0 -1 0 

(5.29) 

0 0 0 1 

The I-IAGO treatment would be 

X(-I) (k + 1) = x(O) (k + 1) - x(O) (k) (5.30) 

We translate the equation (5.30) into a matrix language, the second order grey derivate vector 

will be 

X(-I) - A(-I) Y 
(n-I)xl - (n-I)xn nxl (5.31 ) 

After we utilize mathematical language to translate the AGO and IAGO treatment into a 

matrix operation, we essentially know the AGO and IAGO operation is just a data transformation. 

The transformation result making the transformed data more fit for the whitening differential 

equation to estimate a better prediction value and make the regression model easier to generate an 

accuracy pair of parameter. After that we need describe a new idea for using integral and 

derivative instead of AGO and IAGO operation to modify a new GM (I, I) model. 

5.6 A new modified model of GM (1, 1) makes use of integral and 
derivative method. 

From lot ofmodelling practice experience, the AGO and IAGO treatment is only some kind 

of mathematical idea using summation for data transformation which quite useful for many 

mathematics problem solving. But for z(')(k) = ~kl)(k)+X(I)(k-l)] 
2 

k 

where X(I) (k) = I X(D) (i), k = 2,3,4,···, n equation, which use for generate parameter of whitening 
1=1 

differential equation (exponential equation) seemed like inapprehension. So in here, we think 

about to via integral idea to instead of AGO and z(I)(k) = ~ [x(l)(k) + Xll)(k -I)] equation to 
2 

generate an appropriate parameter pair for exponential differential equation. 
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E"lmpk 5.6.1: Let X l" = (1874.3 .278.3.3 3 7 .3.390.3.679) = (X,'''. Xi", xl" . xi" , X~·, ) (thc 

same data sequence we used bef()re). vill int<,gml and derivative method to instead n('AGO ~nd 

r AGO trcalmcnl to gen<'rate paranl<'ter f(lr whitening di (Terentia l c'luati (m of G r> l (L I) model. 

Slep ( 

lIecaus<, 0 (. tfle operation of illlegral onl: tlln delll ,,·ith continUOliS "'ll'ation. so at thc 

93 

beginn i ng. we need to lLli I iLC spli nc flLnction t(l joint ~II the d iscr~l<' points and maJ...e the fUndi"n 

CUl"\'<' very smooth. 

The sp line I,mttion we mllnipulme to ftt th~ data sequence is pol:'nombl ,pline function 

(tittin~ re~ldl i 11LLslr~l<' in I· igure 5.6, I). the eq umion and parameters of c'lu~tion I i8t below: 

llf , 
J 5:, 

J 5:-......... ,,' __ -' _______ .... 

+._--+--.-----;-

• -Ii; 
'Y 

/ ' 

CC"/' 

I :.: : ·:::::::C2C· .. -...... --..... ------ ...... ,,, -- :- --- -- ---~ 

, ' 

3 I ' ...... ;"" , 
l ~/ 

1,1 :'---- ....... 

L __ J ____ L 

I i 1 

1 igure 5.6, I pol:nOlll ial cline fLllin g 

I.inear model Poly4: 

F(x) - p l ·~ '4 f p1 *x" J + pJ*x"Z + p-Px + p5 

Cocl'tic;enlS: 

p i - ·0.004042 

p2 '--D.09692 

p3 --0.653 

p4 = 1.745 

p5 ~1 . 689 

(5_32) 
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CnCldm:ss of til: 

SSL;: ~.52-"'-Q2'" 

R -.;quar<': I 

':-l<'P 2 
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We d~o('l\c til" pOI} 00ll1 i81 spline r~ nclion lis 1{J.j. 'H' need It) " "kulal<' lh .. int~SlDI 'alue 

, , 
F, " J/t.I)i11 

0 

, ' 
F, .. J f(x)ilI :1 I 21·0 r = J/(x)"1 =6.44208 

, 
, 

F,' rJ(r)dt : 9. 7<l4 .'i 1 F 
, ' J((.<)<l1 =1.'-30 18 , , 

" '" [II' H]-' /I' I 

P r - .1 .1214, I .1" · '(2) 

-6.H20H x"'(J) 
I 0 ~ 

- f; - '1.7<l4.'i I ..," '(4) 

-F , , ' -13.~O IR x'6'(5) 

, " I' , ,(-0,0313', "., It HI It I "'[ (I.bj" = , • 
\ ~. 1 1 67J 

J.17H 

3.33 7 

: 3.3'10 

J 67<l 

15.3.i) 

(5.3 ~ ) 

(5.:>6 \ 

• 'It~-p-J: (,cncrate Ihe src~ model ~nd thc C51imm;oll "alul"" lL~i llg d.,..;,"~w ,nt.1h"d jn$lcad "r 

IAGO 

d"" 
- ' - - O.OJ73i'" ,., 3 .1 167 

do 

,-'" ,." ,) '" X t :--
d, 

.f" (k + II [.r ' ~' (I) _ b}, -0' ;- b '" ~b.5 139 • t' ~~ ;- h = ,%5 1 J')c" " ,," _ 83.63'}<) 

'" " 

(5.37 ) 

(5.3 8) 

(5J~) 
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Ihe e>limJti un VJllL~ is .i" Co, = [?RH,3.2?.3R,3.34ti2.-'.4 7 .H,3 .(,0521 

IG -------------. 

12 --------

10 .-------

B --------

-------- -- , 

Figure 5.(,.2 Whilening ~q"alion, <krLvali,'c equal ion and eSlimation val,,~ image 

StepS: 

Relatil-e L:rror;, (%): 

'k - id(nl _ (I 6~ ~45" 0 2757'~v 2 4~ 727" 2 00600"/) '--' - 0 . -- ,),; ",. v,o, ,) _"., , 0 

x'O' (*) 

Average rdatiw error: 

I ' A = - I A, = 00 159808774-54979 = 1.59809"1i, 
4- ,. , 

95 

(5.40) 

(S.4I) 

(5.42) 

From lhe ~sli mal ion r~s" II ami A ,'erage rdal i ve errOr" c' Can ,ee, lh~ mdhod of uli liu 

inl~g,,!I, d~ri\'ativ~ operalion i nsl~~d "i' AGO, J A GO lre~lm~nl is y lLil~ slLcce"flLl ii-om the ,""suit. 

I he accuracy looks e' ell lillie belter than lLsin g the tr"d i l;on,li SlLmmalion way. 

(1.59809'% ,,1,60217%), 

The estimatiolll~sult plea;,e see tigurc 5.6,3 

Thc' tldails "r'pl,ne l'lInclions lL,ing lor U)"'1 (I. I) model modi tied idea, we already 

disclls;ed ill the chapter 4, 
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- ,'" .. ", 
• "';1'" """! 

........... . ....... . . ...... . f-'-""'"""':.t~ .. :>:l " I .... , .............. < .. 

.... , .. 

) ,l ........... .... . 

"i . r • • 
T ........ , . .. ...... 1 

• , 

J ........ ' .. , 
I 

:, ; ~ ·············i ............... ', ............. ) .............. , .. 

j~ ,----- --_ . ' -, . t :; I 1.5 
_. __ ..L • 

!-'igllr~ 5.6.3 compare, willl origillal ,bla ~nd ~stimate data 

5.7 Coupling Principle in Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

A fT~r w~ sy&t~mJ\ica ll y ~xplor~ (he natur~ Oflh~ U:-"1 (I. I) mode l and I,nall:- idemi lied that 

the ddin ition of ur.. t (I. I) modd cOlll'k, a si mple r~grc"i" " Illo,k I alld a "hi l~n ing Ji ITeren tial 

eqllat ion mood tog~lh~r organicall y. Th~ ](mn of the" h it en ing J i fferell\iul equation (~bbr~vialed 

as WDF ) (ex. d," ' (,) 1. CIX"'(I) = f}) determ in ~s th~ form of th~ coup I in" r~gr~"inn lahhrevial~d as 
"-

CREG) (ex' h = tJ 'ax,. A" =2.3.4 ... ·. " regres,ion paramet~r pair(aJI), denoled 'IS (a. h) .The datu 

as,imilut~d param~l~r pair (a, h) in (REU delermirws lhe sy,lem p~ralnet~r pair (o.(3).Becalise the 

,wnJard G\1 (I. I) InoJd i, ~qLLal·gap~d slridly p",itive Jata sequence. according to the law of 

grey mathematics we can easily a,Sll llle Ih~ di>eret~ ~ttribLile and u(ilil~ WOE la i'lmclion form) to 

cakLlI~l~ lhe ~slim~tioll data s~quene~ , alu~. The emlpli Il~ transialion n il e is I isled in pre, iousl y 

(>eeTabk5,1.1) 

Nov,'. after we eX~lllined the lhrc~ basic compollCll( Ino,kb: 'imple regression nmdeL 

di /lcrenlia I eqllation mood and d I ft-":r~nce mod~l in Gr>,.-j ( I, I), alKi I isl the "mIl'l i Ilg lmlls l ation 
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rule in table 5.1.1, we try to conclude all the analysis we made previously and give a definition 

about Coupling Principle at the end. 

97 

Definition 5.7.1: nature of the GM (I, I) model dynamics is a coupled differential equation 

model and regression model. The differential equation plays the role of defining the basic 

formation of regression model and the response function, while the appropriately formed 

regression model in terms of AGO or IAGO operations plays the role of estimating the two 

parameters assimilated by data. We state such coupling nature in GM (I, I) model building as the 

Coupling Principle. 

5.8 Summary 

For answering the question of the grey modelling waste the statistical information during the 

coefficient estimates procedure, we give a new coupling idea of grey differential equation 

modelling. After analysis each role of the 3-steps modelling procedure, we point out the essential 

of grey differential equation modelling is just a regression model coupled with a whitening 

differential equation. At the end of this chapter, we give everyone the definition of Coupling 

Principle. 
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Chapter 6. A Family of Extended GDE Models for 
Statistical-Grey Consistency Modelling 

98 

In chapter 5 we have shown that the GM (I, 1) model is just a simple regression model 

coupled with a whitening differential equation. The regression model is only using for estimate 

appropriate parameter pair(a,J3), and parameter pair(a,J3)need to transferred to whitening 

differential equation to simulate the final solution. So, the form of regression model and whitening 

differential equation both depend on the form of whitening differential equation. Because GM (I, 

I) usually deals with small sample data sequence, normally larger than 4 and less than 20, but GM 

(\, I) only can solve certain formed data sequence which obey the grey indl':x and statistical index 

law to keep the statistical-grey consistency. When we try to modelling other formed data sequence, 

normally we should do some transformation. In this chapter we first list some unformed data 

pattern which not following the grey index and statistical index law and could not solved just 

without any data transformation by GM (I, I) model in previously research, after that we will 

represent our recently research outcome to build different formed grey differential equation 

models to deal with different kind of formed data sequence. 

Up to our research now, we totally built seven elementary types of models in GDE family, but 

in this chapter we discuss list 5 types of them, and each type of them we give an application for 

testing model's efficiency. The Table 6.1 will illustrate the details about the seven elementary 

types of models in GDE family. Univ
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Table 6.1: Seven Elementary Types of Models in GDE Family 

New Order P= 1 Order P= 2 
model 

{ d, { d'x dx 
Type 1 

-=all +aJx -, =a,,+aJx+a,-
dt dr - dt 

lix( k) = a" + aJx( k )+&k tlcx(k) = a" +aJx(k)+actlx(k )+&k 

{dx " { d'x" dx 
Type II -=a"e +aJx -, =a"e +aJx+a2 -

dt dr dt 
tlx( k) = a"e

Ok 
+aJx( k)+ &k tlcx(k)=a,/k +aJx(k)+a2tlx(k)+&k 

{ dx {d'X , () dx 
Type - = a" sin(OJt + UJ )+aJx -, =aoSIn OJt+UJ +aJx+a,-

dt dr - dt 
III tlx ( k ) = all sin ( OJ k + UJ) + a J X ( k ) + & k tl 2x(k) = all sin(OJk + UJ) +aJx(k) +a2tlx(k )+&k 

Type 
-=a"e SIn OJt+UJ +aJx 
dt 

-, = aile SIn OJt +UJ +aJx+a,-
dr - dt 

IV 

{d' " ( ) 
tlx( k) = aoeSk sin (OJk + UJ) + aJx(k) + &k 

{ d'x "'() d, 
tlcx(k) = a"eok sin(OJk +UJ)+aJx(k )+a2 tlx(k )+&k 

{dx ( ) { d'x dx 
Type 

-=aop t +aJx -, = a"Pq (t)+aJx+a,-dt q dr - dt 
V* 

I 
tlx( k) = allPq (k) + aJx( k) + &k tl 2x(k) = allPq (k )+aJx(k )+a2tlx(k)+&k 

{ dx" () { d' x "( ) dx 
Type - = a"e P t + a J x -, = a"e Pq t +aJx+a,-dt q dt- - dt 
VI* tlx( k) = a"e

Ok 
Pq (k) + aJx( k) + &k tl 2x(k) = a/k Pq (k )+aJx(k)+a2tlx(k )+&k 

{ dx {d'X ( ) , () dx Type dt =a"Pq(t)sin(OJt+UJ)+aJx -, =a"p t SIn OJt+UJ +aJx+a,-
dr q - dt 

VII* tlx(k) = aoPq (k )sin(OJk +UJ)+aJx(k )+&k tl 2x(k) = allPq (k )sin(OJk +UJ)+aJx(k)+a2tlx(k )+&k 

(From R. Guo, D. Guo, T. Dunne and C. Thiart (2007)) 

6.1 The Weakness of GM (1, 1) In Data Pattern Catching 

Now we utilize an example to show the weakness of GM (I, I) dealing with unformed data pattern 

and also to illustrate how scholars exploit data transformation idea to solve that problem in 

previously. Besides, even data transformation idea could solve some trouble of unformed data 

estimation, but the procedure of the data transforming may still cause of some new troubles, like 

missing data information problem, like the procedure of data transforming causing new estimate 

errors problem, etc. Summarized overall discussions, we need to extend the families of Grey 
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differential equation models (abbreviate as GDE model), from changing the form ofGDE model, 

to adapted itself to various formed data patterns. 

Example 6.1.1: let the data sequence, x«I> = {4.250J .287,0.81 0,1.524.2.612.3.679,4.608,5.425,6.203,7.012.7.908} 

and then we use remnant method, one data transformation idea, to calculate the estimate value of 

X(ll) sequence, try to improve the inefficient accuracy of GM (I, I) model with considered of the 

error part sequence. 

We give the discrete data sequence 

(0) _( (0) • )11 _ X - x (I) /01 - {4.250 ,1.287 ,0.810 ,1.524 ,2.612, 

3.679,4.608,5.425,6.203,7.012,7.908 } 

After I-AGO treatment we obtain 

X(1) = l-c(')(i)t = {4.250,5.537,6.347,7.871,I0.483, 

14.162,18.770,24.195,30.398,37.410,45.318} 

Apply a consecutive neighbour generation to X(I) , let 

z = ~(X(I)(i) + X(I)(i -1))= (=(i)):~2 = {4.2500.4.8935,5.9420,7.1090, 

9.1770,12.3225,16.4660,21.4825,27.2965,33.9040,41.3640} 

(6.1 ) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

Perform a least square estimate for the parametric sequence it = [a,b r .we can obtain that 

a = [a,bf = [BIBrl Bly 

Where 

-.::(2) 1 r x'", (2) 
-=(3) 1 (O)C) 

B= y= x -' 

- =(1) 1 X(O)~II) 

Then 

a = [a,bf = [BIBrl Bly = [- 0.1929,0.6363] 

The whitening ditTerential equation will be 

d '(I) 

~-0.1929x(l) =0.6363 
dt 

The time response sequence 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Di fferential Equation ~' odelling 

r"'{A + I) ~ r r'"'CI) - ;} ..... ~ 
7.5J9(,·c·...,.. - J.29% 

l ' . f ,-('J ro e ;" mll l3tc value 0 - s.cqll cnce 

l '" " (.~\ ' ) (i)y:, = (4.2500. S. 8 S5 8. 7. 803~. 1 0 . IM7. 1 H 186 

16.501 6 .20. 7134 .25 .82 1 0.3: .U 14() .39 .5,64,48 . 6355} 

I he simulate ~aJue of X ") !oI:qlle ncc 

,\' .... - (t··'(i)!, - : J ,:5.1.60S 8.I .9~ i~. 2.1615.2.86 ,J9. 

3,413.4.21 18.5 Hl76.6. 193'J.7.5 IIS.'J J O'J II 

• , 

• ·~I'-

< 

; , 
• ----------_. + , ...... . ~;' .. M 

, ~. ), .... 
' ....... 'n' .. " • ------ -----. ---- .: .. ... ---- ------- -------

• ----- --f- . --, 

• --, • 

1 " 
, 

+. 
• 

", ---,- ----------,----- ----------

.. ------- -- ---" - ------------ -.- ·f ., .. 
• , • , • • , , • • • • 

", , --1 • , , , • , • 

, 

, 

.. 
~igu~ 6. 1.1 Comparc X'·, v"lue »s. ,i'·' value. X'" \ 'aillc 'So i "'~:l1 uc 

E, ah.3 .... he rckvanl corror "31"o:l,; (St't' Tllblc 6.1.1 ) 

." 

(6.S) 

(6.9) 

(6.IO) 

1 

" 
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~o, 

, 

3 
--, 
I' ; 

. 
I 

, 
, 

7 , 
8 

~" 9-'--'

- 10 ; 

" 

....... -

Real !lata 

,', ('J ' , 

1,524 

2,6 12 

3,(,79 

4,60g 

5.425 

6,~03 
~ 

7.0 12 

• 

Table 6. 1.1 rdev3nt error values 

Sim lll~fcd Errors 

!lat'l 

- 1.1374 

2.3615 -0.g]75 

2.8639 -0.2519 

3.4730 0.20(,0 

4.2 11 g 0.3962 

5.1117(, 0.3174 

1l.00'l1 
... 

-0.4'195 

-1.2011 

Tile average rdative errOr: 

" .-\ - - ') '\, = }7.23Y. 
10 ;--; 

102 

Errors (OY.)" 

0.5495 
-- --_ ...• I 

0.0964- • 0.0560 , 

O,OU.o 

0.05g5 

0,0015 
• -

11.07 1' 
. In ---_._ .. 

0.1519 i -

(6, II) 

l'romfhc average relative CITor orexample 6.1 I \\C could undersland when ( ;M (I, I) mcxlel 

f~cing some 11Ilformcd data pallenl, the elli~; ent o l't lw model wi ll be very poor. And now we try to 

operafe oOme data transformalion idea to improvc the modc l efllci~ncy, 

Ildi,,;t;on 6.1.1: \\ lien the accliracy of a GM (I. I) modd is not llK'cting a prc,.kternl ln ~J 

rcq llirem~n l. one tan e8tablish a C~·1 ( I, I) model using the errm 8c'luencc [n r~medy the or iginal 

modd i n orJ~ r l<l improve the a~cllracy. "e cal l it as remnant GlI. 1 (I, I) mode l. (I i u anJ I in, ~ 0(4) 

V· ... l' II se remnant methods 10 caicuiaic th e cst i matcd value" I' X ,O
, sequencc: tl}' fO improve fhc 

accuracy ofG~1 (1,1) model \\,jtn cons idera l; on Ofli1e crror part SC'lucllCe. But fir8t we need 10 

makc lIsC ofmtio idea wh ich we already discuss in sect ion ),2 to decline the cstimatc errors durin g, 

the AGO and IAGO operation takcll. 

First we need to have: 
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Statisticahirey Consist ent Grey Differentia l Equation r·1od el ling 

R ~ ;:,:', = (r (i)):~, = (I ,oooo.4.30~17,835&5. IM7.4.013U~494. 
4.0734.4.4599.4090055.335 15. 7307) 

Theil the si mu imian valuc of X"" sequcnce: 

. ,,, 
X'" = X8" ' ~ C~{" (i»),:, - rC500. 1 ,361 1.0.9958.1,%81.3.2463. 

4.2868,5 .0851.5 .7896,6, 5330, 7 ,40~7 K4869} 

:f ....•. em=- ~---o~~~~.~-···~--~-=--===·~··-···-···-··· ····l 
"'i' .... .. ... : .... ..................... -.. :,!;:;O.'Jv.... . ... c········ ,....... "1 
!lr" 

, 
........... -

:;3 - ... ... .. .. , .... ... .... , ........... - .............. ....................................................................... -

,,- .. 

+. 

-,_ ........ t .......... ........... _.......... , 
'n ~ • , , , , 

, , , • 

-

, , , ... .... , .... ...... _ .. 

• • • 
Figure 6. 1.2 Compare X c", value ,s. X, · lval uc• X'" value" ~s, X" ) ,'a illc 

" 
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(6.12) 

(6.13) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equalion Moddling 

Evaluatc the re levant error valucs: 

Table 6.1.2 relevant error ,"allies 

I ". 
~~-L ~' _13.4% 

10 ._, 

x ·OJ (i) - .i ,", (i) 

0. ' 

o 

o 

104 

(6 ,1 4) 

The relati ve error is large than 5%. so. it b neccs'>ary to app ly a remnant mo-clcl to do somc 

remedie,. 

c'" = (c'''{i) [, 7 (-ll.O7 41.-0. I ~<R,-OA--141.-0,6'4,l-OJ'(J7R, 
- 0.477 1,-0..1b .. \ -0 ,'.100,---<1.3967 ,-O.57~9) 

Taking ab~oll[le value 

r,;O'I- ik'J>(nLI ~ (0,074 1.0, 1358.0.444 1. 06343.0.6078. 

04 77 1,O, :;6"b,O,:nOO,O.:;~6 7,O ,57R9) 

Fo llow the GM (I. I ) modelling procedure to estim~tc ie '"'1 sequence value. 

~;-10l1 = ~,;:(j (1)),:,1- (0,0741.0 ,34 66,0,571)6.0 ,6:11 8.0S 53 1.0.4367. 

0.3--l9!l.0.3 3~5,O, 4083.0,58~) 

I'hell tile est; m:>(e valuc of /:'" 

i '" - (;:'" (i) t~, - (-0 ,074 1.- 11, 3466_ -U5706, - 0.63 I S, - OSS) 1,-U436 7, 

- U,3498 ,-U.3325, Uo408]. O,5~9) 

Thc rcmn(mt val"e of Xl') Jala ~c'-llle~~c only cOll ld Ij-omi = 3, <;(, 

(6, I S) 

(6. 16) 

(6,17) 

(6,18) 
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statistica l-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Model ling 

.. 

;\To. 

R. m,,,,m(x'" ) = {n-'" (i) l~ ~. = k" (i) t , + (i'" (i)X , - (O.M?2, 

1 . 3975.~.~ 145.3,7337 ,4,MM5A:ln.6_20115, i _(IOIl4, i .R?7?) 

Tab l ~ 6. 1.3 R~mtwnt model relevnnt error valll~s 

T ---- --,-
Heal Data Simulated Data fr r"'" 

x lO1(i l rx'''( i) reek) 

xIO'(f) _/:r IO) (il 

3 n.S 1 0.(49) .. ' 1 -~ t:524 - 1.3 97 ;~ , 
5 2.612 _ _ J.6 145 
6 .1 .ti79 3.1337 
7 4.6llS Hi4S4 

1~P'-5.-~25 5~4:i98c - -
8 
9 1--

6,~OJ ....... t:i-~ 10 7.0 12 
II 7.90~ 7_R'l7') 
, > » > Then the aY~mgc rdull vc ~rrOr 

I ' 
r/\= -- I rc\, =4,10",", 

9 ,' __ \ 

~O_ltiOR 
0. \265 
-OJ)0)5 

-0.0547 
-0_0404 
-0.0148 
0_0025 
0.0116 
0,0 I 0 I 

\1",,11 le,-~ [han 13.4% ~mt :!7Tl% uv~rug~ rebt ive ~rror u,ed e,timate. 

Then the aC('L1racy of this model is 

1- rt1 = I ()()''Io - 4. I O'!-o = 95,<)(r% 

om 

-
105 

(6_ 19) 

Rel a tivc F. r ro .. s 
(%):\' 

Vdk) r'" = K xfO)(k) 

O_"4n ~'" 
0_(1 905 
0_00 I () 

0.0147 
OJ)OR7 
0_0027 
0_0004 

! 0_00 t7 
0_0013 

(6.:!O) 

6.2 Families of Linear Differential Equation with Various Right-Side 
Functional Terms 

Pr~\ iously. from th~ d iscLlss ion of the statistical-grey cons i stene} probl em. we known the 

nature n L the gr~y di Il~rential equation modcil , ng i, .I ust a I'egr~ssion model cOllp li ng with a 

di ffer~ntial equation model. [3!1t in act ua I world, we Iw\ e variolls form~d smal l snmpie data 

S~qLl~nce n~ed to investigate, "hieh will I><' hard for Us to Wst Lollowed "ith any dIStrib ution, '" 

w~ need to bllild dilf.:rclll formed grey d illcl'emia l ~quation mod~ l , to d~nl wi th divel'~e fOl'ln~d 

data sequ~nce,. l3ecause the Lorn! of the data sequ~nc~ is qll ite \ ariolls, so the selection of a typical 

\\h iteni I1g d IITcrent Lal equa tiol1 adapt to a certain kind offorrned datn s~q Ilenee is very d i tTicLI It. 

Therefore. it is necessary for uS to explore the forms ofwhit~ni ll g dilTer~ntinl eq uation, the 

I 
! 
, , , , 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modell ing 106 

corresponding regression, the close- form so illtion, the possib le dynamic pallem and the pOlent ial 

sllit~hlc data pattern for mode lling appl ications. Buscd on such considerations. "c ,,·ill dil.cuss 

Linear "hitening dilTer~ntial eglJmion j"m il ies ",ith constant codfkients in Idi-s ide but Junclional 

l~rm in rig-ht side. We are expecting the di.,cussion s "i II PI'''' id~ wider choi l'es of grey d i ff~rentia l 

models. 

6.2.1 The Differential Equation with Constant Term on Right Side 

\,:~ first list Gt>-l (1. I) model and G~1 (2, I) mo:i~1 as the form of grey differential equmion 

modd with constant term on righl side. ·1 he modelling proc~dure nnci application examples we 

alrendy perlorrned ill previollsly, sO in here. "ejust list the concernment step., Wilh nO example 

~nd explanalion g-iv~s. 

G:\1 (l, I) model,,~ cOll ld p~rli"," as ~ bas ic lilrm ofth~ first order linea r diITer~nt;al 

e'-jlLalion wi lh constnnt lam on ri gh t side, a,fJ are pa",melcr., need lor eMimute in cOllpling 

rcgre.<sion modd 

dX+[iX=a 
d, 

10 sol,e th~ differentia l eqlLalion in (6.21) we .'imply div ide it as 

. (di.1dl+/F.- O 
dx (t. 
- +"x =a=> d, 

O+IJ.i=(I 
. " 

Then the ""llIlion will be 

Wh~re .r, = c," ".xc = a I 13 

Where c, is ~ constant va l ll~ 

Th~ coupling regressio n model represent as 

x"J(k)=a+(l( ~("(k») 

W her~ x'" (k) c, (x'" (I). X'(li (2).· .. , x''' ' (1/») is the in i liul discret~ da la seqllence 

, 
x''' (k) = L X("(i ).k = 2.3,4 --n 

(6.21 ) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

z(1) (k) = ~[x(l) (k) + X(I) (k -1)] 
2 

107 

(6.26) 

GM (2, 1) model could represent as a second order linear differential equation with constant 

term in right side 

d2x dx ~ 
-) + /31 - + Pox = a 
dr dt -

(6.27) 

To solve the differential equation in (6.27) we simply divide it as 

dCx d" 
-0 + /31-+ /3, x =a => 
dt- dt -

dCxh /3 dx" /3 ~ 0 --+ -+ x = 
dt e 1 dt C" 

(6.28) 

Then the solution will be 

(6.29) 

Then 

(6.30) 

The coupling regression is 

xH) (k) = a + PI (- x(O) (k))+ /32 (- Z(I) (k) 1 k = 2,3·· ·,n (6.31) 

Where 

(6.32) 

k 

x(l)(k) = Lx(O)(;),k = 2,3,4···n (6.33) 
1=1 

(6.34) 

For the second order grey differential equation modelling, the minimum sample size n should 

be no less than 6. 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

6.2.2 The Differential Equation with Exponential Term on Right 
Side 

108 

Now we change the right side term with other kind of formed equations, first we alter it into a 

simple exponential form and with the example to show how it works. 

The basic form of the first order linear differential equation with exponential term on right 

side 

dx fJ~ 0/ -+ X = ae 
dt 

(6.35) 

Where 5 is a given constant 

The homogeneous equation dX/t/dt + aXh = a with the solutioni\ = cae-PI, where Co is a 

constant 

The particular solution x p = Aoe SI satisfies the equation Aa&St + fJAoe St = ae St , and then we 

have 

Then the general solution is 

Au = a/(5 + fJ) 

xl' = ae
lSt /(5 + fJ) 

~ ~ ~ - PI a (il 
x=x +x =ce + e 

It p 0 (5 + /3) 
The coupling regression model is 

x(O)(k) = ae r5k + /3(- Z(ll(k)) 

Wherex(OI(k) = (x(O)(I),x(O)(2), ... ,x(O)(n)) is the initial discrete data sequence 

k 

X(II(k) = '2>(0) (i), k = 2,3,4 .. ·n 
/=-'1 

The second order linear differential equation with exponential term on right side could 

represent as 

dlx fJ di fJ ~ _ 8 , + I +,X - ae 
dr dt -

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

(6.41) 

(6.42) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 109 

Then the solution will be 

(6.43) 

Then 

(6.44) 

The coupling regression 

XC-I) (k) = ae,v + ,81 (- x(O) (k))+ ,82 (- Z(I) (k)) (6.45) 

Where x(O) (k) = (x(O\I), x(O) (2)"", x(O) (n)) is the initial discrete data sequence 

(6.46) 

k 

x(I)(k) = i>IO)(i),k = 2,3,4···n (6.47) 
1=1 

(6.48) 

For the second order grey differential equation modelling, the minimum sample size n should 

be no less than 6. 

6.2.3 The Differential Equation with Sine and Cosine Term on Right 
Side 

The basic form of the first order linear differential equation with sine term on right side is 

dx f3 ~ . - + x = a SIn (0 t 
dt 

In order to satisfy the homogeneous equation 

d x h ' --+ J3x h = 0 
dt 

We obtain the general solution: 

X h = Co e - jJl 

The particular solution having a form 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 

(6.51 ) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

£ p = Ao sin OJ! + Bo cos OJt 

Need be satisfied the equation 

dX 
-I' + jl::C1' = AoOJcosOJt - BoOJsin OJt + Ao/3sin OJ! + Bo/3cosOJt = asin OJt 

dt 

Which leads to 

{
Aom + BofJ: 0 

AofJ - Bom - a 

Which will result 

Bo = - (OJ 2 + /32) 

Then the particular solution will be 

~ a[J. am 
x = J J Sin mt - { 2 0 )COS mt 

p co- + [J- ~(O + [J-

The general solution is 

• _ • • __ -fJl afJ . 
x - X h + X/I -- C e +, , Sin OJ! 

or + /3" 

am 
J , cosmt 

0)- + /3-

h ~ _. -pI ~ _ afJ. am 
w erexh -coe XI) - 2 ) smo){- J 0 cosm/ 

co + fJ- m- + fJ-

The coupling regression is 

X(O) (k) = a sin(mk) + fJ(- z(l) (k)1 k = 2,3,.··, n 

Wherex(O\k) = (x(O)(I),x(O)(2),. .. ,x(O)(n)) is the initial discrete data sequence 

k 

x('\k) = L:>(O) (i), k = 2,3,4···n 
i=1 

Z(I) (k) = ~ k') (k) + x('\k -I)] 
2 

The second order linear differential equation with sine term on right side is 

d 2£ d£ ~ . 
-- + fJ[-+ fJox = a Sin cot 
dt dt -

In order to satisfy the homogeneous equation 

110 

(6.52) 

(6.53) 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

(6.56) 

(6.57) 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 

d_1: h ' 
--+fJXh 

dt 
o 

We obtain the general solution: 

XI! = Cae-fit 

The particular solution having a form 

Satisfied the equation 

Which leads to 

d O, d' -xp xp , 
-0-+ f3,-+ f30 xp dr d! -

= - Aou/ sin OJ! - BOOJ 2 cos OJ! + AoOJf3, cos OJ! 

- BoOJfJ, sin OJ! + AOfJ2 sin OJ! + Bof32 cos OJ! 

- BoOJfJ, sin OJ! + A0f32 sin OJ! + Bof32 cos OJ! 

= a sin OJ! 

{
a: Ao (Pc - oJ" )- B~(JJ~c 
o - Ao(J)PI + Bo (P2 (J)) 

Then the coefficients of the particular solution xpare 

Then the particular is 

The general solution will be 

The coupling regression is 

111 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

(6.64) 

(6.65) 

( 6.66) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

(6.69) 

(6.70) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 112 

Where x(O) (k) = (x(O) (I), x(O) (2),···, x(O) (n)) is the initial discrete data sequence 

(6.71) 

k 

x(')(k) = Lx(O)(i),k = 2,3,4···n (6.72) 
i~l 

(6.73) 

6.2.4 The Differential Equation with Polynomial Term on Right Side 

The basic form of the first order linear differential equation with a polynomial term on right 

side is 

dv: {J.' 0 -+ x=ao +aJ+aor 
dt • 

In order to satisfy the homogeneous equation 

dX h ~ 
--+ f3x" = 0 

dt 

We obtain the general solution: 

The particular solution having a form 

Satisfying the equation 

Which leads to 

Then 

j
Ao = (a~f32 - (1113 + 2a2 ~/ 13

3 

AI - (a l f3 - 2(12)/13 

A2 = (12 /13 

(6.74) 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

(6.77) 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 113 

The particular solution is 

, aofJ"-a,fJ+2a" a,fJ-2a2 a2 " 

Xp= fJ3 + fJ" f+fjf (6.81 ) 

The general solution is 

x=x +x h p 

(6.82) 

, _'" aofJ" - a,fJ + 2a2 a, fJ - 2aJ a J 2 
x=cef-'"+ + -1+-=-1 

o fJ3 fJ2 fJ 
(6.83) 

The coupling regression is 

x(O) (k) = ao + a,k + a2e + p(- ZI'>Ck)) (6.84) 

Where x1°>Ck) = (x(O) (1), x(O) (2),···, x(O) (n)) is the initial discrete data sequence 

k 

x(I)(k) = 2:>(0) (i), k = 2,3,4···n (6.85) 
1=1 

z(')(k) = (1- w)* x(k -I) + w * x(k) (6.86) 

For the first order grey differential equation with polynomial term on right side modelling, the 

minimum sample size n should be no less than 7. 

The second order linear differential equation with polynomial term on right side is 

d 2x dx, , 
-,- + PI - + P~x = ao + alt + a)r 
dt- dt - -

In order to satisfy the homogeneous equation 

dx" {3' 0 --+ x" = 
dt 

We obtain the general solution: 

X h = C oe - fll 

The particular solution having a form 

Satisfying the equation 

(6.87) 

(6.88) 

(6.89) 

(6.90) 
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Which leads to 

f
aa = ~A2 + fJl AI + fJ2 Ao 

a l - 2f31A2 + f32 AI 

a2 = fJ2 Al 

Then the coefficients of the particular solution x I' are 

The particular solution is 

.~ = a,Jl; -al/llfJ; + 2a1fJ;fJ2 + alfJ2 -2a2fJl t+ (11
1
2 

f' fJi' II; fJ2 

The general solution is 

fJ 2 R 132 2 13113 fJ 2 fJ 
Wh ' -"I' ao 7 - alfJll 7 + a) ') al 2 - a2 I a, 7 ere x = c e P x = - - - - - + t + --r 

h a I' fJ:} fJll fJ2 

The coupling regression is 

X(-I) (k) = ao + alk + a 2e + 131 (- x(O) (k»)+ 131 (- z(lJ (k») 

114 

(6.91) 

(6.92) 

(6.93) 

(6.94) 

(6.95) 

(6.96) 

For the second order grey differential equation with polynomial term on right side modelling, 

the minimum sample size n should be no less than 8. 

6.2.5 The Differential Equation with Product of Exponential and 
Sine 

The basic form of the first order linear differential equation with product of exponential and 

sine term on right side is 
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Statlstlcal-GrcV COrSst\.'I1t Grey Diffcrcnbal Equabon Mad~ling 

<t.t fl" • .- ! X =ue Sm ,:J/ ", 
In ".<.10:' hI ~li.'I) lho: homogcu\'OuS C"qu:l1ion 

dr. n:-O - .. ,.. .. -
,tl • 

r ", ,' " .. " . . 
TIle Po1nicubr \.01l'!lan hJ' ins 3 form 

x ~ "' "~(".Iv sin " ..... 6. co' " ... ) 

l\oxIl h.: _'~!li.,licJ the equ~l;on 

Which ICJd' hi 

(IS. . .... ..,.Ik 
'/1 I' 

.-l~'~- ~ sin (j)(" 1J,t,/ C'''(O( 

+ A,~",~ "'" (j)( - fio{.""'-' sin ,[¥ 

+ A,p/ , i11 ml .. fi ,p"osml 

Ea<,"~ iI1 '" 

{ A,,(,~ .. pj -II.", = (f 

. A.",-tB.(S..-/ll 0 

~ 

1 
- !'" II" Ao- '(p ")' 

"'.. t<i -

"'" y. '" --~i::-," ",: .. (p->-o)' 

n 'CIl lh- p~,ticubr ""lillian" ill "" 

.i r .. . "'4e" , i,,(M .. iti l .. llot~ cos(" ... .. i'i) 
rh~ !!c n':f~1 ,,,Iulion i, 

x x. +.<" ,- co" ". -"'0 'in(tA''' Ii!)" Ho CO<;{H + flJ) 

Where x, cu" I' i,. " .-1, s;n«')i''' m) ~ Ho ms{<.)/" i'i) 

The cNLpi il1g !'I:grcss iC>l1 is 

115 

(6.97) 

16.98} 

(6.100) 

((\, IUI) 

l6.IO~) 

\6.10;) 

(6. 10-1) 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equatioo Modelling 116 

x('i(I , ) ~ ae'" sin(M, + (ij ) I fJ\~ ~ ( " (I, lJx = 2,3,·· ·.n (Ii. 105) 

\Vhcre x" ) (*) . (x'0I (l). x'" (2).· . .x'" (II)) is th" ill i [ial diserdc datu sequence 

.. 
.., I"(X) = 2:>fO)(iI.k = 2.3,4 "Ii (6.106) 

," 
(Ii. 107) 

The parametcr pair (a,/f) is obt~ined hy l eUs[-s'llmr~ eslimalioll (a,h r = (X r X) 1 x Tr _ 

where 

r
~" sin(M, +(ilj 

X= e~' ''in(M,+(V) 
". '" Sill(,.. .. , +(IJ) 
Le '" Sill((()/, +w) 

Since 8 and (I}m~ given 

(6.1118) 

E"""I'I~ 6.2..1: thc data "e \Is~d in tuh le (i.2. 1 is all ~xplorali"n oCthe rossibl~ dynamics 01' 

lh~ ct'menl roller ti.lnction ing (i m~s. I( "i II hel r us [or the purpose to explore whdh"l" lhe new 

stalist ical-gre) model c"uld "ell r",~alth~ undt'rlyillg mechanism hchind [lie data set. 

Tubl" 6.2.1 Cem~nt Roll"r data 

h,,;ctio;;·i n.~ T . - . __ . -----" .. __ .. 
Failure i C","nri,,/c C"nll"i .. (~ i C"\'llri"te Rq",ir , , 

" 
, 

pm I I' I 10 1 ~I)() <)} , - -.---~-- -----
133 failure I} , 16 1200 142 

I - --
I " - I pm t 15 __ .+~~~ __ J I If 00 300 

-n Clil"r" P I I 00 7" I -.' , _ ... . _. -105 faillirc J3 16 ! I 200 0 

.. 

~ .;~ ......... ---
115 pm I I 13 9JlO 525 

P -141 
.. 

pm 16 J3 , I 000 4')~l 
... _. --- -

5') failur~ " l(i 1100 -127 
- ..... 

.07 pm 9 I I 800 " pm _ .. ~-

5'1 8 10 9<)0 1115 , 
, 36 -" -,,_. 

failUrc J3 
- .. 

I I I 1000 _,)6 , , , 

'\Jow we use Il~W stHtist ic~l-gl"ey consist~ll[ dilfcrcllti31 cquation model with product of 

~.~roncl1tbl and sill~ te rm to estimate limc!iol1 time in l"hle 5 . .1 

! 

, 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Mod~lirtg 117 

SlCp I. Acconling 10 The coupling r~gre"ion lunclion 

(6.109) 

To fil the functioning ti m e dala X'Ol _ (5~, LU 1 ~ 7.72. 1 05.1 1 5. 14 1,5<).1 07.59,36) and ~'limal~ lh~ 

paramder.; a ,S ,(v. 'o" ,fJ, 8. 

" /\ '" He \\ 
'" / \ \ 
'" / ,\ 
" \\ " ," 
m \ \ M \ '. \ go 

00 

\ " " 
" V 
" " '0 
" ~l 

,.; 

" ,,' 
'" ;~--;---C----;---C---

" 2"" , 
Figmc G.2.1 0 lhc coupli ng rcgression 

Wh~re hlu~ lin~ ,l,md, as hlnLti(lllin!; lim~ data. red iille stalllh 'IS ~'limal~ data 'eq~n~c .. 

The r~we"i(ln r~'lLll informalion \\~ li,t u, li,llo"" 

Optimila(iOll ~Igorilhm: C~ne(k algori(hm 

(1<':111510): 16.653601~H<)~16 

(SSF): 2773 A 2·1 ·120R6 I 78 

(R): 0.8910070903<)4582 

(R'): 0.793R<)3G35 1 33418 

(DC): O.79383422R7n~2R 

(Chi-Sqmre): 16.120 1·1155R5 I I} 
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Statistical-Grey ConsJstent Grey Differential Equation Mod~ling 118 

(F·Stat i,tic): 30,8149099867858 

'I ab le 6,2,2 bc,t ~st i mat~ parameter> 

' '<In,mNers llest e't inC"C"C'c-----, 

-~···.~- · '(:;: --------.~-~---r-~-'~~c_'rn~8 1 . 24G78 2502")'<,, ___ .c. 

0.0 120g78,105592 725 

6.166331 11974()50~ 
----- .-.-------t-~~";';; .-------1 

@ 3. 1804325085-1 117 

::;:;!~' '::'::=~--+------'I.CI036 1 9137890 15 1'----- U 9.13450n18078671:_8 

Table 6.2.3 Ob,ervation dnta "" fitted data 

No Ohscr\'at i"" (]n/n Fitted data i Diff.,ren~c J) 

-::.-:L-._'----'-----'1'3'3---P--"120.92(i9783 ' 1 " 12.117J0 
-,.~~-t-----_1_4c7--~L~~clc5c)'7cl"8174CC;2 "1 -0---- _6.7 18"7'-' 2 

3 

4 

r 5 - ~ 

6 

7 59 

8 107 
9 

10 
.. __ ..J 

Slep2. From ,tali,t;c' ; n fimlla li on (]{ ):0. 891 01l7\~)1l3945 82. \ fI' J: 0.793893635133418, we 

kn()w lh~ regrc,>si()11 i'>11"t pcriimnlng ve ry well. so wc need 10 IImher explofe the differcnce 

seq lIcnc~ ID. } ,No " wc need fun anotlier round ,Wlist ical-grey di lkr~nt i ill equatioll liu; ng , 
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Stat,ShcaJ-Grcy Consistent Grey Olffcrcnbal Equation Modelling 

Filling: '~/1 . P Di = "'.<" .inr.JI using cm,.pl ing n:,!ITCs.-,ion " . 
, /~(I, ) = a.:'" ,il\((.'''' + '" ) + fJ(- .::'" (I. ») Ie = 2.3.· . '. 'l 

Th~ din~r~n,e d~ t~ '~quen,e ha, neg31i~'e numbers. so we direc1 ly take the nb!<i ,llLlc 

v~hJ", 1 f),I} ~ (I :; ,0730.6,7 I 87.31 ,Stf¥l. 1 .1 ,524:!.11 , 1 ~ 12. 10, 741 1.2421 R I .9.0.'151.1 I.:()C)(,J>. QO~4) 

" 
• .. 
• • 

• 

A 
I " . 
, \\ 
I 1\ I . 

! \\ 
I \\ ,. / \~\ \ 

:: J \ \~ 

, 
• • .. 

"J' II :; \~ 
:':'!---~---7'-------"------ '--'7'-- - -~) 

Op1imiz.~1io n nlgorithm: (lnenbt'rg •• \ l ~rqu~rd1) + ((j(, n~ra J global "pI ;Iniz.n ;Im) 

(KMSL): 1.82687738657--1 9J 

(SSE): 30.037J28S702097 

(R): D.974 7()6(l19(i~5614 

(R"2j: O.9S005 1 S2469Hog 

mel: 0.9 500S 18D7')'1867 

(('h i ·S'l"3re): 1 .3-11411<19 32(,~ 

(r ,Slalis!!,): 133. t 4525970514 

n9 
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Statistical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Model ling 120 

-

No 

' I ab l e 6, let Il~,t ~,ti mate ramme1Crs 
-o==~--- ~--~~-------

Pa rameters Re_'t estimate 

1.67942M1'1053(}(i 

0_9<)99999'>9977641 
_____ _ _________ J 

Tail ic 6,2.5 Observation data vs_ til led d~t~ 
,'-- - ---- - - - - -- -

ObSCf\'il tio ll data iD Filted (!ilIa 0, , , -, 6_17R7 7.626~620 , = - -.. . , 
31_5699 30.()31)J34~ 

. 
13.5242 11.5 161471 

. -~ 
, 

-~ .~, 

21, 12 12 20.7732]')4 

I,--_:,~ , 

• , 

~ . :. -

:l-

• 

10,7411 - J----·--·-- I :S_OI 07950 -
- -

24,21~1 23Xn5101 

5 

" --' -_.---
7 9.0351 6.6399246 

-
11,10% 11,0887255 

, 
9 I (,.9054 7.6268814 

- . 
I ab k 6.2,(' r ru ~ dutu n, __ lilted d~l~ I), ami L C>lti lIal ~ = D, D, 

" Trll {,- data D I 

. ---"---
I ; -6, 1787 

I 
2 

, 31 5(,(}<) , 
---- -

3 13_5J4~ 

-~.----. , " 12 12 

S 
~ , 

10,7411 
~ 

6 -24_2 181 
. -

7 <),0351 , - 11,1096 
- -

9 (',9054 
-.~ 

---
Fitfed <la(a " 

-7_6?()g610 
... _- ---

-]0,9,~nn.R 

11.5161 471 

20.7732794 
._-- -- .. .. -

15.0 I 07950 
._---

·1H335301 

6,639914(' - ,R . 
-1 1.0887255 

._--_ .. 
7,626gS24 

Ih·sid 

--

-

. 
j , 

I 

I 

ual (' = I),- IJ 

0,9082 

-0.6396 

2,008 1 

0_ '-' 479 

-4.2697 

-11.3846 

1.3951 

-0, I ~l19 

-0_72 15 
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stat istical-Grey COn~istent Grey Differential Equation ~lod~ling 

St~p3. Then we "ill h~ve the residual pane = D, ~ b, ,The interprewtion of the partition 

is7: =~ +1), +e,. where 

T. are the av~ragc runeti oning tim~ d mi ng i'" op<Cration; 

D, are the ay~rage r~pair ctTects due to previous repairs; 

e, are the residuQ Is after the two stage Statistical-grey con3i3tem grey different i QI equQtion 

mocklilng, \\hieh follo\\ s normal random fU7.zy x(;,,,.'1 approximately, "here ftlzzy mean,; is 

Irianglilar (~".,O,,,.), therefore, we just need to estimate parameter (0, (r ). 

I rom Table 6.2.9 we have c- [0.9082: -0.1,]<)6; 2.0081: 0.3479; -4.2697: -0.38411: 2.3952: -

0. 1209;-0.7215;J 

Then We lit e re.,i lilml ,e'lu~ncc: 

,» [. ,11-1,., "~""',,· l = narc,flt (0) 

-0.0530 

,i~,..hat = 

1. 9369 

Parameter: I'ull: MCQn'; = ~0.05JO: StQndJrd Deviation cr= 1.9369 

Perform another round Statistical-gr~y consistent modd fi11 1ng with resp.'ct to data 

'iXl"ence 1 = t + c. lI ., ing the lirst roulld paramcter estimate, a3 initial yailic and thus you -;/1ould 

obtain the rdined tir>t-.,wge Statistical-grey con.,i,tcnt modd ,,' ith high R' regre-;sion 

I=T +;, ~ rl22 86J9; 155.6555; 105 5068; 93.4 127: 95.8157; 132.1958; 85.1550; 99.9(118: 

n 1 .. 65; .l 1 .0315;1 
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Statistical·Grey Consistent Grey Di ffe rentia l Equati()fl Mod~l i ng 122 

rigllrc 6.2. 12 statistical-grey different ial ~qlla(ion lining: 1= T +e ,.bta <;e'llLcllce 

(I .C' ~nberg-M~r'luarJt) _. General gloll~1 opli ITI i I~tioll 

(RMSE): 6_8-t45J13S417813 

(SSE): 421.62S612022568 

(R): 0.978-tJ7796195042 

(R"2): 0_95734052102301 

(OC): 0_957.140520427767 

(Chi-Sy\l~re): 1.94873467905206 

(f-Swthtic): 157_09014286779~ 

rabk 6.2.7 Lkst est imate pal'am~lers 

Pammc(crs 

a 

-' " 

nes t cstim,,(e 

O. 1 59S694 166S7 1_,S 

0.17256fJ 172370'157 

-43.244078717087 
.-.-.-.- - .- ----0 • .- -~ 
0_9-141 R7725482203 

~_'-o_.-,~ ______ .-__________ .-,~_ 
(I 0'<1999952227 3Q()()4 

- ----~-------
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Statistical-Grey Con'iJ'itent Grey Differential Equation Modelling m 

~ 
- -.. 

No , , 

Obscn'ation data Fillcd data 1 , 

I ! 155.6555 159.2~909{)5 

2 I I 0"."06~ 98.17355()() 

if J 93.41 27 , 106 .4247326 

4 ')5.8!.'17 )11.773"'79-1 

5 lJ2.195.'( 118.9278467 , 
6 85.155 93,0192,1-".'1 

7 " 9').9018 9'),5301015 -
,1 -, 

8 72. 1465 i 69.9443415 
! , 9 JUGl5 i 3I.8434'!511 

Slep4. From Ihe gcneml reslLit equ illion of stilli stical -grcj consistent differential cquation 

mode l we hme: 

(6 ,1 10) 

(6, I I I ) 

A~~ord in g 10: 

" fI' (I) = (I _ fI) * x'" (I) -t fl' x'" (I - 1).1 = 13, "'." 

(L = 197.0219.,6229672 () =0 1598694 166871.,8 m = 0 172566 172370957 (6,112) 

fir = -43.2440787170.'(7 fJ = 0.944387725482203 f} ~ 0.9999952227390114 

We wil l ~a~il} to have 

C, = - 29.3.'10 1 .1 , C~ 261.5676 B" = --41 ,0324 

626 767 826 933 992 10281 

377.3467 47'1.5188 585.64-" 

692.4 145 793.9515 88UK}<J7 945.')]81 

t\cctiracy=0.9363=93.63'}(' 
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Statistical-Grey C(m~stcnt Grey Differential Equat ion ~looellin<;J 

rhcn \\C MC \"ing ralio idea to have the i'" ,,,lue on Xi" level 

Xi" ~ [5..\ 133 14772 105 11 5 14 1 59 107593(,]: 

X "J=[541~7 334 406 5 11 626 767 S26 933 992 10281 

Rmio= ~~:» = [I, 1 AO(" 2.272 L 5_6389. 4.8667, 5.4435, 5.43'17, 14, U 1 %. 16,S 1J6J 

x (lJ 
i' <OJ = __ - [54 126,5614 122.7777 66.9 IS6 9S.53 13 107.5865 I 27.nS7 

rat;" 

56,71 OS 101.1522 56,2592 34 ,055(,1 

Vl. td, ' ~1'" [ nu" 1 •• 10 ~ .. ~ .. ~ lind"" H.l~ 

D ($ r;;.! ~ ::. rOOt E":.. f! ~~, '~ 0 [j' I!o [] 

+ ----+ 

120 ------, 
,h _____ ,- ______ , _______ c ----_. -- ---, -----~ -----_. - - -- -,-

• 
(:' 

100 ------,-----+ 

----,- " .. - - - - -- , - ------c ---.-, 

t 
-:t-
v 

,.- .. 

2C ~,---C2C---"7C---C'----;5----,C~---c7,---"· 
, , l~ 

_._------ .- .... --•. _._---_._---------' 
I 'ig\ lre 6_2_13 .f"" Jaw seylleoce c"mpar~ with X'" data sequ~!lCC 

'" 
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6.3 Summary 

We firsl i nlroollced remnalll mdhncb lO deal" il l! II I ~ li ma _,~q llence "h icll not tollnwi ng: lhe gre:~i 

index and sr.ltistic"1 index I"w in previc>usl: research. ufter [hal \\e rep resen[e<J c> ur recent ly 

r~sea rch out cc>me lO bu ild different formed grey d ifferent i"1 equution models to de,li with di fferent 

~ind offorrned d ~ta sequcnc~ (lor idcmi(\' the dma sequence uti lize whm kind of Types of 

diftCrenti ~1 equmions. we should develop in fllt ur~'s rescarch). The ncw model include: t l!~ 

diffcrent ial "'I"at ion with constant krm On right side (Type I).!ltc differe nti al cquation with 

~xpon"n!i ,lI t~ rm on right side ( I'y pe II). the d i l'feremiul eq u~ti on wi th po I;.nom ial term on ri ght 

side (T:p" V' ). the di ffere nt iul eq\lo1ti on with sine ,md cc>sine telm on ' ight side (T}·pe Ill). th~ 

diff~r~mi31 equm ion wi tl! product ofexpon~nt i~ 1 and sine wrm on right side ("l)pe IV). For ~asier 

lO lInderstand new statistical-grey d iffer~ntia l equation moods. we tl)' 10 give eoch of tocm an 

example and tlt i I izc optim i z~tion algor it 11 m hel p us 10 completc [hc comput~t ion ot- each modcl. 
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Chapter 7. MATLAB toolbox and VC++ program 

7. 1 Methods of Build ing GM (1, 1) modelling program 

1l&Si.:J '~I GM (1. 1) I1wdd pi'"'lCn)urt'. uti liK visual C' ~ and ,\Ial lai> l an~ulg" pro!;r~," 10 build 
sol i" lIrc for GM (1. 1\ ",oJd ling_ 

I'rQ!I'ram ~rur"~m~re'c' -c---c- ---,---,"'--C----
ImJlOfl the s~mpk M/.e ullhc moJcll ll' g .btu ""lu"nc~ (tkn<)l ,-S (Ii 

t.:: ) Inlln "c.~ ooar<l 

I 
AS.," me X"" ~ t,") (I ). t'" (2). " . ,t ,H'( n)) i, thc mo<klling d<lIU 

r'O ' (k) 
'i[" ' llcnce. Ihen ,,-(k) = ' , k = I,':':. ".n , arc ca lkd 

, x"J'U _ I) 

, ,I~p" ;sc ralio s of Ihe .;cqll~llC~ X", and 

e~p(- 2 ilk -+ I» S ... (~ J::: e~Pl.2 ilk ·Ii) 
.-.l 

Imp"n the mode lli ng dma ' ... ·<jUl·llce X·o, = ( .. "(t).x'''(2).., ...... (n») 
lrum ........ board 

I 
I a~ e I - I;m~ 1I(,(,lll,,"I.)1 in~ ~cnl· r .. 1 i"" opo;rmio» of X po . lu 
~C'llc-rme lh~ dOli" s,,'uu,'flce, X '" = t, " (I I, , '::' Il l.-- , X,II (III) 

I 
Il:hc;k-"' h Clh~r Ih,' m<)d~" ' i n ~-li:l\a SC'l""llct x'" (llx~~~' the ", 
; S\"P" isc rali" I"" , ,~p{ -2 1( ,\ - I ) <; ... (.<) ,;; e)(r(~ I(A -+ I)) t 
~. .. r 

- "':--,--
I r the m."'d,,.~ "'31~ 5C'1. 'elll.·~ .1,,,"$11', 01>.::1" lilC' rul io b\\. t""l1 
'':In''n~ the pro~ram uwr. ,1I1>J StlggCSl to quite the mnnin!: 
pmgmm. othcr"i .... III .. P"'I;r:lUl "llll>e goinl; ,m IU IIt'M SI~p, 

] l G~n.:rat" ~ ""bta .;cquencc IrOl)1 :11, - ~k ';( k)~ .<'''(.1: -'l)) 
. .. .' I .... 

126 
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Statlstical-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equabon Moddling 

~'I 'i'in g I ~a>l 'Y LL'~'~S estillJ~tc [li e -p:I " um~ter 

[

-=" '(2) I ' 

\.C4'k'n<·t,; = ~,.hr _ !IJ,'II]'B '-Y'/j = -=':'(.11 :J. l 
l- :'''(~I I 

I c "''''''rat~ lilt' !In-) nH.(kl \lIld lhe- lim~ responsc- ""4'-""K<: from 

1·t'''«(+I) ", [X' ('1( I)_!!.-L ... + ~. 
" "J " 
l~ • . . 

[ 
Simllh~ ~ vJluc of .\" " "n<./ e~l imalion >ah", or x '·, Imm <'"qua1io,1 

.~'DJ(k) - i"'(k) - ;O )(k -I) 
L 

• 
C3lcl,l:ilc the FrHJI'- and RdMi\c Frnll"S 

I. 
I 

i::nml'k', j. I. I, L~ X"'J = (~.l!7-U .278.J 337"; ,3903.67'J)_ we sl ri~l ly utI<") lilt: (ifo,l (r. I) 

mooc-Uing r roo;,,(i un: lau and ulil i"", ~i~un l l"++ prol:r:lm 10 sinmbl .. X'·', 3nd "\'31":1(,, Ih" 

n~~uracy (I f X'·' . (V" ,(;II C ' f program ~,><le rl~a~ chcrl.: ~pf"'""d i.~ Al 

127 
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Statist ica l-Grey Consistent Grey Differential Equation Modelling 128 

Exmnple: 7.1.2: Lei X"») = (2.874.3.17g)_.l37.3.390.3_679). we stridly ohe) th~ GM ( I, I) 

modelling procedure law and utilize tl.lal lah program to simu late X'" , and evaluale the accurac;-.' 

ofX(o). ('-bIbb program code please check appendix 11) 

-""'"--- :,.,,, 
program moJd ling 

." 

.. 

I' igllre 7.1.3 r>lat lah program image resu lt ofGr>l {I. 1,1 modelling 
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Statistica l-Grey Consistent Grey Different ial Equat ion Modelli ng 

7.2 Methods of Building GM (1, 1) prediction model ling program 

Based on Gtl- I (1, I) prcdic,ti on mo tld pro<:~d lL re, \I lili/e .. i,ual C' I lang\ lage r rogram lo 1>\ li ld 
,oftwar~ Ii,,' (1M (I, I) model rred i~li o n _ 

Program <;tr~',,,~,,~,,,cc' --------c----c--c------------, 
: Impon thc samp le size of the mo,k lling daw SDqUCtlCC (denotcs as i K ) from kcyhoard 

" "", (,r,, (.) ""'(2) i\SSU1Tk:. = x ,x , ".xl" (I») is the model ling d~ta 

xr:': (kJ 
,e'l lL~nCe,lhLn(T(k)= , .k = 1.2. ",n,arecalk tl 

x l ' rk , I) . 

stepwise ratios ofthc seqll~ncc X"' and 
~xp( --1 ilk; I)) s: (J' (x) 5: ~x r(l irk ~ I)) 

Import llle modcilin g dma s~q uCllce .\"''', = V" (I). x''', (2). · '. x'''' (n)) 
from keyboard 

I 
Take' I-lime accum uial ing gencral ion opermi"n 01' X(" • to 

g~l1~ rat~ the dat a s"'-juenc'e_ X '" ( riL ' (I j, x'" (2), -". x'" (n») 

I 
Che~k whether l h ~ lTInddling data sL'l"el1~e X"" oh"y' the 
slepwi", I'a li n law cxp{ ~2 ilk ... I)) 5 u(x) <: exr(2 i( k ... I)) 

Cienerale : "l tla la se'l \lel1 Ce Ii-om ,,") = .!. (x'" r k) ... x", (k -- l,l) , 

Ut ilizing lGa<;t squarcs estimate [lie paramc'ler 

[
-'''''' 

sC''1lLc'nce U ~ la, by ~ [8' JJ i L 
il l r • Ii _ - <'(3) 

<"~'In) 
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i S,mulatc ,'aluG or x (l J a"d Gslirnati"" value 0 1' XU, ) Ii-om l eql IJtioll_t""(k j - x' ' (kj-,r( ll (k-l) 

--- r-- . -
SirnulatG value o l'prcd ic'l Jal~ 

T:~ pG 'Y' tiwTl J...cyh,,~rJ "hc" liflLShcJ lyping J...~ys 

ba mpk; 7.2.1: l~t X '''' = (l.g7 4.3,27K3.3:; 7,3,3\10':;,67'1). \\ c follo\\ the GJ\-1 (L I ) prcd ",'l 

nmJdling pro~edl"e raw ~nd uli l j/~ vj,unl (' l- l- progr~m 10 simlLble predict vnlLJe o[X' (". am] 

eva luate the accuracy otj '-' " _ (V isual ('-+--- progmm ,'oJe plense check appendix C) 

l'igl lrc 7,2_1 ) pr~Jicl moddling 
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7.3 Methods of Building Statistical-Grey Consistency GM (1, 1) 
modelling program 

131 

Ba<.ed on Slal i,lieal-Cire} Con,i ,kn~y G 1\ 1 ( I, I) m(xl~ I pro~~du r~_ ul iii le Mat lah program to 

budd Mallab l(~llbox. 

Program ~l ru~tur~: 

l he pmgram Sll'ucture ofStatistie<lI-ul'ey Co~sislCncy GM (1. I) mood base on lhe pmgram 

, lruClUre 0 (' GM (I , I) model ling procedure and ~ombi ned Wilh 101 oj' nec~,sa r) 1 n (clrmaliol1 0 (' 

modell i ~g export. SllCh as: l -i\GO daw s~q\lellce vallie x "): the P<lrameters of rcgrcssio ~ model 

G , fJ : th~ ~stimation va lue of l -i\GO data sequence \'a l u~ ,i' ,I> ; z·" data scqu~nce value from 

~ lI' _ ~kl) (k)+ x" ' (k _ 1)): 1/ ' V,litIC of regrcssio~ model: 1/' value of Statist ical-Grey Con~islCncy , 
model: error term of X ii> level: error term of Statist ical-Grey Co~siste~cy model: <l\'erage e ITOr of 

Statist ical-u rey Consistency In<xld: Conti d~t1Ce of Stat ist ical-u rcy C o ~sistcncy mood. 

E~," npl~! 7.3. 1: Let X IO) (2.g7·U.ng3.337.3.390.3,679). wc foliow St,nistical-Gl'cy 

Con~io;l~ncy (;\1 (1, I) mode lling procedllre law and uliliLc Mallah program 10 simulaleA·(O) . and 

~ \'ailiale lhe a~curac)' ,,["_y'O) , (Matlab program ~odc please cbeck appcrKlix DJ 

... ,,---_ .. -.'. 

_. -.. .... -.. -, ........ 
". _,,,.n , . ,, ." 

, , 

.. _,-- ,. -" .. ,_. _ .... " . ..,.."R .,., • . ~ .. " , ._ ., - ,,--,---. - " 

.. ," '''''" .< 

, .,,-~, .. , ..• . _, ... _-, ... -- .. .. "~--~. ,, 

,- .. -

'''". " .... . ".,,'-c--~~~~--' 
-"= -- .. 
, ---,."-~ ••••. --- '- - ' ,._, • • - . , " .~ - ,<..- - " " . , .• 

rigure 7,], I ~ 1m lab program reslill (I) of Statistical-G "'y C ollsist(,llcy model 
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~'" 
" .. ,'. -.~ 
-'''-~''.~ 

'"" ...... 
, •. 

, .. _ ...•. "_ .. , 

"' ... '. ,."" ,." ,. .. 
-"" '-" """""-' ,., 
,."._, _'K 

" ..... , ..... , .. _, 
,,, .... ' ....... ,. , .... . 
',._,""." ,-_ ... _,_ ... _-

- ,; .. ,,~ "~,~... -~ .. , ....... " ... " -,--" .". -, ... -,,,.-. ,,.,,.,, .. -
::.:" ,,,.,-_ .. " .. "-Z'~~:::::;;:::::;:;:;:= 
= .• ~ "",-"",,.",,' J-,-,,,._'''' .. J.. ,_.,.., s • ....;-,-.· ·· ~ .,,"' ,,,,-L""_' -.'" < .".~ . ~ 1_· .<·. 

Figure 7.3,2 Mat lab prog.ram resli it (2) OfSlalistical-Crey COn'Sis\Cl1CY model 

--.,.". =,.,..,..---" .. _---;::-;,- -, ,-.. ~. '''''. ,.- " 

" 

" 

" 

.. ,,, " ",,- .~ 

, ,. , 

-+- !-

I . . . j 

. --~.,.·. __ ~"~"~~!f,-~~"".""~","'.~.~F~' •• ~._,,_.J 

Fig" re 7,3.3 Mat la b i l11ag~ resu lt or Slut; sti,,~l-(jrey C oll .,i.,tell ey m"d~ I 
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7.4 Methods of Building Statistical-Grey Consistency with new 
ratio idea GM (1, 1) model li ng program 

133 

Based on Stati ,tical-Grey Cons i stell,)' G M ( I. I) l11od~1 procedllrc and combined wi th Ilew 

,-mio id~a, uti l i~e Matlab program to build Mallnh toolhox. 

Prollram structure: 

The struuur.. i., as 'iame a, tbe Stati,t ica I-Grey COllsistel1('y G M (I. 1) model, but \1 itb new 

rat io idea illstead or l111di lion,,1 I-A GO operat ion, 

E~~mpl~: 7.4. 1: l.d X'" = (2.g7+.3 . ~78.3.3J7.J.}90.3.6 79), we follow S talisti~al -Grey 

('on,i , tency with ll eW mtio idea GM (I. I) model ling procedure la\1 and lItili ze Matlab pl'ogmm to 
. o r,,) x" , 0) 

s,mulateX . and evaillate the accuracy of . (~latlab program wde please ,.becK append i., El 

",_", H -.'--~ , ... " ... ", . . ", .. '"'' . -" 

, ,. 

-.,,, 
,." ., """"' .• ' . 

..... , ... ""''"' ',,".' ,',", 
."', 
~', ..... "" ,.,., '" , .. , ... ~ ,.... .... . .... .. -" ... ", ", .,~. ,.,,. 
" .... ,.-"."."., ........ , ... .. 
• " e. " ", . __ .,.~ ' .m 

Figure 7,.., I :-'l:nlab pmgrarn result (1) of Statistica l-Grey COl1sisten~y nlOdei with new ralio idea 
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,~~,.~_~·e_=,., .. ~ .. ~-------·"··"-"""'>·""·-·'··~-.-----------." • " ,._- -1--· .•. • -"'_ .. 
. .... .. ~--

• • 
'~'- • • • r ". • • ". .. '" .... ~ . .. ... • u~_" . .. _. . . ... . " --0-'-" .. ,~- .... . 
': ;" ... ~ .. - .~ .. '" ... .~< ' •• , .• , ~.~- ... , ~ ...... 

J .-. . .. ,"~, .. '"" ' ... '" ,~ . ."., 
~::::,~. '" ,~ .. ' ... ... ...... , . • 9::: .. ",~- , .... ,.. ' . .. .. ......... 
'-~. ... """, ... "::-:;.::; ",-- ",.,." .... 

"p' ... '--_ .. ... . ...... , . .. .. .. • .. . ..... 
._'-'- - ,. .... .." 

~~,_.L_._ --,._-
-~ "----... -. 
.. ~'~".'k"~ .. _ ..... _ .. '_ .... 
_ ..... ,~, .• H. 

U" 

"_" •• • ,. ,,_ •• , 'H" "_, H~'_ ... ... ,~ " .. ~,.~ 
._ ""''''_, _''_"''",H'''' 

• 

. .. .. .. -." ... 

.... . .. , 

... .. " ,. .. ••• ... _. 
.-

, ". . .. 

. ... 
• 

• d" ••• • _ .. , 

'_i •• • • "', , .~, .. ,~,,,, ••••. -; ,~ __________ _ 

• ,-"c' 
~' .J ____ .. _.J _ ~' _ _ I ,,~~ I. ~.' " ., __ •• u~,."" ... _I_,.~ • • ,_~, .. . . . . .. 

.• ",.~~~-~~~~~~-.-~--, .• -.--,,, ".'.-•• ~-----------~~~~ : ... --.. .. - .. . ... 
\. ~ .. -. ..' ,,. 

[EJ - . :--_. 
- .--~. 

-.-.. . .. ' " 
ri gu~ 7.4.3 Mat lnl> im~gc ""Ull () r !' l l 'li s\kal " (jr~y Consislcn~y rlHx k l willI r"·,, ratio ideJ 

'" 
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7.5 Methods of building statistical-grey consistency with new 
flowchart method of GM (1, 1) differential equation modell ing with 
constant term on right side program 

lla~d on Statistica l·Grey Consistency G~ \ ( I. I) model procedure and combined w ith new 

tlowchJrt id~a. uti liu ~\Q1lnb program to blli ld ;\\Jt lab toolbox. 

Program struclur~: 

'J h~ Slructure is J, same as th~ StJtist ica l-Grey (on, i,lency GM (1 _ I) modeL but wilh new 

tlo"chart mdhod instead oftradit ionn l ha I J:w~ighled op.:ratiol1. 

Ex" III p l ~: 7.5. 1: Let X
,
•
, 

=- (2 .S7 +.3.27S.3.JJ7 J .3')(1,3.6 7Q). "e fol low Stalisti cal-eirey 

Consistel1~y with Il~W flow,harl me thod G ,,,\ ( I . I) modell ing proced me 13" and util iu ;\ 1m I ab 

progrJm to simu lme ·r lC') • Jnd ~vJI UJtc the ~ccuracy of _r'" . ('vbtbb program ""de please check 
Jppcndix 1-) 

Sleps: we rewrite equJtion (6.2+) JS 

obje("lj; IIIdion = X' OI (k) - (a + 0- :111 (k))) 
, .. 

Wht'r" 

• 
x("(k) = Lx' ''(i),k -, 2.3'+ _on ,-, 

:"'( k) = (.-). _,'(k) f (1- (j))~ x(k + 1).0" w:; I 

Aller \1allab gent'lic loo lbo:l. optimizati on we cou ld ~st i mate (i.il. 

,; = 3.1)327 .Ii = -0.1)386. OJ ~ 0.005 

(7.1 ) 

(7.2) 

fro m equatiOl1 (6_23) we cou ld ge~erale ,;:- '01 = (2.87+.3.2051.3.33 1 JJA62+.3.5'JS7). the a,~uracy 

of mode l is Qccuraq= 1 OOI6~=98 __ 12O/;) 
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-- ,_ ..... -, ... 
".~.,', -'- 1 -~,.,,, 

. ~ ", ... .. ~. -•.. •• 
~:".~' ••• 1''''''0'''''"", 
~;~ 0"" ",.". "'" ~~ 

"'" '''''- ''''J)'<O< ,,,.." W,,,,, '''-''. 

- "-' •• 
~'~n",_.<o"_"w' . I" • 
. «."--<~~,, • ___ , ,0," 

" .. -,,"~. " 
[~, ""'.'''~ '~,''', ,_. ___ ., -""'_"W' , .. -.. ,., ,,-~- .,.,-

,.".'" -,,,' -"" '-,~ ,.'" 

,n',, "_" 

- -. -oo • 
•• "'" "" "" "" ... .. 

. , . 
.~, ,', _,,'n ,", _,"" ," 

"" , "" .. 
" 
,,"o-,.,M,. ,,~," .~ , 

'"'~'.,- . "" ., 

"""-,,,,~ .. ,. " '."- ."" ... ,,~ .•. -., 
•• 

Figure 7.5. 1 ~1allah prog rum r~"u l l "I' Il ,mchan mouel calcu lat ing 

, _ . -~ .. - ----..,. .. . -------- ---"<"- ------.,.-- -- ----.--~------, 

+- I 

• 

l 
, 

, 
, 

" 
.. f . 

---,-, .. ~".r~---,"'_---~---.,, __ -c! 

} d Ai 'j 

Figure 7 _5 ,2 rlOi of x'" dalQ sequence lind x'"~ ual~ s~quenc~ 
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7.6 Methods of building statistical-grey consistency with new 
flowchart method of GM (1, 1) differential equation modelling with 
exponential term on right side program 

Based on Stati>li~al-Grcy C<>n,i,lenl dilTerenlial equali<>n modd with ~"pon~nl i alterm ,In 

right side pr(H:cdure and c<>mhi ned with new 1T0wc han idea. uli l ize '" btbh prn!;mm 10 hui Id 

l\'1atlab toolbox. 

Program structu re: 

The structurc is a, samc as thc Stati sti,al-Grey C onsistenl di ITerenlial equati,,,, m<>del with 

e:l.ponenti~j tcrm on right ~ide pmcedHrc. and wilh ncw flowchart meth<>d ins tcad oflraditi<>nal 

ha lf-\\ eightcd opemt i<>n. 

E.~" mille 7.(,.1: let th.:: discrC\.:: pm,i Ii,.:: data ,.::q lI~nce X '1> = [2.874.3 .278,3.33 7 .3.]90.3.679] , 

and then w.:: u,e new d ifft-:r~nlial eq lIat ion (6.35) to ea lcu latc th~ e,t i m~led \'~hlc .k'" dala 

"cqu~nce. 

Setp 1. Re\"it~ the <-"<.jual i(ln (6.39) as (7.4), then made an M -Ii Ie named "n lin. m '" to expre" 

the mod if,<-'d equa lion (7.4). Then we u I.e ~ I allah opti m izalion tool box III simula te parameters 

a. fJ (j (denoted ~s p (1). P (2). and p (3), respect ively) III minimize the object fllnclion (7.4): 

function nlin-nliil(p) 

x=[2.874 :3.278:3.33 7:3.390:3.679 1: 

xx -[3.278;3.337;3.390:3.679 1; 

xl - cumsum(x); 

for i ~ 2: Icnglh(1,I) 

z(i-I rO.5· (X I (i-I )+x 1 (i)): 

cnd 

k-[ t ;2:3:4], 

n I in-xx-i p( I )· cxp(r(3 )*kFr(2 J ~( -z')); 

(7.4 ) 
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Slep2 , l :s ing. Malin b opt imiz:l1 ion loo lbox, l\onl il1 ~ar le",I-Sqll Me method. medium scale

Gaus5-N~\\ 1011 :11 g(lrilb m to e;;!imale the parameter u _ II . is . 

l"hen we can c:l~ily ~.>(imnle the param~l~r 

u .. 3.2 11 : j3 = -0.16;5 = - 0.n4 

And the minimi7cJ ohi~d ii.md ion ,'alile equa110 O,()()3 

,"C" " 
''''''''''' '' ...... m ';,,:;,; ···------.--._._._ .. :::1 
"''' '''~'''' ''''~'''~''''''''~'. -:'.:-~-.:~] 

1[0.0.01 

","".,"" 

F'='='::-="~-- ...... ---, 
""",- ''''''''' c,"""' .... ' l~,""' .. 
~~,"-,,, ... ,, '!r'1!:<C",~""l<' ~ 
~ ............. , l~ .,", ,,,, "''''''''''' '''''~N< *"0 
:,.~" _.,, ",,- --',n r' nI",,· ~,, ~ 

objec(fim - 0.003 
,,. ,, 

''I' >.J. , I .. , "",", W', ToI' '.0< 1 0" 

I 
i< 
r~:;;;,' 
i 

1.., ~-; ,,,,,",,to';' mm .... M'" 

---
, 

""'''~-~''-'''- -~.,,',. 

F tgurc 7.6, I Uti li z.<: Opt i mi,mi o n 1001 lO ~~lim3lt· Paramtler u, j3 . S 

Step3. Put the fir~t in ilial value 2.874 Into gen~rn l ';(> I' II;(l n to ~aklllat~ "'M1:ltallt ""lUte' e" 
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(7.5) 
11,2.Hil 

Slep4, Using gCllcl'~1 wlu tion 
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_PI a 51 

x=cOe + (5+,B)e 

To calculate the estimate value 

~y(l) = (2.874,6.5027,10.1328,13.8907,17.8993) 

k 

From X(1)(i) = IX(O)(i), we could obtain 
1=:1 

x (0) = (2.874,3.6287,3.6301,3.7579,4.0086) 

Ix IO
) (i) - £(0) (01 

t'1 k = (0 = (0.1070,0.0878,0.1085,0.0896) 
x ) (i) 

I 4 
t'1 = - ,Lt'14 = 0.0982 = 9.8% 

4 i~1 

The relative average error is 9.8%. 

The accuracy of this model is 

1- 9.8% = 100% - 9.8% = 90.2% 
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(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11 ) 
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7.7 Methods of building statistical-grey consistency with new 
flowchart method of GM (1, 1) differential equation modelling with 
sine and cosine term on right side program 

Based on Statistical-Grey Consistent differential equation model with sine and cosine term on 

right side procedure and combined with new flowchart idea, utilize Matlab program to build 

Matlab toolbox. 

Program structure: 

The structure is as same as the Statistical-Grey Consistent differential equation model with 

sine and cosine term on right side procedure, and with new flowchart method instead of traditional 

half-weighted operation. 

Example 7.7.1: Let discrete positive data sequence X(O) =[1.6000 0.0976 0.7552 0.3181 

1.0327 0.6674 1.4724 1.2207 2.1688 2.0973 3.2721 3.4858 5.0197 5.6853 7.7880 9.1695 

12.1732], then we use new differential equation (6.49) to calculate the estimated value of 

x(O) sequence. 

Stepl Rewrite the equation (6.58) as (7.12), then made an M-file named "nlinearfit.m" to 

express the modified equation (7.12). Then we use Matlab genetic algorithm toolbox to simulate 

parameter,a,,8 ,m(denoted as p (I), p (2), and p(3), respectively) to minimize the object function: 

objectfitn = x(O)(k) - (a sine mk) + ,8(- z(')(k))) 
mlO 

function nlinearfit=nlinearfit(p) 

x= [1.6000, 0.0976, 0.7552, 0.3181, 1.0327,0.6674, 1.4724, 1.2207, 

2.1688,2.0973,3.2721,3.4858,5.0197,5.6853, 7.7880, 9.1695, 12.1732]; 

(7.12) 

xx=[0.0976 ,0.7552,0.3181 ,1.0327 ,0.6674 ,1.4724,1.2207 ,2.1688,2.0973 ,3.2721,3.4858 

,5.0197,5.6853,7.7880,9.1695,12.1732]; 

x I =cumsum(x); 

for i=2:length(x I) 

z(i-I )=0.5*(x I (i-l )+x I (i)); 

end 
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k= I :leil,.1h( xx): 

f=O: 

for t= I : leilgth(xx) 

o( t )-ab~( xx(t) -(p( I )* , iil{ P(3)* k{ t»-p(2)' (-z.( t »»: 
f'--ftn(t}: 

"d 
nlinearlit=f; 

Step2. L sing Matlab genetic a lgor i Ihm too I box to r,limate thr pamm elrr ((,.0 , Ii) 
Thrn we ean easily estimate the p~ram~ter 

(( = LO 13.11270; /i = -O.ll9 J; tv = -2.':1923 9 

And the mini In iz~d objecl flLll<;ti Oil vulue equal l('l I _0 133 127 

ohj,;ctjun = 1.01 33 127 

"" 

,.,~ . .,- ~'-;;~-;;;;;~~-,;", 
I ·~ ~ ~ « ~. 4_ ,, _ 
r'·T"""7"7---··_--·-·---

'" .... , .... " 
r , . , ,,.,,,, _ 
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,.. 'm. " mn'Y ,.. " '"" _ ____________ J 

r ••• ,," ,~ .. " •• . -.. , ... 
r ......... ""d ~~ •••••• _ 

" ---------
Co,, __ .~ •• __ ". · "~."-""--- - -j 

.. 
" .. , . .. , 

· ." .. ' '-";", -, 
'- '."."'-"-" ""."-,,.,,-,,-.--,~---

· """, .. ------ ---------- ------------- ----------------

Figur~ 7.7_1 IIti lize Geneli~ Algor ithm l(~,1 to eSlimate Paramctl'ra.p.';-
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(~=d .6 - ~"'. "- IA 968 
fIJ ' ~fI' 

SlqN. U~i ng ~crol't;ll solut ion 

.. _ '-." -'" .. .,.~",p'--;"' ~;Il 1<)' - .,.,ia"w,--;,_.e,,,, "'/ 
~' II '" + IJ 

T" calcllkllc the c>-l rm~'c , '31ul: 

.('' '',,, (1.10(l0(I 17_'. 2,4(,.11 1 ~us U!h5 ~ (,.l05 5."Al.l 7.#10 ~.40.11 
11 i12_ll ~.A!64 II 6~2-I 2.142:!<j !Q.5-l:!O 37()..117 ~6_7111 5 ~ 1>062) 

, • X'"' X'" 
From f''',;, ~ ,"' ~ ,;,. I''' " , '" "' '' , ,. --_.- eo - -- -- = cons tan t "c could obl~in . . ~ . . - t- A

' i"" \"" , , ,-, . 

" ," ,,,1\1""' ____ 11 0000 l i.3~J4 3.247~ 
X'" 

UIO~ 3_ 6~32 6.6<;<)1 ~ 0365 H6AR 

43033 ~~500 U~3! S.21 i ~ 4.hnJ _i_O ~21 Ul oo 5.0003 4.71>65 

,f '" ~ (1 .6 0 1 S 18 O.6R23 ~.4!~·1 0 <)JS O, R 14 1.3428 I A237 L'!?Ii2 

2;6~.l ,1 ,OSJ~ J.83fi 4 76 ij {o. I 12 I 1 . .('1')7 9.68~4 I 1.875 I) 
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7.8 Methods of building statistical-grey consistency with new 
flowchart method of GM (1, 1) differential equation modelling with 
polynomial term on right side program 

F: X3 m pl~ 7 .S. 1; t~1 J i 'cn'l~ [l<"iliv~ J"I~ '~'IlLl'nC~ x'" - r 50. 9i79 4 ~.402& 45.&5~4 

61.3186 88.7')() 128.2~08 179.7707 ~43.2639 3 18.7593 406.2562 

505 .7542 617.2528 740.75 19 876.2513 1023.7508 1183.2506]. then \\~ 

use Ile\\ d i fferemi~1 eqlL~liOIl (6.74) 10 "il leu 1 ~1e 1he estimil1ed v~llL~ 0 f X " ' seq lL~n"e. 

Stcp1 Rewriw tlw c'lu~tion (6.74) ilS (7 l(». thcll nlilde iln M-file n~med ·· nlinpo ly.llf' to 

~ ~pr~ss (hc mooitkd cquation (7. 1 6). Thcn we usc \, lat lab g~nctic algorithm (00 I box to sim 111,ne 

p~ran1t'l~r,a" a" a" fi (Jc'l H \I~J as p (I), pC), p (3) and P(4) r~spcc(iwly) \0 minimizc 11", <>b.i~ct 

func(ion: 

(7.16) 

1i.loc\iOIl II I illpoly~ n Ii npo I y(p) 

~- 15 O. 97 79, 4 ~.402&.45 .&524.61.3 I &6. gR. 796.1 ~&.2&O&, 179. 7707 ,2·+3.2639.318. 7 593,406.256 

2,505.7542,6 1 7.252&,740.75 19,&76.25 13, I 0~3. 7 50&, 1 I &3.25061: 

xx-[42.402&.45.&524.61.31 &6,&&.796, 128.2&0&, 179.7707.243.~639,31 &.7593.406 _ 256~.505.7 

542.617.2528 ,7 40.75 19.876.25 1 3.1 023,7508, 1 183.25(1() J: 
x l- clLmSlLm( ~): 

for i=2:lcng1h(xl) 

zli- I )~ p(5) ·x l (i-I)- (l-p(5l)+x l (i): 

~Tld 

k~ I :Iength(xx): 

1"-0: 

lor t-I :Ieng(h(xx) 

n( t)=abs(xx( t)-(ptl )+p(2)O ~(I)+ p(3 JO(k( t}"2)+pt4) O( -Z(1»))) ; 

f=fl n(1): 
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SI"'p2. Usi u!; " la ti;",b ~cn"lic all:'Ufilhm loolbu'< to estimate the par:ullctcra • . n ,.n I ' /1 . 

Uy .. sn.i UJS: (1, = - 1-1.450J;a., co 5.991 7: I' - - 0.030') (7.17) 

And tile min;'n i/c:d " "jeCI r""Cl ion ",due cqU3J 10 1.01331 27 

(7. 18) 
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Slep~. r"l lh., fiN ;n;ll ~ 1 value 50.':01'1 into ~'encrul solulion to cakul:ltc constant \'~Iuc C. 

",p' ",/I ~ !a, 
p' 

c, ~ 50.?ii'J- u,fJ' -u1+ w, _ J 9~lI'k 1 OO~ 
P 

StepJ. U~; ... ~ ~~nomll , .. I ul ,,,,1 

_ M «,P' - «,p,-1a. " ,/' · 1a. a", 
X "'l',"'~ --- + -I-t 

o p' pop 
Tn calc\ll~IC the CSlim:l1e \':.Illle 

.i'" _ (St),'I77'>. ~&, 7&B.145.~~ 1,20.l.41 3 7.~M_~()4 SAU1_(jl0;.'~I) ~ s tla . 

!IIl2" 1'>7.1 I I I .1()\I'\l.1 S2 ,')n~.11)2) ~~()5,2653. n:;5.3~Z~,M 7H3~ 1. ()6IJ I. 

< .j~O UU~ ~ ,,71QJ191('J 

l 'rOIl1 \" "(1) _ i ~" ' (I) - \""II) - :t X~ ' II) to> _ "':" .~ "",," ani we cou ld obtain 
; , , I T".\ '" 

i 'V'_('OQ"Q HI5<. 
JOSH<>~ 

n.9~~ (;~ . I'IS2 ~i,4J25 123.763 1717606 
~'j2,~A 
H8 S.~UI 

49.lG'_'7 
1(H-6.~ll3 

(.oq240~ 

1224.;$4-1) 

2JVH~ 
7~9721.\ 

"~ ",,:~-.,- - -- " 
... • _ ., E 

-

t1 19) 

(7.20) 

(7.1 1) 

\7.22) 

(7.23) 
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1 (01(") '( 01 01 
6

k 
= x I - X I = (00.05790.04540.0143 0.01540.03520.04460.0457 

X(OI (i) (7.24) 

0.0414 0.03370.02390.01300.00140.01050.02260.0348) 

1 16 

L1 = -LL1 16 = 0.0275 = 2.75% 
16 ;=1 

(7.25) 

The relative average error is 2.75%. 

The accuracy of this model is 

1- 2.75% = 100% - 2.75% = 97.25% 
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Appendix A: Visual C++ program for Chapter 2 
(GM (1, 1) modelling procedure) 

#include "stdafx.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

main(void) 

using namespace std; 

int i,j,l,g,h,m,n,t,y; 

double 
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d[50],b[50],c[50],c 1 [50],cc,t I ,e[50],f150],b 1 [50],x[50],k,alfa,beta,C,D,E,F,m 1 ,hat[50],hat I [50],er[ 

50],ler[ 50]; 

int ch; 

do 

{ 

cout « "Please enter how many numbers you wanna put in ?" «endl; 

cin »k; 

cout« "the numbers ratio must from "«exp((-2)/(k+ 1 ))«" to "«exp(2/(k+ I ))«endl; 

cout « "Please enter the numbers" «endl; 

x[O]=O.O; 

for(i=O;i<k;i++ ) 

{ 

cin »b[i]; 

x[i+ 1 ]=x[i]+b[i]; 
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cout « "the No."«i+ 1 «" AGO is "«x[i+ 1 ]«endl; 

} 

c[O]=O.O; 

forU=O;j<k-l ;j++) 

{ 

b 1 [j]=b[j]/bU+ I]; 

c 1 [j]=(xU+ 1 ]+xU+2])/2; 

cU+ 1 ]=c[j]+(xU+ 1 ]+xU+ 2])/2; 

if(b 1 [j]<exp(( -2)/(k+ 1 ))llb 1 [j]>exp(2/(k+ 1 ))) 

{ 

cout« "the No."<<j+ 1 «" sequence ratio can't be accepted"«endl; 

} 

ifU>k-3) 

{ 

C=cU+ 1]; 

cout « " C=" « C «endl; 

} 

} 

d[O]=O.O; 

for(l=O;I<k-l ;1++) 

{ 

d[l+ 1 ]=d[l]+b[l+ l]; 

if(\>k-3) 

{ 

D=d[l+ 1]; 

cout« " D=" «D«endl; 

} 

} 

e[O]=O.O; 

for(g=O;g<k-l ;g++) 

{ 

e[g+ 1 ]=e[g]+(c 1 [g]*b[g+ 1]); 
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if(g>k-3) 

{ 

E=e[g+I]; 

cout« " E=" «E«endl; 

} 

} 

f[0]=0.0; 

for(h=O;h<k-1 ;h++) 

f[h+ 1 ]=f[h ]+pow( c 1 [h],2.0); 

if(h>k-3) 

F=f[h+ I]; 

cout« " F=" «F«endl; 

} 

} 

alfa=(C*D-(k-I.O)* E)/((k-l.0)*F -C*C); 

cout« " alfa=" «alfa «endl; 

beta=(D*F-C*E)/((k-I.O)*F-C*C); 

cout « " beta=" « beta «endl; 

ml=O.O; 

for(m=O;m<k;m++) 

f 
l 

hat 1 [m ]=(b[O]-(beta/alfa))*exp(( -alfa)*(m 1 ))+(beta/alfa); 

ml=ml+1.0; 

cout«"X(1 )["«m+ 1 «"]="«hatl [m]«endl; 

for(n=O;n<k-1 ;n++) 

{ 

hat[ n ]=hat I [n+ 1 ]-hat 1 [n]; 

cout«"X(O)["«n+ 2«"]="«hat[ n ]«end I; 
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for(y=O;y<k-l;y++)//error from 3-k 

{Ier[y]=b[y+ 1 ]-hat[y]; 

eout«"error"«y+2«" is "«Ier[y]«endl;} 

ee=O.O; 

tl=O.O; 

for(t=O;t<k-1 ;t++ )//error from 3-k 

{er[t]=abs((b[t+ 1 ]-hat[t])/b[t+ I]); 

ee=er[t ]+ee; 

tl=tl+l; 

eout«"relative error"«t+2«" is "«er[t]* 1 OO«"%"«endl;} 

eout«"Average relative error is"«(ee/tl)* I OO«"%"«endl; 

_eputs( "Type 'V' when finished typing keys: \n" ); 

eh = _getehO; 

eh = toupper( eh ); 

} while( eh != 'Y'); 

_puteh( eh ); 

_puteh( '\r'); /* Carriage return */ 

---puteh( '\n'); /* Line feed * / 

return 0; 

} 
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Appendix B: Matlab program for chapter2 
(GM(l,l) modelling procedure) 

function [result]=grey(y) 

aye I )=y(l); 

x=I :Iength(y); 

for t=2:1ength(y) 

ay(t)=y(t)+ay(t- I); 

end 

z( I )=ay( I); 

for i=2:1ength(y) 

z(i)=O.5*(ay(i)+ay(i- I)); 

end 

c=sum(z(2: Iength(y))); 

d=sum(y(2: Iength(y))); 

for i I =2:length(y) 

et(i I - I )=z(i I )*y(i I); 

end 

e=sum(et(:)); 

for i2=1 :Iength(y) 

ft(i2)=z(i2)'"'2; 

end 

f=sum( ft(2:length(y) )); 

a=( c*d-(length(y)- I )*e )/( (length(y)-l)* f-c"2); 

b=( d*f-c*e )/((length(y)-I )*f-c"2); 

ex( 1 )=y( 1); 

for i3=2:Iength(y) 

ex(i3 )=(y( 1 )-b/a)*exp( -a *(i3-1 ))+b/a; 

end 

r( I )=ex( I); 
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for i4=2:length(y) 

r(i4)=ex(i4)-ex(i4-1 ); 

end 

result=r; 

for i5=1 :Iength(y) 

error(i5)=abs( (r(i5)-y(i 5) )/y(i5)); 

end 

averror=sum( error(:))/(Iength(y)-l); 

confidence= l-averror; 

Plot(x y '0' x r '*')" " '" , 
grid on; 
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Appendix C: Visual C++ program for chapter 2 
(GM(l,l) for grey prediction) 

Visual C++ program for Chapter 2 

(GM (I, I) for grey prediction) 

#include "stdafx.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

main(void) 

using namespace std; 

int i,j,l,g,h,m,n,t,y; 

double 
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d[ 50],b[ 50),c[ 50],c I [50),cc,t I ,e[50], f150),b I [50],x[ 50],k,al fa,beta,C,D,E, F,m I ,hat[ 50),hat I [50),er[ 

50),1er[50J; 

intch,kl,nl; 

do 

{ 

cout « "Please enter how many numbers you wanna put in ?" «endl; 

cin »k; 

cout« "the numbers ratio must from "«exp((-2)/(k+I))«" to "«exp(2/(k+I))«endl; 

cout « "Please enter the numbers" «endl; 

x[O)=O.O; 

for(i=O;i<k;i++ ) 

{ 

cin »b[i); 
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x[i+ I ]=x[i]+b[i]; 

cout « "the No."«i+ I «" AGO is "«x[i+ I ]«endl; 

} 

c[O]=O.O; 

forU=O;j<k-1 ;j++) 

{ 

b I [j]=b[j]/b[j+ I]; 

c I [j]=(x[j+ I ]+x[j+ 2])/2; 

c[j+ I ]=c[j]+(x[j+ I ]+x[j+ 2])/2; 

if(b I [j]<exp(( -2)/(k+ I ))[[b I [j]>exp(2/(k+ 1 ))) 

{ 

cout« "the No."<<j+ 1 «" sequence ratio can't be accepted"«endl; 

} 

ifU>k-3) 

{ 

C=c[j+I]; 

cout « " C=" « C «endl; 

} 

} 

d[O]=O.O; 

for(l=O;I<k-l ;1++) 

{ 

d[l+ 1 ]=d[I]+b[l+ I]; 

if~l>k-3 ) 

{ 

D=d[l+ 1]; 

cout« " D=" «D«endl; 

} 

} 

e[O]=O.O; 

for(g=O;g<k-1 ;g++) 

{ 
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e[g+ 1 ]=e[g]+( c 1 [g] *b[g+ 1]); 

if(g>k-3) 

{ 

E=e[g+I]; 

cout« " E=" «E«endl; 

} 

} 

f[0]=0.0; 

for(h=O;h<k-1 ;h++) 

{ 

f[h+ 1 ]=f[h ]+pow( c 1 [h],2.0); 

if(h>k-3) 

{ 

F=tlh+ I]; 

cout « " F=" «F«endl; 

} 

} 

alfa=(C*D-(k-l.O)*E)/((k-I.O)*F-C*C); 

cout« " alfa=" «alfa «endl; 

beta=(D* F -C*E)/((k-l.O)*F -C*C); 

cout « " beta=" « beta «endl; 

ml=O.O; 

cout « "Please enter how many numbers you wanna predict?" «endl; 

cin »kl; 

for(m=O;m<k+k 1 ;m++) 

{ 

hat 1 [m ]=(b[O]-(beta/alfa))*exp(( -alfa)*(m I ))+(beta/alfa); 

ml=ml+l.O; 

cout«"X( I )["«m+ 1 «"]="«hatl [m]«endl; 

} 

for(n=O;n<k+k I-I ;n++) 

{ 
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hat[ n ]=hat 1 [n+ 1 ]-hat 1 [n]; 

cout«"X(O)["«n+ 2«"]="«hat[ n ]«endl; 

} 

for(nl=kl;n 1 <2*k I;n 1 ++) 

{ 

cout«"prediction is X(O)("«n 1 +2«")="«hat[n 1 ]«endl; 

} 

for(y=O;y<k-l;y++)llerror from 3-k 

{Ier[y]=b[y+ 1 ]-hat[y]; 

cout«"error"«y+2«" is "«Ier[y]«endl;} 

cc=O.O; 

tl=O.O; 

for(t=O;t<k-l ;t++)llerror from 3-k 

{er[ t]=abs((b[ t+ 1 ]-hat[ t])/b[t+ 1 D; 
cc=er[t]+cc; 

tl=tl+l; 

cout«"relative error"«t+2«" is "«er[t]* 1 OO«"%"«endl;} 

cout«"Average relative error is''<<(ccltl)* 100«"%"«endl; 

_cputs( "Type 'Y' when finished typing keys: \n" ); 

ch = _getchO; 

ch = toupper( ch ); 

} while( ch != 'Y'); 

_putch( ch ); 

~utch( '\r'); 1* Carriage return *1 

_putch( '\n'); 1* Line feed *1 

return 0; 

} 
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Appendix D: Matlab program for chapter4 
(Checking statistical-grey consistency 
GM(l,l)) 

Matlab toolbox program for chapter 4 

(Checking statistical-grey consistency GM (I, I)) 
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function [result ay ex a b z ratio rsqurel yhat rsquare2 errorl error averror confidence]=greycon(y) 

aye I )=y( I); 

x=l: length(y); 

for t=2:length(y) 

ay(t)=y(t)+ay(t-I ); 

end 

z(1 )=ay(1); 

for i=2:length(y) 

z(i)=O.S *( ay(i)+ay(i-I)); 

end 

c=sum(z(2:length(y)) ); 

d=sum(y(2: length(y))); 

for i I =2:length(y) 

et(i I-I )=z(i 1 )*y(i I); 

end 

e=sum(et(:)); 

for i2=1 :Iength(y) 

ft(i2)=z(i2Y2; 

end 

f=sum(ft(2:length(y))); 

a=( c*d-(Iength(y)-I )*e )/((Iength(y)-I )*f-cA 2); 

b=( d *f-c*e )/((Iength(y)-I )*f-cA 2); 

yhat(1 )=y(I); 
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for t I =2:1ength(y) 

yhat(t I )=b+( -a)*z(t I); 

end 

rsqure I = 1-sum«y-yhat)/'2)/sum«y-mean(y))/'2); 

ex( I )=y( 1); 

for i3=2:length(y) 

ex(i3)=(y( I )-b/a)*exp( -a*(i3-1 ))+b/a; 

end 

rsquare2= I-sum( (ay-ex). "2)/sum« ay-mean( ay)). "2); 

r( 1 )=ex( I); 

for i4=2:length(y) 

r(i4)=ex(i4)-ex(i4-1 ); 

end 

result=r; 

for i5=1 :Iength(y) 

error I (i5)=y(i5)-r(i 5); 

errore i 5 )=abs( (r( i 5)-y( i 5) )/y( i 5)); 

end 

averror=sum( error(:) )/(Iength(y)-l); 

confidence= I-averror; 

x= I: I :Iength(y); 

I t( " It '*' '+' , ,). p 0 x,y, 0 ,x,resu, ,x,ay, ,x,ex,., 

grid on; 
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Appendix E: Matlab program for chapter4 
(Checking statistical-grey consistency 
with new ratio idea GM(l,l) model) 

Matlab toolbox program for chapter 4 

(Checking statistical-grey consistency with new ratio idea GM (I, I) model) 

function [result ay ex a b z ratio rsqurel yhat rsquare2 errorl error averror 

can fidence ]=greyconrati o(y) 

ay(l )=y( I); 

x= I: length(y); 

for t=2:length(y) 

ay(t)=y(t)+ay(t-I ); 

end 

for t I = I :Iength(y) 

ratio(t I )=ay(t I )/y(t I); 

end 

z( I )=ay(l); 

for i=2:length(y) 

z(i)=O.5 *( ay(i)+ay(i -I)); 

end 

c=sum(z(2: length(y))); 

d=sum(y(2:length(y))); 

for i I =2:length(y) 

et(i I-I )=z(i I )*y(i I); 

end 

e=sum(et(:)); 

for i2=1 :Iength(y) 

tt(i2)=z(i2)A2; 

end 
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f=sum( ft(2:length(y) )); 

a=( c*d-(length(y)-I )*e )/((length(y)-I )*f-c"2); 

b=( d *f-c*e )/( (length(y )-1 )*f-c"2); 

yhat( I )=y( 1 ); 

for t I =2: length(y) 

yhat(t I )=b+( -a)*z(t I); 

end 

rsqure 1 = l-sum((y-yhat). "2)/sum((y-mean(y))."2); 

ex( I )=y( I); 

for i3=2:length(y) 

ex(i3)=(y( I )-b/a)*exp( -a*(i3-1 ))+b/a; 

end 

rsquare2= I-sum( (ay-ex). "2)/sllm(( ay-mean( ay)). "2); 

for i4=1 :Iength(y) 

r(i4)=ex(i4)/ratio(i4); 

end 

reslllt=r; 

for i5= I :Iength(y) 

error 1 (i5)=y(i5)-r(i5); 

errore i5)=abs( (r(i5)-y(i 5) )/y(i 5)); 

end 

averror=sllm( error(:) )/(length(y)-I); 

confidence= I-averror; 

x= I: 1 :Iength(y); 

I t( " It '*' '+' , '). p 0 x,y, 0 ,X,reSll , ,x,ay, ,X ,ex, . , 

grid on; 
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Appendix F: Matlab program for section 7.5 
(Methods of building statistical-grey 
consistency with new flowchart method 
of GM(l,l) differential equation 
modelling with constant term on right 
side program) 

~uc.~tlu" _"l\~:, xl ~lr ... ,"I\_;r· .r: 
~r,t_ I ~,'." _ (j.lCp ( i."t.~·. I ' 1000p"l. (lu"~ l~e ·. 1 C"):, 
x - ". ;6t~u,,"~~=t_. 3, r. , 11. 1_. t I , _.- n~ .- c - , : .i.,,~ _nr 1- , r t . "~'~_'m.) : 
,~:l yl:~-x('II~',;>:; 

[Qr .i.-l : ~en'.:~ly) 

"U',n ,I: ,':I'rxpl"~',):' 11- 1: :~Y:_;'/x ( 2 : ; 
~,' , a 

xh,,: d '-y,:: ; 
tn, i2 2:1rr.qt~(y: 

xh·,- (i2 i -Xlh~~ I i2: -xl r.«t :12-1 1 : 
~"J 
.-,~"" r ."-y_,>1 __ "t i ~L'~ ~ ~ y-xl, .. ~ I . ( " 1 1 ( :, I 
'-~3"~ '._", :'\:= .. ~~ I 
er.J 

~'_"ct _o:.Il r~ .\.Il- (I (Y_'~r"'rt 1 .!' ' 
"[2.~'( 3,--'1' 3.3'7 .1.1'1(; _loP'II; 
,,1 _" 111"-3"""'" ; 

'Q: i-2:~""~ll":"ll 
.. , 1-, ?O-'xlp-l'>(l-f,:,t""":~i); 

'0' 

:r. t _,.~"q-_·.,z 

n:n_~l·3!";l.:I_,1-' O'O(':-'-::t, )); 
:~f.r.(t): 
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Appendix G: Matlab toolbox program for chapter 7.6 
(Methods of building statistical-grey 
consistency with new flowchart method 
of GM (1, 1) differential equation 
modelling with exponential term on 
right side program) 

fun~oic'" :X'''l' . Kl - L(""'cC'~L '_ (.,.; 
0'0- i. C''-.~ gao?- i!:'~ct i ' ?'c?ul.o c_ i. ~:lS i zc ', 1 (; (0: ; 

x - 'i~:~"~~:l . .: . r- , rJ . r:,rJ . r - 'cnc -~:',[ .i.e.[ CJ.r~:lf id bE ~_ . II . ~Ftior.~I; 

fer ;' - ~ : ~8'-.<Fh':YI 
x_L~L :~I -~O"~x~ I-x :~I" I ;, - _) I <x :_I/xI21 ; 

.xcu ~ .ocy- ~·J"_ I .'l·~S ': !}'- Xh.'lt) , ) ) i q ; 
Lc,ul- "CC·.lr"·~v : 
c~,1 

t-.m,,-bn ~:::l nli.r :F:' 
x- I). 'n·: ; :3 . )7" : :i _ :;:)'1 ; :" :H:l ; :i. ~'I 'Jj ; 
xx [3 . 278 ; 3 . 337 ; 3 . 33·:' : 3 . 6"191 : 

[or i - 2 : 1~r.gt?:t':xl) 

Zit-i) p:q) 'x1li-i:.·ii-p:l:, Ixi i~:' : 
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Appendix H: Matlab toolbox program for chapter 7.7 
(Methods of bui lding statistical-grey 
consistency with new flowchart method 
of GM ( 1, 1) differential equation 
modell ing with sine and cosine term on 
right side program) 

(U",'li(", '":,,,~,l<1 n" .. "t",=t(yl 
""ll ~,,~ 9,''':0-- I ".""" ( , ~or " I a7 , o,,~_,,~ " I OoJ :' 
"'-'1~i~,I:_,"IU'('l ,~. [ . , [I.IJ,.-j"t-''lt -'[lf'J: ,i '[lf.nfln: 
11 ,i l , ~Pl':'U"~11 
d Yfll-x~·.!!x(~I; 

1M .i.-:,l~""L~I·I' 
:dlL,UIII · r.(l'~x( i-",PI - i; -1:0" +d 1; /,, (2:,; 

"h.L'l :' ''II~'': 
f~~' ~2 2 : 1<'''9tr.::,tI 
"~,i,l : ~21-x:Lbt l~2 I . x lh.,~, j C:_::" 

1'~ ~,,: ', -,-,CC:.> OC y; 
.. "J 

I,,"~r j it,., ,,1: M/I' f '"'.-"l."~ .. ,, r i:·; p; 
x- 1~.6·)()O, ~.~:i,.'b, ~.' ">~, ~.'!:El, l.qn-', ~.~('74 . 1. 4,'- 2';, 1. '7(.', 

2.HHf, .'.(j~), 'J.21~1. ·1.'.~~8. ~.019'7 . ~.b~·d, .;~~q. ,+ • .(.9~, :l.pn); 
=_lr·,o:,)16 ,~.7H. ,O . .!l~: ,1.0J;'~ ,Q.t;;71 ,1.172,1 ,1.~2~i ,~.lHf, .~9n ,;.21 
;'}.1.4a% .~.~l·" ,~.6B~·1 , 1.188(' . :·.16"~ . 1:.1'732]; 
"1· ."".TI,,,r ,1<;, 
reL' ,-2::""'JU.o,,1) 
~. i-Ii F")· ',,1 (" -!l. [lop: 1), d (J,!: 

<'n(! 

r,,~ '.-I:J.."~lh'''K 
,,·:t;-":"~'I<I<,.t' -:F(1j ',.,1 ~i,.(;) ' k< '0;; _p(~; ' :_~i~')!!, 

.. "J 
n.I"~,':f17-f; 
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Appendix I: Matlab toolbox program for chapter 7.8 
(Methods of building statistical-grey 
consistency with new flowchart method 
of GM (1, 1) differential equation 
modelling with polynomial term on right 
side program) 

~'''-,,-<~n lx_o,c~ , xl flC'\"~'lai'l :v:' 
;)lot _cns _ FC9f_ j :o~c" i ' F"~_~i,c "~C'E~~ ze ' E' C:' ; 
x ~ -:Fli~Eli,,~",ly , 5, [- , I]. r -, II. :- i,,::: -e re::: -'nf -e nf 0]' : jn~' i-,r Inf i-,t 

~O yll:,-x::;!xi2:,; 
~'0C : _ l , lcc,_y __ oil') 

xlllac :i; -cC'e,~9': - x Ii)' : >1)) -x 11)!x (i) ; 

X'-""_11) - y::; ; 
L~' ~2- 2 ; :encJtt. :;-'; 

fundiure ~~i"pdl'- re1 :n9'~ 1;-' 19:' 
,~ _ _ <C _ '-;7 .' '> , ~).' OJII,': '-, .' 8",2': , 61 .3:' 86, 88 . , 9f· 128 .' 28·J8, :7 " . ,,07 , 2': . 2(3';' , 313 . 7<';'3 , ': 
CC 2<02, .0·J5 . 7<0 , U .' .' i",)I' , -,' H _ .' '-,19 , no .' 2~ ,., 102,·. ' ~08 , 1183 . 25-:' 1 ; 
xx~ I · .. 2 ":-028, '" < .' 352., 01 . 3 -,,, e , III' _ .' Yb , -, J'i .' )11 'I, l'.-"-; . riC"- , 243 . 2f.39 , 18 .' 7~:e , .; C6 .' 2~ 02 
, <C<. 7 .0';) , U ..-.' )'-,211 . .'.; C.' ..- 'ii" , 87 o . 2~13 , lC23 . ' ~C8 , :183 . 25C( I i 

f"r i - ) : :'cn-vL:xli 

:,- 1: lee,g'_ h (xx; ; 
to : 
for t - 1 ; congt.'l(XX) 
E( L; ' ~b3Ixx :L; - (p(::' ~p i2 - ' 'it; ~ 9i.~; · (iit. ·: "2j ~F (4) ,. ':-z Icj j': _; 
"'- ",-",(-:, ; 
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Appendix J: Matlab toolbox program for chapter 6 
(GM (2, 1) program) 

r"n":bn r"~~HI - '7"~(:." 
~p~ I<;r,~ ,,~.~c't I r ~ ,~ ; • F".f>~ 1 at _ ,,~~ I ~" '. S03) ; 
x ~ <ni@~>l . ' . ,J'( , .J.lI. _ ' r,~ _ir,f _' r. f]. [ ' n f h[ _r.n . , .. p li.uns': 
..;1- (1,2).y (I! - .. : I, - x _:) I",); -.,xp: I-X: 2; -~.o: ~l :sq""~,, (x(~;; - <' x.: I))) 12: 
i« I; !Xi '; : ""'i<!': : -K (~: - .. qr~ :"q,,~..,': ~ P) : -P"i .': • ill) - ""XI" (( -x :' . -
"qrt (~q~~'" ::<.(2) : -i ' xi): ;; 121 : : 
",2 V(l;-:l-x'l;/ x 'lJ; 
" ' r '-l : l~r.c::: !I (~l 

,,~,,~ 1 (I: -'" I ' "xp' I (-x ,2 i ,.~;·t.: ."c.~c., i x ~ 2i i -( - i<: 1 iii n.: ' .: 1 <: ; ~ ,,~ ' '''~P:::

x ~2i-Jqt' t a~u ... r .. (~: 11-r. · "OII: 121 ' :_- lIl -x :t1 h:3 ; ; 
~ ",1 
,'<,~ ·,lt xn,"" 
~r, 1 

~cn,' tl (-·n " .. " .. , t -'Jr 1(.1 
x- r2 . 37 4 3 , 2~8 3 . n~ (. '90 l. fn l. ~ O·.' -I . H", ' 
;<1 : ·.",.~ "mi " I' 
[o r .i. -;· :l "II~ L h : "l l 

%ii < i 8 , ; ' xl (l - I ! ' l l- O. 5,1· ,,1( ' i ; 
!'r.C: 
COL' 12-2 : hr."U.-" , 

:' iI 2- 1 i_xi I 2 -xll/- \ ) , 
EfI~ 
f 3 , 
r or :-~ : JAf.'J lhIX: 

el( l-: i·":'>~: r I :-1 
~ ~-"-t"l), 
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